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PROJECT AT GLANCE

1) Name Of The Unit

The Budhewal Co-op. sugar Mills Ltd.

2) Registered Office

At Village and post, Budhewal, (near Kohara) Ludhiana Punjab.

3) Form Of Organization

Co-operative Ltd

4) Nature Of Activity

To Produce And Manufacture Non-Chemical Jaggery And Allied Agro
Products.

5) Cost Of Project

2022.97 Lakhs

6) Cost Of Project with Margin for
working capital

7) Working Capital

2087.65 Lakhs

258.75 Lakhs

8) Financing Pattern (In Lakhs)
a) Share Capital

505.74 Lakhs

b) Term Investment Promoter

1517.22 Lakhs

c) Margin for working capital

64.69 Lakhs

9) Profit Before Tax

1st Year

5th Year

441.74

1101.00

(In Lakhs)
10) Cash Accruals
(In Lakhs)

11) Debt Service Coverage Ratio

1st Year

5th Year

NA-NA

NA-NA

1.82
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LOCATION OF THE PROIECT
INTRODUCTION:
The selection of the site or location is very important for any industrial undertaking. The success or
failure of industry depends on proper selection of site or location. We have register office at Village
and post, Budhewal, (near Kohara) Ludhiana Punjab.
SITE FOR FACTORY:
The director of The Budhewal Co-op. sugar Mills Ltd. has selected site near its previous Sugar plant
at Village and post, Budhewal, (near Kohara) Ludhiana Punjab. For setting up Natural Jaggery
manufacturing due to following advantages:
1. The plant is being erected At Village and post, Budhewal, (near Kohara) Ludhiana Punjab.
Which provides all infrastructural facilities like water, electricity, road, telephone, bank,
medical services, etc.
2. The site is located in sugarcane growing area; cane can be easily available and crushed within
8 hours to prevent recovery loss due to inversion process.
3. There are many pucca roads near the site and villages in the district are interlinked by the state
and national highway.
4. The required skilled, semi-skilled, unskilled labour is easily available near the site.
5. The main product Non Chemical/Natural Jaggery to be manufactured by the company is unique
and it is first attempt in India to produce Jaggery and allied products based on modern
technology. Company intends to target the upper class consumers and to market the products
as specialty products for health and quality conscious consumers. The company will have its
own chain of dealers, distributors and sales persons with proper advertising backup.
6. The site has following location advantages: Road

a) Budhewal to Ludhiana

Other Villages & Towns

a) Sahnewal – 9 Kms
b) Ludhiana- 16 Kms

City

a) Ludhiana
b)
c)

Railway-station-

Sahnewal – 9 Kms

Airport-

Sahnewal – 9 Kms

CONCLUSION:
From above it can be easily concluded that the site for erecting the factory is most convenient and
suitable for Jaggery manufacturing.
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PROJECT BACKGROUND
Sugar and jaggery manufacturing is one of the most significant Agro-based industries in India, which
has a very crucial role to play in agriculture economy of India. India produces 240 to 260 million
tons of sugarcane out of which nearly 50% sugarcane is processed in more than 400 big sugar
factories producing between 13 to 16 million tons of white plantation sugar. In addition to this, there
are some 2000 mini sugar factories (better known as Khandsari Sugar Units) which produce about
2 million tons of Khandsari (open pan) sugar. Besides there are thousands of small units which
produce about 8 to 9 million tons of jaggery widely known as “GUR” under decentralization sector.

CRUSHER
Khandsari (open pan) sugar plant

OPEN BOILING

OPEN BOILING 3 PAN

Out of the above three sugarcane producing industries, sugar mills, using very sophisticated
Equipment’s, vacuum pan boiling process, precise controls, and are in organized sector. These
units have mainly downstream industries producing a number of products like alcohol, oxalic acid,
acetic acid, acetone, liquors, and particleboard. Cogeneration of power is also feasible in these
units. Recovery of sugar in these units is between 9 to 12% of sugarcane. Most of these units
produce white plantation sugar or sulphitation sugar, while in developed countries; sugar is
produced mainly in two stages namely raw sugar and Refined sugar. Because of contamination of
some hazardous chemicals during process, white plantation sugar is not acceptable to these
developed countries.
Khandsari sugar plants produce these grades of sugar using open pan boiling process. White bold
sugar is obtained is up to 5% of sugarcane, yellowish and small crystals sugar up to 2-3% and
brown powdered sugar up to 1%. Total maximum recovery is up to 9%. These units generally
flourish where there are no big sugar factories or where there is excess cane available. Besides,
these units enjoy same taxation, benefits like exemptions from Local taxes, etc. In states like
Maharashtra, where there are big sugar factories working efficiency, very few Khandsari units could
survive. Though there is some scope improving these plants, rate of their survival is minimum. Most
of these units mainly exist in Uttar Pradesh, and Andhra Pradesh.
Now proceeding in 21st century we talk of liberalization and globalization, which is possible only
due to a green revolution in rural area. We now that in India @ 80% of its population is in rural area
and their main occupation is agriculture. They have their own methods established in irrigation,
which are appropriate to the small size of their farms, and the tremendous manpower, which is
available at a cheaper cost, when compared with European nations. In fact, this is our asset. Here
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a farmer is a mother and his farm is his child. The workers in the farm for 365 days in a year along
with his family members, sacrificing holidays, recreation, health, clothing, education and the life.
That is the reason India could harvest millions tones yield, but in return back farmer have to suffer
a lot of problems and there is no proper way of marketing. We will study about only one crop
(SUGARCANE), which is cash crop today so there is a huge production of sugarcane in India but
due to so many problems in front of farmer he don’t get proper return. To overcome the problems
some of them produce Jaggery in village small-scale unit. Jaggery units are mainly village scale
industries using outdated, inefficient machinery and very primitive and age old processes. But this
sector caters 40% requirement of sweeteners in India. It employs about 2.5 million people in rural
area at and near their homes. In spite of its importance in rural economy, very less attention has
been paid in improving its efficiency and technology. An unscrupulous use of hazardous chemicals
in jaggery manufacture has made jaggery unfit for human consumption.
With this background, this venture is conceived and planned to upgrade the technology using
efficient and modern machinery and equipment’s with proper quality and process control. It is
planned to produce pure hygienic jaggery without using any hazardous chemicals and pure natural
sugar with no residual chemicals and golden syrup (liquid jaggery) for table use.

MODERN SUGARCANE CRUSHING PLANT
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AIM OF THE PROJECT
The Budhewal Co-op. sugar Mills Ltd. Plans to set up a new concept of GMP jaggery plant in its

existing organization with sound production facilities. The principal aim of the project is to set up a
full-fledged system for conducting Manufacturing activities with special reference, as we are aware
of Anemia which is a public health problem that affects populations in both rich and poor countries.
Although the primary cause is iron deficiency, it is seldom present in isolation. More frequently it
coexists with a number of other causes, such as malaria, parasitic infection, nutritional deficiencies,
and haemoglobinopathies. Given the importance of this pathology in the world, numerous countries
conduct interventions to reduce anemia; particularly in the groups most susceptible to its
devastating effects: pregnant women and young children. Nutritional deficiency anemia is rampant
in India. Anemia is generally explained to patients as “Khoon ki kami” or “Hemoglobin ki Kami” in
common language. Most common cause of the anemia is the nutritional deficiency of the Iron in
body or blood loss. It affects most commonly growing children, women and elderly population. I am
confident that our products can meet all the requirement towards nutritional deficiency. Jaggery
syrup produced from proposed GMP plant for human consumption in INDIA will be made from sugar
cane.
To achieve the social aspect and commercial motive hand in hand with special reference to:
* To improve the age-old Jaggery manufacturing process and to develop appropriate technology and
the process by using the modern techniques for production of Natural Jaggery.
* To standardize the products in accordance to the national and international standards and to
develop the eco-friendly packaging system.
* To develop and standardize the organic system in accordance with internationally accepted
standards and certification systems.
* To develop and establish the market setup for the above products with an emphasis on Ecommerce.
* To develop Organic farming by promoting incentive and cash payments on weighbridge itself.
* In view to attain these aims the company has planned to set up a modern and hygienic plant.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF PROPOSED PROJECT:
First unit of its kind to produce jaggery on GMP standard in large scale, fully
automatic, hygienic, user friendly, commercial scale in state of Punjab which is
having following features:
* To use highly efficient G Rollers Hydraulic Crusher with certain modification like fiberizer,
underfeed rollers, Donnelley Chute etc. in jaggery production.
* To adopt hi-tech equipment’s like continuous clarifiers, rotary vacuum filter/ vibrato
separator etc. for efficient and hygienic clarification of sugarcane juice in India for jaggery
manufacture.
* To produce non-chemical hygienic jaggery, and golden syrup, this has got a large potential
for export.
* To incorporate scientific manufacturing processes and strict quality control, GMP standard
equipment’s and instruments.
* This plant is very flexible with different product combination like small jaggery molds from
10 Gms to 1000Gms + jaggery granules, jaggery syrup, and flavored jaggery too.
Combined recovery of syrup and jaggery is about is 13 to 15% which is greater than sugar
factories.
* The plant is located in sugarcane growing area, cane can be easily crushed within 8 hours
to prevent recovery loss due to inversion process.
* This planned to encourage farmers to adopt the technique of organic farming with proper
expert guidance; products from such cane have great export potential.
* On equivalent crushing capacity basis, compared to other nonstandard plants the capital
investment is high, but due to export potential, payback period is very less.
* A number of downstream industries are possible using products of this unit.
* This unit will generate employment opportunities for rural people.
* You will be able to give higher returns to farmers comparatively to huge sugar factories.
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INDUSTRIAL SCENARIO
India produces nearly 260 million tons of sugarcane grown by over 35 million sugarcane growers
and their dependents. India has over 400 regular sugar producing factories producing nearly 14
million tons of sugar and 5000 mini factories better known as Khandsari (open plan) producing 2
million tons of sugar annually. At present India is the largest sugar producing country in the world.
Nearly 40% sugar is consumed by over 2,00,000 cottage scale units manufacturing and widely
accepted nutritious sweetener called Jaggery. These units produce nearly 10 million tons of Jaggery
is the oldest known manmade sweetener dated back to 500 B.C. There are some authentic
historical references from the era of Emperor Chandragupta Maurya. The process is time proven
and the product is the value added one with some medicinal properties besides being a pleasant
and nutritive sweetener. It is imperative this sector due to following reasons.
* It directly employs nearly 2.5 million people at near their homes.
* It has much better food and nutritional value than sugar.
* It is cottage industry in real sense and strengthens the rural economy considerably with a turnover
of 90 billion rupees per year.
* Since it is a decentralized production there is a considerable saving on the transport cost and the
losses due to delayed crushing.
* The technology process know-how plant and machinery, all are indigoes and do not need any
foreign exchange/investment in any way.
* It needs lowest capital investment per ton of crushing when compared to other sugarcane
processing options.
* The recovery of the final product is at par with sugar factory, and it can be further improved with
some technological modifications.
* Cost for production is about 60% of that of sugar as other consumables are Minimum
* Semiskilled persons can handle the processing operations effectively.
* It has a tremendous potential for export as the product can be manufactured in organic and natural
way.
* It can be source of many downstream products of medicinal use.
* It is typical Indian Industry with vast experience behind it.

PACKING UNIT
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MANAGEMENT:
The Management of the company is presently under the dynamic leadership of Directors and
General Manager of company (The Budhewal Co-op. sugar Mills Ltd.) having experience of
growing sugarcane crop &10 years of Jaggery production unit & its market. Other key technical,
marketing & Administrative staff will also be appointed at appropriate time for the successful
implementation & operation of the proposed project.
LIST OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND GENERAL MANAGER AND CONTACT NUMBERS
Sr
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

NAME

DESIGNATION

HARINDER SINGH LOKHOWAL
AMAR SINGH
SATPAL SINGH
MANJIT SINGH
BHARPOOR SINGH
PARAMDEEP SINGH
S.KKUREEL

CHAIRMAN
VICE CHAIRMAN
DIRECTIR
DIRECTIR
DIRECTIR
DIRECTIR
GENERAL MANAGER

CONTACT
9815653079
9814203806
9465647877
9779300003
9417212721
9814355113
6280859484

FEASIBILITY STUDY:
In order to verify technical, economic and financial feasibility of the project. The team of The
Budhewal Co-op. sugar Mills Ltd. have appointed: Sunil Pawar as a technical consultant and
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS, IN LUDHIANA PUNJAB

TO EVALUATE –
1. Technical viability of the project.

3.

Marketing viability of the project.

2. Availability of raw materials.

4.

Financial aspect of the project.

METHODOLOGY :
As per terms of appointment we have conducted techno economic and financial feasibility study of
the project on the basis of following:
1. Discussion with Directors, architects and technical consultant of the Company.
2. Certificates of various authorities submitted by the Company.
3. Discussion with various industries, retailers, wholesalers & other Institutions with special
reference to procurement of raw material and Marketing of products.
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PRESENT STATUS OF JAGGERY PRODUCTION
The consumption of Jaggery in India is between 8 million to 9 million tones. In spite of increased
production and increased availability of sugar, there has been an assured market demand for
Jaggery. High quality Jaggery fetches higher price than sugar. Jaggery is produced in thousands
of small village scale unit with the help of skilled and unskilled-workers

.

Jaggery production unit traditional process
The process of manufacture can be described in brief as follows: sugarcane is crushed in small
crushers run on 5-10 Hp electric motors and diesel enginees.1 Tone of sugarcane yields 500-550
liters of juice. This juice is boiled in big panes made of MS Sheets. During heating and boiling the
juice is clarified first with mucilage of Bhendi (lady’s finger) then with super phosphate solution
(prepared from fertilizer grade super phosphate) or commercial grade phosphoric acid (with arsenic
as impurity). After certain concentration is reached (which is judged by skilled worker with his
experience only) the entire pan is physically lifted by 8-10 workers and hot Jaggery paste is poured
into wooden thala. Then stirring lightly cools this paste. When this pasture starts thickening, it is
poured into moulds of 5/10 kg size. After solidifying the Jaggery is further cooled in air and sent to
markets.

Traditional manufacturing process
The normal color of Jaggery is golden yellow or reddish yellow. If the clarification is not carried out
properly, the Jaggery becomes black in color. With a lot of 1000 liters of juice it is not possible
physically for any skilled worker to remove the scum (impurities) to get good clarification. Hence
most of the Jaggery manufactured has started using the chemical commercially is known as
hydrous powder. It is sodium compound, which on heating releases SO2 gas, which temporarily
bleaches the Jaggery to impart it golden yellow color. This effect lasts for 3 to 4 months. But it
makes the Jaggery unfit for human consumption because level of so2 is increased beyond
permissible limit of 70 ppm approved by FDA Rules. The level of sulphur dioxide generally found in
Jaggery available in Indian markets is 250 ppm to 750ppm, which make Jaggery unfit for
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consumption under FDA. Some manufactures even use washing soda, Tinopal or Nirma powder.
Hydrous powder is sodium compound, which gives Jaggery a salty taste. Besides sodium salts
being hygroscopic (water absorbing). Badly affects keeping quality of Jaggery. In India Jaggery is
marketed in loose form and is seldom packed in proper way. Packing is mandatory for any food
products to be exported. In domestic market Jaggery is sold in very unhygienic way, where big
molded pieces of Jaggery are kept in open condition, a small piece is removed, weighed and sold
to the customers Jaggery is never made in consumer friendly sizes but in standard sizes of 10-5
kg. Unfortunately Jaggery is graded according to its color, which can be manipulated by
unscrupulous use of hazardous chemicals. There is type of Jaggery available in the market called
as Black Jaggery. This black color is due to enzymatic oxidation of bleached Jaggery. Nowadays
people are adding raw sugar in jaggery to get more profit and selling on higher price tagged as nonchemical jaggery. The state government is proposing to classify is as non-edible Jaggery and to
cover it under excise duty or Non Edible Jaggery. If all commercial Jaggery available in the market
were tested for its edible quality under FDA rules and regulations, a large portion of Jaggery would
be labeled as non-edible. Hence there is an urgent need of manufacturing Jaggery by controlled
and scientific process.

The above production is not increasing because of following reasons:Jaggery units are mainly village scale industries using outdated Inefficient machinery and very
primitive and age old processes & due to unscrupulous use of hazardous chemicals in Jaggery
manufacture has made Jaggery unfit for human consumption.

Traditional jaggery mould

Chemical jaggery
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PROPOSED JAGGERY PRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION
In order to run the project successfully the adequate supply of basic raw material is essential.
Sugarcane is basic raw material required for Jaggery manufacturing unit. The crushing capacity of
proposed jaggery manufacturing plant is 37500 – 45000 MT per annum. We have analyzed the
sugarcane availability and sugarcane growing potential of LUDHIANA district which is summarized
in subsequent paragraph.
The Company is setting up a full-fledged production facilities for manufacturing Natural Jaggery
prepared without using any hazardous chemical like hydrous powder, super

phosphate,

electrolytes, Safolite, sodium Sulphite, etc which are extensively used in most of the Jaggery
manufacturing units in India. Initially natural Jaggery in consumer-friendly sizes and attractive
shapes could be produced. The sizes are standardized and will be available in 1000 gms & 500
gms packing in powder and granule form etc. the value added products will be introduced in near
future in phased manner.

SS 316 grade automatic jaggery manufacturing plant, fully automatic GMP
The team of The Budhewal Co-op. sugar Mills Ltd. is associated with this field for last many years
and have good exposure in sugar manufacturing, procuring raw material and supply finished
products to various stores, wholesalers, consumer products distributors and export market.
Considering the directors, their relatives and friends involvement in business and their association
and contacts with various agriculturists we hope that the raw material procurement will not be any
problem to the company.
CONCLUSION:
From above it can be easily concluded that the company will be self-sufficient from raw material
point of view and can run the plant to its fullest capacity.
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PROXIMATE COMPOSITION OF VARIOUS SWEETENERS
COMPOSITION
PERCENTAGE/
MG/100GM

REFINED
WHITE
GOLDEN
JAGGERY INDIAN
GOLDEN
SUGAR
SULPHITATION GRANULATED (INDIAN) LIQUID
SYRUP
(EUROPEAN) SUGAR (INDIA) SUGAR
JAGGERY (U.K)
(MAURITIUS)

SUCROSE%

99.99

96.6

99.5

70-60

35.2

50

FRUCTOSE AND GLUCOSE %

-

-

10-15

31.71

30.5

PROTEINS %

-

-

TRACE

0.4

0.14

TRACE

FAT %

-

-

-

0.1

0.12

-

ASH %

-

-

-

2

0.88

-

CALCIUM

-

-

18

180

42

-

PHOSPHOROUS

-

-

5

40

51

-

POTASSIUM

-

-

33

63

25

-

MAGNESIUM

-

M
-

7

16

5

-

IRON

-

-

1

12.27

10.23

-

COPPER

-

0.632

-

0.32

0.4

-

VITAMIN

-

-

-

2801 U

-

-

ENERGY
(KCAL/KG)

398

398

398

360-380

350

325

MOISTURE

0.11

0.4

0.4

4-6

20

20
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PRODUCT - JAGGERY: A NUTRITIVE SWEETENER
*

Jaggery the oldest known manmade sweetener dating back to 500 B.C.

*

Jaggery is more nutritious than any commercially available sweetener.

*

Jaggery can be prepared without using any chemicals.

*

Jaggery caters meets nearly 40% need of the sweetener in India.

*

Jaggery compares well, even excels, some specialty products like Golden (brown)
Granulated Sugar widely used in Europe in wine making and as the sweetener for coffee.

*

Liquid Jaggery also excels Golden Syrup widely used in Europe for making confectioneries
and bakery products.

*

Jaggery is considered to be the best of products derived from sugarcane by Ayurvedic
system of medicine.

*

Many Ayurvedic preparations need Jaggery as an essential raw material.

*

Jaggery after undergoing a process of aging is considered to have medicinal properties by
Ayurvedic experts like anti-toxic, anti-allergic, and anti-aging.

*

Production of Jaggery in India is around 10 million tones per year and a turnover of 90 million
rupees.

Genetically non modified organic sugarcane

Non chemical jaggery mould
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33 Marvelous Benefits Of Jaggery (Gur) For Skin And Health
Jaggery comes with loads of health benefits? You may have seen older people eating a piece of
jaggery with tea after a meal. It is not only because of its sweet taste, but it also has numerous
therapeutic properties that do wonders for the body.

What Is Jaggery?
Jaggery is made from the juice of sugarcane, which is heated to produce thick crystals. It contains
sugar in sucrose form and is used in many food products as a sweetening agent. It is considered
healthier than refined sugar as certain plant phytochemicals and minerals are preserved in it. Many
people avoid jaggery as its raw appearance is not very appealing. However, it may be time to start
making this food a regular part of your diet as it provides many essential nutrients and is an effective
remedy for many ailments. By adding jaggery to your diet, you gain a wide range of health benefits
that you may not have thought that this food could provide.
Jaggery is also known as ‘Gur’ in Hindi, ‘Bellam’ in Telugu, ‘Vellam’ in Tamil, ‘Sharkara’ in
Malayalam, ‘Bella’ in Kannada, and ‘Gul’ in Marathi. Let’s take a look at all the amazing benefits of
jaggery:

Skin Benefits of Jaggery
Jaggery is beneficial as a beauty treatment. It has natural properties that ensure that the skin stays
healthy at all times.
1. Nourishes The Skin: Jaggery is rich in many vital vitamins and minerals, allowing it to provide
nourishment to every part of the body, including the skin. When your skin gets proper nourishment,
it can stay glowing and healthy.
2. Treats Acne And Pimples: Jaggery helps in treating and preventing many skin problems such as
acne and pimples. Hence, it helps in keeping the skin blemish-free. It also delays the signs of aging
such as wrinkles, dark spots, etc.

Health Benefits of Jaggery For Digestion
One of the main reasons that people take jaggery after meals is due to its positive effects on
the digestive system.
3. Prevents Digestive Disorders: Jaggery helps in the maintenance of proper functioning of the
digestive system. This, in turn, prevents many digestive problems and improves digestion as well.
4. Boosts Secretion Of Digestive Enzymes: Jaggery stimulates digestive enzyme secretion, and it also
gets converted into acetic acid. Therefore, it speeds up the process of digestion, as the load on the
digestive tract is significantly reduced.
5. Regulates Bowel Movement: As it helps in maintaining proper digestion, jaggery also helps in
regulating the bowel movement and preventing problems such as indigestion, constipation,
flatulence, intestinal worms, etc.
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For Blood
Jaggery is known to have beneficial effects on the blood as well. This is why making it a part of your
diet is recommended.
6. Purifies Blood: One of the most well-known benefits of jaggery is its ability to purify the blood. When
consumed on a regular basis, it cleanses the blood, leaving your body healthy.
7. Prevents Blood Diseases And Disorders: Jaggery helps in boosting the total count of hemoglobin
in the blood (3). It also boosts the immunity that, in turn, helps in preventing a wide variety of blood
disorders and diseases.
8. Prevents Anemia: Jaggery is rich in iron and folate that help in preventing anemia by ensuring that
a normal level of red blood cells is maintained. This is especially beneficial for pregnant women. It
also provides instant energy that prevents fatigue and weakness of the body.
9. Treats Menstrual Problems: Jaggery, due to its richness in many essential nutrients, is an effective
natural treatment for many menstrual problems. It also helps in providing relief from cramps and
stomach ache that are associated with menstruation.

Jaggery Benefits for Weight Loss
Jaggery is surprisingly effective as an aid for weight loss. If you are looking to lose some unwanted
pounds, include this food in your diet.
10. Boosts Body Metabolism: Jaggery is a rich source of potassium, which is a mineral that helps in the
balance of electrolytes as well as the building up of muscles and improving the metabolism in the
body. These factors play an important role in effective weight loss, making jaggery effective in aiding
in weight loss.
11. Reduces Retention Of Water: Water retention is a major problem when you are trying to lose weight.
As mentioned earlier, jaggery contains many essential minerals, especially potassium. This mineral
helps in the reduction of water retention, thus managing your weight.

Other Benefits
Jaggery has many other benefits that include the following:
12. Cleanses The Body: One of the best natural cleansing agents for the body is jaggery. It helps in
detoxifying the body by effectively and efficiently cleansing the respiratory tract, lungs, intestines,
stomach and food pipe. It removes the toxins and impurities from the body, thereby providing relief
from constipation and other health problems.
13. Boosts Intestinal Health: As mentioned earlier, jaggery has wonderful effects on the digestive
system. It also boosts the intestinal strength due to its high magnesium content. With every 10
grams of jaggery, you get 16mg of magnesium, which is 4 percent of the daily requirement of this
mineral.
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14. Controls Blood Pressure: Jaggery contains potassium and sodium, which play an important role in
the maintenance of acid levels in the body. It also makes sure that a normal level of blood pressure
is properly maintained.
15. Prevents Nervous System Problems: This food has many natural properties that help in keeping
the nervous system functioning normally and staying healthy. This, in turn, keeps a wide range of
nervous system disorders at bay.
16. Provides Antioxidants: Jaggery is a rich source of antioxidants (4), selenium in particular, that helps
in preventing the various effects of free radicals on your body. This means that it keeps many
different diseases and ailments away and, as already mentioned, delays the signs of aging.
17. Prevents Respiratory Problems: By consuming jaggery regularly, you can prevent many respiratory
problems such as asthma, bronchitis, etc. Experts recommend taking this natural sweetener with
sesame seeds for wonderful benefits for the respiratory system.
18. Treats Cough And Cold: Jaggery is known for its ability to naturally treat a cough and cold
effectively. Eating it in its raw form is recommended. However, if you are averse to its sweet taste,
you can mix it with tea or warm water and gain relief from these problems. It also works well for
migraines and headaches.
19. Relieves Joint Pain: If you often suffer from aches and pains in your joints, eating jaggery can
provide you with the much-needed relief. Experts recommend eating it with a piece of ginger to
alleviate joint pain. Drinking a glass of milk with jaggery every day is also recommended to help
strengthen the bones, thus preventing joint and bone problems such as arthritis.
20. Controls Body Temperature: Jaggery helps in controlling the temperature of the body. This is
especially beneficial for patients who suffer from asthma as they require a normal body temperature
to be maintained at all times.
21. Provides Instant Energy: If you are feeling weak or lethargic, eating a piece of jaggery can provide
instant energy. The best thing about it is that it is gradually digested and absorbed by your body,
unlike white sugar. This means that the levels of blood sugar do not get raised immediately.
22. Regulates Liver Function: One of the main functions of the liver is to rid the body of harmful toxins
and other impurities (5). As jaggery can naturally cleanse the body, it reduces the workload of the
liver and detoxifies it as well, thus regulating its function.
23. Reduces PMS: Eating a small piece of jaggery every day can help in alleviating PMS. This problem
is caused by fluctuating hormone levels, and this food helps in reducing it as it stimulates the release
of endorphins, which are known as happy hormones. It helps in relaxing your body and making you
feel good.
24. Boosts Immunity: Due to its richness in various minerals, antioxidants, and other nutrients, jaggery
is of immense help in boosting the immunity. By ensuring that the immune system is healthy, it
helps in preventing many types of infections, ailments, and diseases. Jaggery is rich in zinc and
selenium that, as you know, prevent free-radical damage caused by oxidative stress.
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25. Treats Chronic Cough: As mentioned earlier, jaggery has many benefits for the respiratory system.
It helps in treating a chronic cough. It has a smoothening and soothing effect on the soft tissues of
the throat, thus reducing throat irritation. According to Ayurveda, it makes the lungs warm and
dilates the respiratory tract.
26. Helps with Urinary Problems: Sugarcane acts as a natural diuretic and jaggery also possesses this
property. It helps in stimulating urination that is good news for people who have difficulty in passing
urine. Jaggery can also help in reducing inflammation of the bladder. Experts recommend drinking
a glass of hot milk with jaggery to treat urinary problems and improving the urine flow.
27. Treats Hiccups: If you have a case of the hiccups, eating jaggery can help. All you need to do is
mix it with dried ginger powder. Experts recommend eating this mixture with a glass of warm water
to gain relief. Mix 3 grams of jaggery with 500mg of ginger powder to get rid of this problem.
28. Cools The Stomach: As mentioned already, jaggery helps in maintaining a normal body
temperature. This helps in keeping your stomach cool. Experts recommend eating a medium-sized
piece of this food every day, especially during the summer.
29. Improves Sperm Quality And Production: According to Ayurveda, eating jaggery that is mixed with
amla powder can help in the improvement of the quality of sperm. It also helps in boosting the sperm
production. It also helps in lowering the weakness of the body and treats and prevents urinary
problems among men.
30. Boosts Iron Absorption: Being rich in iron, eating jaggery with foods that are rich in Vitamin C helps
in boosting the absorption of this mineral in the body. Experts recommend pairing it with foods such
as citrus fruits, amla, guavas, etc. When iron is properly absorbed, it boosts hair health, making it
strong and lustrous.
31. Natural Sweetening Agent: Jaggery has been traditionally used as a sweetening agent not just
because of its sweetening properties, but also because of its distinct flavor and aroma. While sugar
would just give you sweetness, jaggery would give you sweetness along with flavor. Even the other
variety of jaggery, e.g. date jaggery, has a flavor that keeps it on a higher pedestal than plain sugar.
32. Warming Effect: Since jaggery contains carbohydrates that take time to get digested, it provides
warmth to the body. In many countries, people prepare sweets and special foods using jaggery in
cold weather. This is a traditional method to ensure a little warmth during winters. Using date palm
jaggery for this purpose is beneficial as it provides maximum warmth to the body.
33. Prevents Asthma: Black jaggery has properties that regulate the body temperature. It also
possesses anti-allergic characteristics. This is extremely essential for asthma patients.
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Jaggery vs. Sugar: A Comparative Study
Let’s have a look how jaggery is different from sugar.
1. Method of Processing
Both jaggery and sugar are prepared by bringing sugar cane juice to a boil. However, this is only
the initial step. The boiled juice is clarified with bone charcoal into a clear and transparent syrup
which, upon cooling, condensation, and crystallization, turns into regular white sugar. On the other
hand, sugar cane juice is boiled continuously in order to form a thick, sticky paste of jaggery. It is
then cooled down and poured into molds to come up with required jaggery blocks.
2. Composition
Sucrose (C12H22O12), a disaccharide (Glucose + Fructose), is known to be the primary
component of both sugar and jaggery. However, there is no other component in table sugar, while
jaggery is made of sucrose (65-85%), invert sugar (10-15)%, ash 2.5%, and very small amounts of
dietary fiber, iron and mineral salts. The invert sugar content of jaggery makes it higher in sweetness
and GI (Glycemic Index) than regular sugar.
3. Color
Regular sugar is white in color. But the color of jaggery can vary from golden yellow to different
shades of brown (i.e. golden brown, perfect brown, dark brown, etc.). The color usually depends on
the time of boiling the sugar cane juice.
4. Texture
As far as the texture is concerned, sugar and jaggery are different from each other. Sugar has a
solid and hard form that looks like crystal, while jaggery is semi-solid (comparatively softer) and
does not have any specific shape (amorphous).
Prevent Iron Deficiency with Jaggery
Jaggery is a substitute for refined white sugar and is used in many Indian households. It is an
excellent source of iron, and hence it helps prevent iron deficiency and improves the hemoglobin
levels in the blood: If you do not eat green vegetables daily, then you can eat jaggery on a daily
basis to fulfill the iron requirements of your body.
•

You can add jaggery to substitute for sugar in your tea or coffee.

•

You can add it to your breakfast cereal, sambhar, rasam, and dal.

•

You can replace refined white sugar with jaggery while preparing some Indian sweets such as kheer
or payasam.Is consuming jaggery for diabetes considered safe? Well, jaggery should be consumed
with caution if you are diabetic as it contains only five percent less carbohydrates when compared
to white sugar. It can increase your sugar levels drastically. So, if you are a diabetic or on a weight
loss program, you should not consume it in large quantities. In that case you can consume moderate
quantity of aged jaggery ( at least 3 years old). As you can see, jaggery has many health benefits,
and this is why adding it to your diet is a good idea. It is a great way to ensure that different parts
of your body function as they should and also treat and prevent different disorders, illnesses as well
as infections.
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ACTIVIES
The Company plans to set up a complete setup for its production activities at Village and post,
Budhewal, (near Kohara) Ludhiana Punjab. This facility includes full large scale export oriented
production unit, where the trails can be conducted not at laboratory scale. The company concrete
plans to develop process for some novel and value added products which are described in short
below;

Golden Syrup

Golden syrup is a thick, amber-colored form of inverted sugar
syrup, made in the process of refining sugar cane juice into sugar,
or by treatment of a sugar solution. It is used in a variety of baking
recipes and desserts. It has an appearance and allegedly tastes
similar to honey, and is often used as a substitute for people who
cannot eat honey and those who choose not to (such as vegans).
It can also be used as a substitute for syrup. This is much
improved version of Liquid Jaggery to be targeted at the export
market. It is a delicacy which can be used as bread spread in

A tin of Golden Syrup

bakery and confectionery products as sweeteners, etc.

Medicated Jaggery
It is a Jaggery added with some proven Ayurvedic medicines and in cubes or tablet form and will
be available as ready to use A medicine in very convenient way.
Medicinal Jaggery
This Jaggery has excellent medicinal properties as per Ayurvedic texts. For including such medicinal
properties has to undergo process of aging under special conditions. This is much sought after the product,
but very aging is rarely produced. This Company would produce authenticated medicinal Jaggery with
expert’s certification.

Soft Jaggery
It is a Jaggery product in paste form it is sweeter
than normal Jaggery and can be used in
preparation of traditional sweets and recipes.

A bottle of golden syrup & soft jaggery

Flavored Jaggery moulds chocolates& Biscuits.
.

It is Jaggery flavored with

natural flavors and in flake
moulds & chocolates form. It
is meant for traditional dishes
and recipes since it is in very
convenient form.
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It is in granular form and can be served by spoon. It can substitute sugar

in many applications and has a great potential for as a substitute for
golden granulated dishes and recipes since it is in very convenient
form.

Vinegar
It is a fermented product containing about 5% acetic acid. The vinegar is available in the market at
present is synthetic product made by diluting acetic acid. There is a tremendous demanded for
vinegar made from natural raw materials. The Company is developing process know-how for
vinegar to be manufacture from sugarcane juice, Jaggery, fruit juice, etc.

Confectioneries and other food products from Jaggery
The Company plans to manufacture Jaggery based confectionery products such as

toffee,

chocolates, modakas, sweets, health food etc. the company has already identified the experts in
this field and already started the work on it. The company is developing some new equipments,
machinery and instruments to revolutionize the process of Jaggery making, like new type of
crushing system, to match the extraction with the current hydraulic milling plants requiring heavy
machinery, high power input and huge investment at low costs and with better results. Similarly the
work is underway to develop modern systems for clarification, filtration, juice boiling, juice
concentration, Jaggery molding, Jaggery cooling and Jaggery packing.
Ultimately the Company is planning to introduce organic Jaggery as a natural organic sweetener in
the international market. This product will be produced from the organic

sugarcane cultivated

without use of any chemical fertilizers, chemicals and or synthetic insecticides / pesticides /
fungicides. For this the Company is developing systems for certification for cultivation of organic
sugarcane and organic products there from as over international standards in collaboration with
international organizations like IFOAM, Germany; EULESA, Switzerland, Geyser, France, ILEIA,
Netherlands, HDRA, U.K, etc and the Company is confident that it will be able to introduce such
products within 2 years in the international market.
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MARKET EVALUATION
Market is another important factor in deciding the viability of the unit. The project sound from all
angles, suffers from marketing limitations, is unviable and may be a great failure therefore, market
evaluation is important factor.
The company will acquire AGMARK for the products and has some definite plans for making
Jaggery to be used as an Ayurvedic Medicine. The company has already approached some experts
in Ayurveda and has very encouraging response for such concept. There has been similar response
for other proposed product Golden Syrup, which is modern and much improved version of liquid
Jaggery better known as "Kakvi" in Maharashtra.
Ultimately Company has plans for producing totally Natural Jaggery from sugarcane grown on
Organic fertilizers avoiding completely the use of chemical fertilizers and insecticides. All these
efforts are being carried out in view of growing demand for natural products from India and abroad.
At All the products to be manufactured by the company arc unique and it is first attempt in India to
produce Jaggery and allied products based on modern technology. Company intends to target the
upper class consumers and to market the products as specialty products for health and quality
conscious consumers. The company will have its own chain of dealers, distributors and sales
persons with proper advertising backup.
MARKETABILITY AND COMPETITION
India produces more than 13 million tons of white Sulphitation sugar in giant Sugar mills using
vacuum pan boiling systems and Sulphitation process. In Sulphitation process use of some
hazardous chemicals is inevitable and both the sugar and molasses get contaminated. The
Khandsari units Sulphitation process and open pan boiling system produces nearly 2 million tons
of sugar with same handicap. Nowadays Jaggery units have started using many hazardous
chemicals making Jaggery unfit for human consumption.
On this background this company is providing a good alternative of natural Jaggery, Natural Sugar
and Natural Golden Syrup. The Company plans to avoid the use of hazardous chemicals and to
use scientific manufacturing process, almost cleanliness, and total quality control. The Company
will acquire AGMARK for the products and appoint an eminent scientist and approved consultant
for AGMARK. The company has some definite plans for making Jaggery to be used as an Ayurvedic
medicine. The company has already approached some experts in Ayurveda and has very
encouraging response for such a concept. There has been similar response for other proposed
product Golden Syrup, which is modern and much improved version of liquid Jaggery better known
as “Kakvi” in Maharashtra.
Ultimately Company has plans for producing totally Natural Jaggery from sugarcane grown on
Organic fertilizers avoiding completely the use of chemical fertilizers and insecticides. Some
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progress is already made in this direction. All these efforts are being carried out in view of growing
demand for natural products from India and abroad.
All the products to be manufactured by the company are unique and it is first attempt in India to
produce Jaggery and allied products based on modern technology. This technical knowhow is from
an experienced company and the director who has an experience of @ 22 years of jaggery
manufacturing. The production of Jaggery in this unit would be around 38500 tons per season with
100 % capacity utilization, which is very small when compared to total production of 6, 00,000 to 7,
00,000 tons of Jaggery in Maharashtra and just a drop in ocean when compared to total production
of 80 to 90 Lakhs tones in INDIA. Hence the Company production would be too meager to have an
impact on supply in market. But the company intends to target the upper class consumers and to
market the products as specialty products for health and quality conscious consumers. The
company will have its own chain of dealers, distributors, and sales persons with proper advertising
backup.
There is a huge domestic market for all these products, which is rather untapped until now because
there has been no special effort taken to produce these quality products. Moreover there is a great
potential for these products in the export market. The company has technology and facility to
manufacture the products meeting all international standards. Hence the Company does not
foresee any competition these products.
At nut - shell we feel that the unit has adequate demand potential and therefore market survey totally
gives positive indication for starting the proposed activity.

Dust collector
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RESOURCE MOBILISATION
Introduction:
As per the theory of Economics, erection of any unit needs mobilization of following factors for
production: - 1. Land

2. Labour

3. Capital

4. Enterprise

Land:
The company has sufficient land at Village and post, Budhewal, (near Kohara) Ludhiana Punjab.
All infrastructural facilities at the site location are well connected with all other roads of Ludhiana
district.
Labour:
The company is going to appoint project co-coordinator having technical background. The required
skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled Labour is available near the factory site.
Capital:
We have estimated the project cost of The Budhewal Co-op Sugar Mills Ltd. on the basis of fair
market estimates. The project cost works out at RS 2022.97 lacks, which Company proposes to
raise from following sources:
Sr. No.

Particulars

RS (in Lakhs)

1

Proposed Term investment

1517.22

2

Own contribution

505.74

3

Margin for working capital
Total

64.69
2087.65

Management:
The success or failure of any industry depends on the efficiency and effectiveness of the
management. The team of the company consist of persons having technical, commercial, marketing
and administrative background. Directors have a wide experience of manufacturing sugar, trading
and distribution & manufacturing business of allied products, and the Company would have
advantage of their expertise to be successful in running the new business with export potentials.
Financial feasibility:
We have worked out detailed financial projection, which are enclosed in annexure.
Project program:
The company has its own land near previous sugar plant, due to acquired land and support of
previous sugar plant it will be very helpful to complete the project in a very short time, As per the
estimates given by architect and machinery suppliers, the directors propose to commission the plant
in 9-10 months from day of proposal acceptance.
Conclusion: From above it can be easily concluded that:
1.

The company has its own suitable and adequate land for erecting plant adjacent to its
previous plant.

2.

The required skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled labour are available near the site.
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3.

The company has estimated project cost on reasonable assumptions & quotations from
suppliers and will tie-up with best source.

4.

The directors and their team, with vast experience of running sugar plant it seems to be
competent for erecting and running plant efficiently. The company proposes to purchase
plant and machinery of reputed supplier.

FINANCIAL EVALUATION
INTRODUCTION

:

It is well said that the finance is the backbone of every commercial and industrial venture. Proper
financial evaluation is utmost essential for proper decision making.
COST OF PROJECT AND MEANS OF FINANCE:
The Company has estimated following cost of project based on budgetary offers and Fair market
estimates:
Sr. No

Particulars

Amount (Rs. in lakhs)

1.
2.
3.

Land and Site Development
machinery foundation and other civil
Plant and Machinery
Main factory, GMP, Admin,
Other construction and architect fees
Miscellaneous Fixed Assets

83.91
45.00
1185.00
261.81
44.28
100.00

provision for machinery Tax (GST)
Pre-operative expenses
Contingences
Margin money for working capital
TOTAL

213.30
50.00
39.67
64.69
2087.65

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

ANALYSIS OF PROFITABILITY PROJECTIONS:
We have analyzed the profitability projections and financial ratios for the project. The same has
been as per annexure.
CONCLUSION
The above discussion, and enclosed financial statements reveals as follows:
The Company can generate adequate funds to discharge its loan obligation. The Average
Debt Service Coverage Ratio is more than 1.82 indicates adequate generation of funds for
Discharge of debts. Note: DSCR will be finalized after final consideration
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CONCLUSION
THE foregoing discussion, availability of raw material, labour and financial implications clearly reveal
that the project presented for your kind consideration is technically sound, financially viable and can
be considered favorably for financing after taking into consideration following points :
1. The project has socio economics significance as :
a) It generates huge direct and indirect employment.
b) It leads to infrastructural and rural development.
c) It can help in promoting agricultural and related activities to the small farmers
2

The company has all factorial advantages like availability of land, labour, indigenous technology.

3

The directors and their professional team is well equipped and highly experienced in Jaggery &
agro manufacturing, processing & trading industry.

4

The financial projections indicate sufficient cash generation to service the loan under normal
interest rate and to repay it as per normal schedule.

5

The project cost estimate seems to be reasonable.

6

The operational parameters assumed by Technical team for The Budhewal Co-op. sugar Mills
Ltd. are by and large quite reasonable.

7

The availability of basic raw materials and infrastructural facilities seem to be reasonable
uninterrupted running of the plant.

Assumptions underlying financial projections
1)

No. of working days

:

150/ 200

Capacity Utilization

:

100% from 2nd year.

No. of units working days

:

150 days for 1st year. (Trial Season)

As it assumed that unit will start from 1st week of Nov, 2021 (150 days trial season)
As unit can work at 110% capacity for 200 days in a year.
Percentage of utilization for following product mix:
Sr. No. Finished Product

% of utilization

1

Jaggery moulds

24

2

Jaggery Granules

60

3

Golden syrup Bulk

16

TOTAL

100.00

Following are rates of Raw Material, which are comparable to existing market rates.
Sr. No.

Raw Material

Unit

Rate Amount in Rs.

1

Sugarcane

Tons

2600.00

2

H and T

Ton

500.00

Gate cane

Total

3100.00
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2)

Following are rates of Finished Products, which are comparable to existing market
rates.
Sr. No.

Raw Material

Unit

Rate Amount in Rs.

1

Jaggery Mould

Kilograms 35/-

2

Jaggery Granules

Kilograms 40/-

3

Jaggery Syrup

Kilograms 48/-

Finished products are proposed to sell in domestic as well as international market.
3) Dividend on paid-up equity capital is 30% payable from 2ndyear having increased every year.
Subsidy / grant of Rs. 50 lakhs from Ministry Of Food Processing Industry are assumed and
same will be received within 8-9 months, which will be credited to Term Loan Account.
4) Packaging material cost on higher side it is considered Rs. 1.00 per kg. Average for all type of
Finished Products.
5) Selling Expenses are considered Rs. 0.75 per kg. And break-up for the same is as follows:
i)

Loading, Unloading & Transportation

:

Rs. 0.25 per kg

ii)

Selling commission to Sales Executives

:

Rs. 0.25 per Kg

iii)

Advertisement Expenses

:

Rs. 0.10 per Kg

v)

Other Expenses

:

Rs. 0.15 per kg.

6) Salary Expenses includes amount paid to Directors as Remuneration which will be as
follows:
Financial Year

Amount in Rs. In lakhs

2021

50

2022

60

2023

75

2024

85

2025

100

Term Investment:
Total Repayment period: 20 Quarters (5 years) including 4 quarters moratorium period. In
Rate of Interest: 00.00% p.a. for Term investment
Rate of Interest: 00.00% p.a. for Working Capital
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8) Employees & their payment Structure will be as follows: Annexure I
Sr No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Particular
Security Head
Security guard
Weigh Bridge Attendent
Unloader /feeder table Operator
Feeder Table Unskilled labour
Mill House and RBC
a) Forman
b) Mill Fitter
c) Semi Skilled Labour
d) Unskilled Labour
Boiler and Turbine
a) Boiler chief Attendent
b) Boiler Attendent
c) unskilled Labour
Turbine Operator
Turbine Operator Helper
Boiling House
Chief Chemist/ Plant Head
chemist
Pan Operator
unskilled Labour
Cooling Grading & Packing
Incharcge
semiskilled labour
unskilled Labour
Electrical Head
wireman
Electrical helper
chief Accountant
account and office staff
Lab staff
cane Department
House Keeping Department

QTY
0
3
0
3
6

Rate
25000
12000
15000
15000
12000

Total
0
36000
0
45000
72000

0
1
6
12

50000
25000
15000
12000

0
25000
90000
144000

1
2
9
0
0

30000
20000
12000
30000
15000

30000
40000
108000
0
0

Remarks Payrole Contract
contract
0
0
contract
0
3
contract
0
0
contract
0
3
contract
0
6
0
0
Not req
0
0
Payrole
1
0
contract
0
6
contract
0
12
0
0
Payrole
1
0
Payrole
2
0
contract
0
9
Not req
0
0
Not req
0
0

1
2
9
12

75000
20000
15000
12000

75000
40000
135000
144000

Payrole
Payrole
contract
contract

1
2
0
0

0
0
9
12

1
8
12
0
1
3
0
4
2
3
12

25000
15000
12000
30000
20000
15000
30000
15000
15000
15000
12000

25000
120000
144000
0
20000
45000
0
60000
30000
45000
144000

Payrole
contract
contract
Not req
Payrole
Payrole
Not req
Payrole
Payrole
Payrole
Payrole

1
0
0
0
1
3
0
4
2
3
12

0
8
12
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Gardening
Lenin Room
Micro lab
others
Syrup Section
powder (FBD)
Tablet unit
packing section
unskilled labour
TOTAL

4
3
3
3
9
0
0
0
9
144

12000
12000
15000
12000
15000
15000
15000
15000
12000

48000
36000
45000
36000
135000
0
0
0
108000
2025000

Payrole
Payrole
Payrole
Payrole
Payrole
Payrole
Payrole
Payrole
Payrole

4
3
3
3
9
0
0
0
9
64

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
80

labour charges per month/ person
labour charges per Day/ person

14063
469
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ESTIMATED CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
Land & Site Development
The Budhewal Co-op sugar mills Ltd has its own land of @ 73 Acre out of which only 5 acre land is
required for plant area and 5 acre for other development, and landscaping. In total 10 acre land is
required and there is sufficient land for the for housing Jaggery and Allied Products, for the proposed
capacities and future additional Captive power plant with allied Agro processing Units.
The cost of land cumulates to Rs. 000 lakh as own land.
The site development expenses include leveling and site grading, cane yard leveling & grading,
fencing, gates, roads & culverts, sewerage drains, and Internal street lights. The preliminary
estimate for site development comes about Rs. 83.91 lakh
The total land (Nil) and site development cost is estimated at Rs. 83.91 lakh

Civil Works
The main civil works & their estimated costs
Architect for entire project are indicated below
Jaggery Project

Item
Main Factory Shed

Plant Area as per GMP RCC Building
For regular shade and GMP puff
pannel rates can be Rs 2000/- per sqft
For RCC rates considered Rs 2400.00

Office Area

Rest Rooms
Security Cabin
Parking Area (Semi covered)
Roads
water tank and pipeline
Compound Wall upto 2.1 m Height
Site development + Road work
+ Landscaping
Machinery Foundation

As per market rates
Details
MS Structure with tie level at 15 mtr
Brickwork upto 3M
Sheeting above till roof
Chemical Testing Room, Instruments
Micro Lab, Document Room,
Quality assurance Room, Cabins,
Retaintion Sample Room, Lenin room
clean room, bottling plant and powder,
including Bar moulding unit
Changing Room (Ladies/gents)
Mill House
Power House / Turbine & DG Set /
Store and Work shop
Labour Quarter
RCC Structure with brickwork, fittings
Basic finishes for flooring
Aluminum sliding windows
Basic sanitary fittings

2270
(Rs 2150 per running feet)
considering basic landscaping
(Rs 150 per sq ft)
Mill House, Boiling House, boiler.
Other Equipments, etc

Length
mm
21500

Width
mm
25000

Height
mm
8000

Length
mtr
21.5

Width
mtr
25

Height
mtr
8

24600

15100

3050

24.6

15.1

3.05

22960
12800

9610
13100

8000
8000

22.96
12.8

9.61
13.1

12800
19900

6100
10050

3050
3050

12.8
19.9

12760
10000
44700
455000
7500
363000
80000

8500
4200
9350
5000
7500
305
20000

3050
3050
3050
1000
4250
2100
3050

12.76
10
44.7
455
7.5
363
80

Area
m2
537.5

Volume Area
m3
Sq Ft
4300 5778.02

Rate/
Sq ft Rs
1600

Amount
Rs/Sq Ft
9244826.66

371.46 1132.95 3993.12

1800

7187616.232

8
8

220.646 1765.16 2371.9
167.68 1341.44 1802.53

1600
1400

3795033.163
2523536.684

6.1
10.05

3.05
3.05

78.08 238.144 839.344
199.995 609.985 2149.91

500
1400

419672.1311
3009868.315
26180553.18

8.5
4.2
9.35
5
7.5
0.305
20

3.05
3.05
3.05
1
4.25
2.1
3.05

108.46
42
417.945
2275
56.25
110.715
1600

1000
1000
300
150
1500
1800
150

Total (All inclusive taxes(GST)
Archetect Fees@ 2% or Lumsum
Grand Total (All inclusive)
Total rounded

1165923.139
451491.5345
1347847.353
3668368.718
907014.2435
2142295.082
2579951.626
12262891.7
45,00,000
4,29,43,445
500000
43443444.88
43500000

Land cost
Site Development
civil work and Building

0
84
351

330.803
128.1
1274.73
2275
239.063
232.502
4880

1165.92
451.492
4492.82
24455.8
604.676
1190.16
17199.7
66495.4

civil work and Building
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Equipment’s
The specifications for main plant and machinery required for 250 TCD expandable to 500 TCD
capacity Non chemical hygienic jaggery plant, are elaborated in Technical Section. The erected
cost of plant and machinery for Jaggery plant is estimated at Rs. 1398.30 lakh based on the
discussions with vendors & possible negotiation margins along with the electrical cost, DCS & plant
semi automation.
M/S. THE BUDHEWAL CO-OP SUGAR MILLS LTD.
DETAILS OF MACHINERIES
PARTICULARS
1. Unloading, cane preparation, Milling Section
2. Juice filtration, clarification, boiling house.
3. Jaggery handling, cooling, curing, Moulding,
granulation, and packing
4. Boiler & auxiliaries for 8 TPH frame size 12 TPH
(32) kg/cm2, 360 deg C) for expansion, feed water tank,
chimney, and RBC.
5. 500 KVA steam turbine (32) kg/cm2
6. Surup handling and drum packing
7. Electrical Section, cabling and control panels
8. Machinery erection and commisning

Taxes & Duties at 18% GST
Total

Amount In lakh
250.00
225.00

Amount In Rs.
2,50,00,000.00
2,25,00,000.00

225.00

2,25,00,000.00

160.00

1,60,00,000.00

100.00
75.00
75.00
75.00

1,00,00,000.00
75,00,000.00
75,00,000.00
75,00,000.00

1185.00
213.30
1398.30

11,85,00,000.00
2,13,30,000.00
139830000.00

Total
Scope of supply for above set:
1) GST 18% (incl.) for plant Incl. in this offer
2) Transport up to site Incl.
Miscellaneous Fixed Assets
The total miscellaneous fixed assets for the project have been worked out at Rs. 100 lakh.
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Misclenious Fixed assets

Item
A. Lab scale Weighing and sampling
B. Other Assets
B.1 Spares, Tools & Tackles
B.2 Chemical lab equipment
B.3 Lab Equipment
B.4. Workshop Equipment
B.6 Walkies / Talkies and
securiety equipments
B.7 Compressed Air System
B.8 ventillation system
B.9 Fire fighting system
B.10 Weigh bridges
Total

Total
(Rs. Lakh)
5
5
5
10
10
5
10
10
25
15
100

Means of Finance (Rs. Lakh)
The proposed means of finance is indicated below.
MEANS OF FINANCE : PROMOTER
OWN SOURCES (INTRODUCTION / ACCRUALS)
TERM LOAN (OWN FUNDS)
PROMOTER MARGIN FOR WORCING CAPITAL

505.74
1517.22
64.69

TOTAL SOURCES RS. LAKHS

2087.65

Working capital excluding margin (Promoter)
Margin money from promoter
TOTAL WORKING CAPITAL
=> SECURITY :- PLANT AND MACHINERY FOR TERM LOAN
IF REQUIRED AND CURRENT ASSETS FOR CASH CREDIT.

194.06
64.69
258.75

Contingencies.
The contingencies have to be worked out at 2.0% of the non-firm items of land, site
development, civil structures, plant & machinery, miscellaneous fixed assets & preoperative
expenses. They accumulate to Rs. 39.67 lakh.
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Preliminary & Pre-operative Expenses
The preliminary expenses include expenses for preparation of DPRs, appraisal and Bank upfront,
legal / administrative expenses.
The pre-operative expenses include establishment charges, rent / rates / taxes, traveling expenses,
startup expenses including wages / salaries / raw material expenses, cane development expenses,
project management charges including supervision, project insurance during construction, interest
charges during construction, mortgage expenses, banker’s charges, stamp duty expenses, other
miscellaneous expenses, etc.
The total preliminary and pre-operative expenses for the integrated project have been estimated
at Rs. 50.00 lakh,
Working Capital Requirement (Annexure II)
Sr No

ITEM
1 Consumables
a) Lime
b) Herbal settler
c) Defoming Oil
d) Other consumable &maintanance
e) Office and Other expenses

2 sugarcane with H&T( gate Cane)
3 consumables

Rate/Kg
15
25
100
lumsum
lumsum
Total

cost/Ton

TC/day

cost/day

15
25
5
25
10
80
3100
80
3180

250
250

4 Salary and labour
Total

Total monthly expenses
Total Daily expenses
expenditure for 30 days

775000
20000
67500
862500

2
3

Working Capital requirement for 30 Days is @ 259 lacks
2.59 CR)
Raw material sugarcane including Harvesting and Transport requirement
ITEM
Rate/Ton
TC/day
No of Days
Raw material sugarcane including
Harvesting and Transport requirement
3100
250
1
Raw material sugarcane including
Harvesting and Transport requirement
3100
250
30
Raw material sugarcane including
Harvesting and Transport requirement
3100
250
45

23250000
600000
0
2025000
25875000

25875000
862500
25875000
259

In lakh

Sr No
1

cost/month

259

25875000

Amount
775000
23250000
34875000
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FINANCIAL VIABILITY
Basis & Assumptions (for more details separate excel sheet attached) Annexure III
Item
Financial closing Year
Cane crushing 250 TCD
§ No. of days
§ No. of hrs.
§ Installed crushing capacity, MT Per day
§ Crushing rate, TCH
§ Annual installed crushing capacity, MT
§ Utilization
§ Annual cane crushing, MT
§ cane crushing Per day, MT
* Total Jaggery recovery, % cane
* Daily Expenses/ labour cost for production per day
* Raw material H&T with consumables per Ton
* Expenses for production per Ton cane
* Total expenses for production per Ton cane
* Total expenses for production per annum
Total sale value Per annum
Total Output production, MT
Total Output production, in Kg
Cost Of Production Per KG
cost of production including Intrest
Item
Gudberry Moulds 1kg /500 GMS
Gudberry Granules bulk 25 Kg Bag
Gudberry Syrup Bulk 200 kg drum

2022
Trial season
150.00
22.00
250.00
11.36
37500.00
80.00
30000.00
200.00
13.00
67500.00
3180.00
337.50
3517.50
105525000.00

2023
150.00
22.00
250.00
11.36
37500.00
100.00
37500.00
250.00
13.00
67500.00
3180.00
270.00
3450.00
129375000.00

Year
2025

2024

Average
2026

2027

150.00
22.00
250.00
11.36
37500.00
100.00
37500.00
250.00
13.00
67500.00
3180.00
270.00
3450.00
129375000.00

150.00
22.00
250.00
11.36
37500.00
100.00
37500.00
250.00
13.00
67500.00
3180.00
270.00
3450.00
129375000.00

150.00
22.00
250.00
11.36
37500.00
100.00
37500.00
250.00
13.00
67500.00
3180.00
270.00
3450.00
129375000.00

150.00
22.00
250.00
11.36
37500.00
100.00
37500.00
250.00
13.00
67500.00
3180.00
270.00
3450.00
129375000.00

150.00
22.00
250.00
11.36
37500.00
96.67
36250.00
241.67
13.00
67500.00
3180.00
281.25
3461.25
125400000.00

3900.00
4875.00
4875.00
3900000.00
4875000.00
4875000.00
27.06
26.54
26.54
27.06
26.54
26.54
cost of product packing & other Aditional process
26.63
1.00
0.00
26.63
1.00
0.00
26.63
10.00
0.00

4875.00
4875000.00
26.54
26.54
Total CP value
27.63
27.63
36.63

4875.00
4875000.00
26.54
26.54
sale price
35.00
40.00
48.00

4875.00
4875000.00
26.54
26.54
net profit
7.38
12.38
11.38

4712.50
4712500.00
26.63
26.63
Total sale value
39585000.00
113100000.00
36192000.00
188877000.00

Cost Summary (Rs. Lakh) (Annexure V)
Total Project Cost
Land & Site Development
Civil works & Buildings
Indigenous Plant and Machinery
Miscellaneous Fixed Assets
Prelim & Preoperative Expenses
Provision for Tax (GST)
Total
contingencies @2% Of 1983.30
Working capital requirement= 259 Lac
Margin for Working capital 25%

Item
margin money for working capital
Contingencies

Financial Pattern (In Lacs)
Promoter Share Capital
Term investment by promoter
Working Capital margin money promoter
Total cost of project
working capital
Financial Pattern (In Rupees)
Promoter Share Capital
Term investment by promoter
Working Capital margin money promoter
Total cost of project
working capital

Total

Total Project Cost
Land & Site Development
Civil works & Buildings
Indigenous Plant and Machinery

83.91
351.09
1185.00
100.00

Total
83.91
351.09
1185.00

Miscellaneous Fixed Assets/warehouse racks

50.00
213.30
1983.30
39.67

Prelim & Preoperative Expenses
Provision for Tax (GST)
Contingencies @ 2 %
Margin money for working capital
Total

258.75

Project cost % share
202296600.00 25.00
202296600.00 75.00
25875000.00 25.00

25875000.00

75.00

2022.97

IN RS
50574150.00

Total Amount
505.74
1517.22
64.69
2087.65

75.00

435.00

100.00
50.00
213.30
39.67
64.69
2087.65

64.69
2087.65
cost of project excluding margin of WC
IN LAC
Total amount
%
Total
258.75
25.00
64.69
1983.30
2.00
39.67

Pproject cost % share
2022.97 25.00
2022.97 75.00
258.75 25.00

83.91
351.09

6468750.00
151722450.00
151722450.00

194.06
Total Amount
50574150.00
151722450.00
6468750.00
208765350.00
19406250.00 Round Up

IN LAC
505.74 promoters margin
0.00
64.69 margin money for WC
1517.22 TI from promoter
2087.65
83.91
45.00
1185.00
261.81
44.28
100.00
213.30
50.00
39.67
64.69
2087.65
2087.66

land and site development
Machinery foundation
machinery cost
main factory building
other civil construction
misc fixed asset
provision for tax
pre operative expenses
contingencies
promoter margin for CC
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION OF THE PROJECT
Annexure-1
MANUFACTURING PROCESS
After careful consideration of shortcomings and problems pointed out by all India Coordinated
Research Project on processing, handling and storage of jaggery and Khandsari, the company has
been successful in finding out right solutions for these problems. Based on vast experience and
extensive research and development work by SUNIL H PAWAR, a scientific and fully controlled
process for Jaggery manufacture is evolved and adopted, which can be briefed as under:
➢

Sugarcane is selected on the basis of testing both on field and laboratory testing for proper
maturity and recovery.

➢

Harvesting is so scheduled that sugarcane crushed within time to prevent losses due to
inversion caused by microbiologic process.

Technical Process
Equipment and Machinery for cane jaggery plant of 250 tons per day expandable to 500 tons
cane crushing capacity on 24 hour or 12 tones sugar cane per hour @ 22Hr basis to produce
direct consumption Jaggery powder, golden syrup & by products by liming and floating filtration
process.
Jaggery manufacturing process:
The process to adopt for manufacture Jaggery from sugar cane for project is explained in brief
as under;
I.

Cane Handling and cane preparation:

The weighed cane is unloaded from vehicles automatically on feeder platform by the Cane Unloaders. The cane is washed with 2.5kg pressure hot water. The cane is dropped automatically
in the first cane carrier from Feeder Table. The First Cane Carrier is of apron type where the cane
is leveled by the Cane Kicker and followed the cane preparation. The cane preparation means to
open / rupture the sugar bearing cells of the cane. This cane preparation is completed by set of
revolving knives called as Cane Leveler/ cutter. About 6-7 KW power per ton cane per hour is
required for cane preparation.
The prepared cane is carried for milling by second cane carrier called as Rake Cane Elevator it
can be accommodated in short length. This carrier feeds cane to mill at elevated position of about
1 meter above center of top roller in the chute called as Donnelly Chute to increase the density
of prepared cane and to increase the feed ability of the mills to get the required crushing capacity.
Both the cane carriers i.e. first cane carrier and second cane carriers operate / feed the cane to
the mills automatically. This automation system is called as Automatic Cane Feed Regulation
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System. This system regulates cane feeding to milling station by sensing and regulating the
electrical load on cane kicker, cane leveler and cutter, and on drive of first mill or sensing the
level of prepared cane in the first Donnelly chute.
Cane Milling Plant:

Sugarcane crusher

The cane milling plant consists of minimum five mills in the tandem but initially three mills are
installed and two mill will be installed at the time of expansion to 500 TCD. Generally the mills are
three roller mills and provided with one Under Feed Roller (UFR) to each mill, thus, there will be
four rollers but the juice extraction will be by two compressions between top and feed roller and top
and delivery roller. To enhance the further the milling capacity of the plant, the pressure feeding
device of Toothed Roller Pressure Feeder (TRPF) system consisting of two toothed MS fabricated
rollers with pressure chute or Grooved Roller Pressure Feeder (GRPF) system consisting of three
cast iron rollers two rollers work as pressure feeder and one work as under feed roller. The pressure
chute is also provided in GRPF system. Thus the mill with TRPF is five roller mill and mill with GRPF
is six roller mill. The Bagasse from one mill is conveyed and feed to Donnelly chute of next mill by
the rake type inter carriers driven at constant speed.
The Compound Imbibition system is followed to extract maximum possible juice from the prepared
cane in the milling process. Hot water of about 75 to 85 °C temperature is sprayed on the Bagasse
leaving the second mill in case of three mill tandem and the extracted juice from the last mill is
pumped and sprayed to Bagasse leaving first mill and so on the juice extracted by first and second
mill is screened separately of each mill batch type by stationery or rotating screens of 0.35 to 0.7
mm aperture and sent to jaggery manufacturing process after weighing or measuring juice flow by
flow meter. But for quality production and to reduce impurities we avoid imbibition, the juice
from first mill and second mill are collected in whirler tank and pumped to juice stationary or vibro
screen. Mills are driven to get roller 6-9 revolutions per minute by electric motors with speed
reduction gearing system. Electric motor driving system is preferred for future application of surplus
cogeneration of power. Generally variable speed drive system is preferred to get uniform milling
results at different crushing rates. About 10 to 12 KW power per ton cane per hour is necessary for
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cane milling. The Reduced Mill Extraction for five mill tandem should be minimum 90 % and pol %
Bagasse should not exceed 3.0.
And the Reduced Mill Extraction for three mill tandem should be minimum 80 % and pol % Bagasse
should not exceed 3.0. The Bagasse Moisture should be in the range of 48 to 50 %.

R BC

The Bagasse of 48 to 50 % moisture, delivered by last mill, is conveyed by rake type Bagasse
Elevator to height suitable to Bagasse feeding level of the boiler. This Bagasse is then further
conveyed by Return Bagasse Carrier to boilers and remaining surplus Bagasse is conveyed to
Bagasse yard. The Bagasse is fed to boilers trough Bagasse Feeders from this carrier and surplus
Bagasse is stored for next year or for startup during cleaning. About 27 to 31 % Bagasse is
produced and 23 to 25 % Bagasse is used as fuel in the Boilers and about 4 to 6 % on cane Bagasse
is available for other uses. 2 ton capacity three motion electrically operated overhead Mill House
crane and gantry is provided for easy maintenance of milling tandem.
II.

Clarification Plant (Double filtration process):

The screened juice from first and second mill having on line juice-flow rate measuring system will
be pumped to manufacturing process. This screened juice from mill house is called Raw Juice or
Untreated Juice This juice is heated to about 70 to 75 °C from 30 to 35 °C in the Juice Heater. The
vapors of boiling juice from evaporators are used for heating the juice in the juice heater. The lime
is prepared in the Lime Slacker and grit free lime by Lime Classifier is stored in the Lime Storage
Tanks. This lime passed though juice of about 5 to 5.5 pH to maintain 6.5 to 6.8 pH by dosing pump
through the heated raw juice line and is transferred to VC special floating type clarifier. One
separate line of lime by gravity is given to clarifier to add lime as and when required to maintain 7
pH or as per the process requirement. The juice in clarifier is further heated slowly up to 98 °C and
precaution is taken that Juice shouldn’t boil.
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Filtration Unit
The vapor’s or exhaust steam is used for heating this clarifier, the juice 0f 700C in VS clarifier is
further heated slowly up to 980C and the floating scum is removed by rotating removal drag chain.
The clear juice and mud is collected separately. Mud is mixed with fine Bagacillo blown by Bagacillo
Blower installed below Bagasse elevator in the mill house. The mud and Bagacillo mixture is fed to
Rotary Vacuum Filter where juice is filtered and separated under vacuum created by vacuum pump
from the mud and Bagacillo mixture. Bagacillo acts as filtering media. The separated mud at
vacuum filter is called as filter cake and is used as manure in the farming. The juice extracted from
mud at vacuum filter is called as Filtrate juice. The filtrate juice is recycled at second mill juice
process station. The clear juice out let from clarifier is further heated to about to 110°C temperature
in clear juice heater by exhaust steam. This clear juice is now ready for evaporation and is pumped
to first effect of evaporator where concentration of juice starts to convert into syrup.
III.

Evaporation and Boiling Plant:

This juice is fed to multiple effect evaporators for concentration where brix of juice is increased to
about 60 from 16 to 20. Steam from PRDS station at about 1.5 bar-g pressure and at about
saturation temperature is applied for boiling juice to first effect and vapors from juice are used for
boiling further effects. The multi-jet vapor condenser is provided to last effect body and the juice
boils at about 60 °C under vacuum of about 625 mm of Hg. The absolute pressure uniformly
decreases from first effect to last effect. This gradually decreasing absolute pressure from first to
last effect increases the evaporation capacity of the evaporator station.
This also avoids inversion and destruction of boiling sugar in the
juice due to lower temperature boiling. Generally 3 effect
evaporation station is adopted. The vapors from boiling juice of
some effects can be used for pan boiling and juice heating. This
is called as vapor bleeding system. The steam economy of the
jaggery plant mostly depends upon the system of vapor bleeding
designed. The outlet juice from last effect evaporator is called as
syrup of about 60 ° brix. The pure condensate from evaporator of

Process

exhaust steam is used as boiler feed water. Hence the cost
maintaining quality of boiler feed water can be minimized.

The other condensate water from evaporator and juice heater is used for mill cleaning water and
for process at pan. The outlet syrup from last effect of evaporator of about 60° brix is once again
heated in open type PAN (concentrator) up to 700 brix for making syrup and up to 800 brix for
molding jaggery molds or for making jaggery granules, while heating in pan section syrup is treated
with anti-foaming agent. This syrup is dropped by gravity from pan station to granulator for removing
of foam, unwanted odors, and moisture leaving final syrup up to 800 brix and further stored in the
syrup storage tanks. This syrup is allowed to cool at 30°C and settle down for 24 hours. This syrup
is ready to fill in bottles and named as kakavi. Or the syrup is heated up to striking temperature of
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118 °C in pan section without formation for grains, This syrup is discharged in Granulator rotating
pan for Cooling, curing and grading. Separate dry vacuum pump is provided for granulator.
The Injection water pumps are required to create vacuum by condensation of vapors at pan boiling
and evaporator station. The hot water from condenser tail pipes is cooled in spray pond by spraying
trough water spray nozzles. The hot water is pumped by pump to cooling tower through header,
branch piping and ultimately through water spray nozzles. The cold water temperature of the
injection water system is to be maintained in the range of 30°C to 35°C The hot water temperature
from the condensers, which is to be cooled, varies from 40°C to 50°C.

IV.

Cooling, curing, grading and packing plant:

Continuous vacuum rotating and scraping machines is used for cooling and crystallization which
is separately collected and poured on continuous belt for special molding or directly filled to molds.
The molds are kept for retention @ 2 Hr. on a traveling belt/ chain and then demoulded. For
granules the time of vacuum is increased for 5 min, the dried jaggery granules are passed on belt
passed to clitt mill to convert lumps to fine granules. This powder is passed through vibro shifter
with separation of granules and powder collected. The jaggery powder/ granules are dried while
conveying to packing unit. The jaggery is packed in 500/ 1000 gm capacity aluminum foil bags or
as per market requirement. The weighing and packing machine is fully automatic. The bags are
packed in 20 kg cartoons and conveyed to Godowns. The powder can also be used for chocolate
making in rainy season.
Rotary drier

Jaggery powder
unit

Vibro shifter

The hot and cold water is required for the jaggery manufacturing process which is stored above
pan floor level in the separate hot and cold water overhead service tanks. Generally the quantity
of hot and cold water requirement for the process can be managed without any make up water if
proper water management system is designed. The sugar cane contents about 70 % water which
is extracted during sugar cane milling and separated as condensate water at juice heaters,
evaporators and pan boiling stations.
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V.

Steam and power generating plant:

Generally saturated steam is used for all the heating process in the cane jaggery manufacturing
plant. Steam requirement is in term of percentage on weight of cane. Steam % cane varies from
about 45 to 50 %. The mill wet Bagasse is directly used as fuel for the boilers. The pure condensate
of exhaust steam is used as boiler feed water. The ash proportion from boiler is negligible as
compared to coal fired boilers. The Bagasse and feed water feeding is automatic. The boilers
equipped with economizer to heat feed water and also air-pre-heater to heat air required for
combustion of Bagasse. The economizer and air-pre-heaters are the heat recovery units installed
at boiler flue gas outlet to improve the boiler thermal efficiency. Induced draught fans and force
draught fans are used for better capacity utilization of the boilers. Fly ash going to chimney is
arrested by multi cyclone separators. The chimney of about 30 meter height is erected. Quantity of
Bagasse required to produce required steam is more than sufficient on the nevertheless the
Bagasse is saved and can be sold for additional revenue generation. The pressure and temperature
of steam from boiler is sufficient to run the cane manufacturing process equipment’s and machinery.
Main electrical power distribution panel is installed in power house. Motor control centers are
installed at different stations / locations for individual control of unit.

Annexure- II
A. Steam, Power and Bagasse requirement for operation of plant
Estimated process steam demand is as follows.
The steam required for raw juice heating, neutral juice heating and for clear juice heating will be
about 2.5 % on cane i.e. @ 0.13 tone per hour. The steam requirements of Evaporation station will
be 2.0 % on cane i.e. 0.10 tones per hour. The steam requirement of Pan Boiling/ concentration
station will be about 35 % on cane, i.e. about 1.75 tons per hour. The Miscellaneous steam use will
be about 2 % on cane, i.e. about 0.10 tons per hour. Thus, total steam demand will be 39.0 % on
cane, i.e. about 2.08 tons per hour. Total steam demand from boiler at 250 TCD crushing capacity
is @ 5 TPH. The total steam generation installed capacity is 8 TPH expandable to 12 TPH. Total
steam generation @ 90 % capacity utilization is @ 6.4 TPH. This steam is to be passed through
PRDS to achieve desired pressure for boiling house.
Steam Boiler

Annexure- III
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The brief specifications of Equipment’s and machinery to be installed for 250 TCD capacity
cane jaggery plant on 24 hours basis for The Budhewal Co-op. sugar Mills Ltd. along with
station wise.

A.

Cane Handling and Cane Milling Station

i)

Weighbridge of platform type of load cell type electronically computerized... one of 50 T
capacities for loaded Truck / Tractor Trolley weighing.

ii)

Round 360 degree motion type hydraulic operated cane un-loader crane with boom of 9 m
length and of 10 ton capacity. Or Regular Unloader crane will be installed as mentioned in
tech section.

iii)

First cane carrier conveying cane dropped mechanically from feeder table to cane cutter
shall be of apron steel slat type of 450 mm width 300 mm depth and 15 m total length Or
suitable for installation of two cane cutters driven by variable speed eddy current coupling of
60 HP rating motor for both cutter to vary the speed of cane carrier from 0 to 10 meter per
minute.

iv)

Rake type second cane carrier of 450 mm width and 2 meter length to convey prepared cane
from cutter to first mill Donnelly chute driven by variable speed eddy current coupling of
rating 5 HP motor to vary the speed of second carrier from 0 to 15 meter per minute.

v)

Involutes plate type two cane cutters of 16 arms each driven by 60 HP rating motor with
operating on 3 phase 415 volt 50 c/s electric supply.

vi)

Auto cane feed control system to regulate prepared cane to first mill. The system regulate
the cane feed to first mill by sensing level of mass in the Donnelly chute of first mill, electric
current load on motor driving first mill, of electric current load on motor driving cutter.

vii)

Milling tandem of Five mills, presently three mill tandem for 250 TCD and Two mill for
expansion for 500 TCD, each mill of roller size of 13” diameter and 18” roller shell length
equipped with cast iron grooved underfeed roller of equal diameter and with Donnelly type
Chutes of effective height to each mill. Each mill will be equipped with trash pate and trash
beam system, scrapper plates to top and delivery rollers, crown pinions to all rollers, Rope
couplings, all roller bearings, mill hydraulic pressure system etc.

viii)

Two rake type Inter-carriers of 450 mm width installed after first, second and third mill to feed
Bagasse to Donnelly chute of next mill suitable for mill center distance driven by fixed speed
drive of 5 HP rating.

ix)

The mill drive system will be variable speed type varying mill roller surface speed from 3 to
5 meter per minute.
The speed reduction system will consist of planetary gearbox. The mill driving motors shall
be of DC variable speed or AC variable speed type. The rating of each motor will be of 40
HP at 1000-rpm base speed. Alternatively from economy point of view AC slip-ring motors
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each of 40 HP and 1000- rpm synchronous speed can be installed Or AC variable system
VFD can be installed to the same motor.
x)

The compound type mill Imbibition water system can be installed for maximum extraction,
but for quality purpose and to reduce impurities, imbibition is avoided.

xi)

Whirler type Juice S.S Tanks and Pumps for imbibition juice and two pumps each of 1 cubic.
Meter capacity for mixed juice pumping to through raw juice heaters will be installed.

xii)

The slat type Bagasse elevator to convey Bagasse from last mill to elevate and to feed to
return type Bagasse carrier of 300 mm width driven by 3 HP rating motor shall be installed.
The constant speed of the Bagasse elevator will be about 10 meter per minute.

xiii)

The slat type Return Bagasse Carrier of 300 mm width and about 30 to 40 meter center
distance length will be installed if required, to a suitable level to feed the Bagasse to Bagasse
feeders of the boiler and to convey surplus Bagasse to Bagasse yard / and to take Bagasse
from Bagasse yard to the boiler when the mill is not in operation. The return Bagasse carrier
will be driven at constant speed of 10 meter per minute.

xiv)

Electrically operated three motions Mill House Crane and Gantry of 2 Tones capacity with
5 to 10 meter span will be installed for overhauling of cutter, mills, gears, gearbox and
motors etc.

B.

Clarification plant:

i)

Magnetic Flow Meter will be installed instead of Bulgon type automatic juice weighing for
Juice and imbibition water. This will avoid cost installation of intermediate pumping of mixed
juice to weighing system.

ii)

There will be 3 Juice Heaters. One juice heater will be used as vapor line juice heater after
last effect of evaporator for first heating of raw juice. One juice heater will be used for clear
juice heating. One juice heater will be used for standby. Condensate pumps of 1440 rpm
speed will be provided.

iii)

One Juice misullage adding unit of 2 H.L. capacity will be installed above clarifier and is
added as per process requirement by gravity, whereas temperature of juice at the time of
adding should be 75 °C, The pH of the juice will be maintained to 6.8 to 7 pH.

vi)

At lime preparation station one lime slacker of capacity 5 kg/hr and one milk of lime storage
tanks of about 4 to 5 HL capacity will be installed for liming the juice directly with dosing
pump while passing juice at clarifier. One separate line by gravity is given at clarifier for
maintaining pH according to process and product. Some quantity of lime will be used for
maintaining PH of spray pond water/ cooling water PH.

vii)

Two juice clarifier and one standby (total 3 Nos.) floating type rectangular tank with heating
arrangement at the bottom. The juice is heated slowly from 700C to 980C, the scum is
removed slowly with rotating scrapper.
One clear juice outlets and one mud outlet is provided. Inlet limed juice from juice heater
enters clarifier at 70 to 750C temperature will be retained for about 1 hours for removing
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mud. Outlet clear juice from clarifier at about 980C is heated to about 1100C at clear juice
heater.
viii)

For separating mud from muddy juice from clarifier, one vacuum filter of size 1.25 m drum
diameter and 1.25 M drum length will be installed. To facilitate mud separation, bagacillo
will be added in muddy juice at mud mixture. The rotary vacuum pump of 2 meter cube per
minute capacity at 250/300 mm Hg vacuum will be installed. The mud conveying belt will be
provided to discharge mud into tractor trolley. Filtrate juice from vacuum filter will be pumped
to juice and added to second process.

C.

Evaporation and boiling plant

i)

Triple effect evaporator set having with suitable staging and structure, condensate water
extraction pumps, vapor bleeding arrangement to all the three pans boiling from first effect.

ii)

One syrup misullage unit of 2 H.L capacity will be installed for treatment of syrup by herbal
clearing agent. The retention time will be about 15 to 20 minutes. This syrup will be pumped
to syrup storage tanks at pan floor.

iii)

2 number of storage tanks for storage of syrup and molasses each of 10 H.L. capacity will
be installed. From these tanks the syrup will be sucked to pans for boiling massecuite.

iv)

Boiling Pans 3 No: pans of 3 tones strike capacity each having SS tube size of 40 mm
outside diameter 1.5 mm thick and 650 mm length with top and bottom tube plates of 12
mm thickness with suitable catch all, condenser, vapor pipe etc.

vii)

Three Single water entry type condensers for condensing of vapor’s and creating and
maintaining vacuum at pans and last body of evaporator.

viii)

For supplying condensers the cooled water from spray pond two injection pumps will be
installed. One pump will be as standby.

ix)

For spraying hot water from condensers one spray water pump will be installed.

x)

The hot water cooling spray pond will be of 3 m width and 5 m length 2 m depth with 20
nozzles, with main header and branch piping spray pumps etc. Or cooling tower of 3 to 5 m3
capacity to be installed.

D.

Cooling, curing, drying and milling and grading plant

i)

Continuous/ batch type cooling and horizontal crystallizing staring unit of 1000 kg/Hr
capacity, rotating pan with 200 mm butterfly valve for discharge at the bottom. Continuous
type stirrer attached overhead driven by geared motor having 15 rpm. will be installed.
This is (OPTIONAL) needed for some special mediational combination products.

ii)

Continuous vacuum dryer/ Granulator section type fully automatic machines having capacity
of machine as 1600 kg / charge/ Hr. expanded to 3200 kg / charge/ Hr. will be installed.

iii)

One clitt mill Continuous batch type Machines for jaggery lumps, capacity 1600 kg / charge/
Hr. expanded to 3200 kg / charge/ Hr. will be installed. (Optional)
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iv)

One continuous batch type milling unit for jaggery powder unit of capacity 1600 kg / charge/
Hr. expanded to 3200 kg / charge/ Hr. will be installed.

v)

For drying and cooling jaggery powder, one single vertical drier attached with closed hopper
conveyor of 150 mm width and required length will be installed of capacity 1600 kg / charge/
Hr. expanded to 3200 kg / Charge/ Hr. will be installed. Optional for fine powder production.

vi)

For gradation of jaggery powder and granules to Large, medium and fine size jaggery
powder, one vibro shifter of capacity 1600 kg / charge/ Hr. expanded to 3200 kg / charge/
Hr. will be installed.

vii)

For weighing packed bags, or cartoons one Weighing Machines of pre-determined balance
weight type having capacity to handle 25Kg bags to be installed.

viii)

Fully automatic weighing and foil packing machine of capacity 1600 kg / charge/ Hr.
expanded to 3200 kg / charge/ Hr. will be installed. 1600 - 3200 bags/Hr. of weight 500gm
and weight 1000gm.

ix)

Fully automatic rinse, filling, weighing and capping machine of capacity 2000 – 2500 bottles/
Hr.of 500 ml & 1000 – 1250 bottles/ Hr will be installed. (Phase II)

x)

Hot and Cold Water Service Tanks one rectangular overhead tanks each of 500 L capacity
will be installed near pan house.

xi)

Laboratory material (list attached)

Hot Air vacuum dryer
Hot Air multilayer Dryer The estimated cost
layer cuum dryer
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A.

LIST OF LAB-MATERIALS

Sr.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Particulars
PH. Meter
Distillation unit
Grinder small
Hot Plate
Hot air oven
Incubator
Burro meter
Vacuum dryer
Conical Flask (Glass)

10

Funnel

11

Measuring Cylinder (Plastic)

12

Measuring Cylinder (Glass)

13

Beaker (Glass)

14

Burette Teflon

15
16
17
18

Berete stand with clamp
Tripod Stand
Pipette Stand
Volumetric Flasks (A Class)

19

Pipette Volumetric

20

Pipette Graduated

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Ammonium Molybdate
Sulfuric Acid
Potassium di-hydrogen o-phosphate
Stannous Chloride
Hand Refracto meter 0-32
Hand Refracto meter 0-32
Hand Refracto meter 58-92
Digital pH meter pen type
Brix Hydro meter 20° C
Temperature Indicator With probe

Make
regular
10 fit
100 vat
Regular
Regular
1 to 100
3hp
50 ml
100 ml
250 ml
500 ml
1000 ml
75 ml
100 ml
25ml
50 ml
100 ml
250 ml
500 ml
1000 ml
25 ml
50 ml
100 ml
250 ml
500 ml
1000 ml
50 ml
100 ml
250 ml
500 ml
25 ml
50 ml

10 ml
50 ml
100 ml
250 ml
500 ml
5ml
10 ml
25ml
2 ml
5ml
10 ml
25 ml
100
500 ml
500 ml
100 gm

Quantity
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
3
3
3
3
6
3
2
2
2
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
6
3
3
1
1
2
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
1

Remarks
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B.

Steam Generation Station

i)

One Boiler of 8 ton steam generation capacity expandable to 12 ton at 32 kg steam pressure
and 380-degree steam temperature, complete with economizer, air pre heater, ID and FD
fans, feed water and de-aerator water tanks, chimney etc.

ii)

Pressure Reducing Valves.

iii)

Steam and other Pipelines and Fittings

iv)

Chimney

v)

Firefighting Equipment’s

vi)

RO water plant & treated water storage tanks

C

Boiler technical specifications
Capacity
Maximum continuous rating (mcr)

Pressure.
Steam pressure at mssv outlet w.p.
Fuel
Main Fuel
Major codes
Design pressure parts

Boiler
Piping
Furnace protection system
Fans
Pumps
Electrical motors
Process Valves
Mineral wool / refractory
Others
Boiler Performance testing code
Materials
Boiler Pressure Parts
Structural/Plates
Others
Inspection

.

:

3 TPH/5TPH Water Tube Top & Bottom
drum Natural circulation with Dumping
Grate furnace.

:

32 KG/CM2g (Superheated)

:

Multifuel / Buggase

:

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Manufactured strictly as per IBR fully
weldedconstructionwith100%radiograp
hy of longitudinal and circumferential
seam stress relieved after welding and
hydraulically tested.
IBR Code.
ANSI B31.1,31.3,/IBR
N FPA/Indian standard.
Indian Standard 4894 1987
Indian Standard.
Indian Standard 325/IEC
ANSI/AP/Indian Standard.
Indian Standard
Vendor Standard.
ASME PTC 4.1 Indirect Abbreviated

:
:
:
:

ASTM/BS/DIN/IBR.
IS 226/IS 2062/Angles 226/Equip.
Indian standard.
IBR.
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D. Boiler design details and scope

.

No and Type of boiler

:

Maximum continues rating
Boiler outlet pr (superheated)
Super heater provision for
Feed water temp
Design test pressure
Feed pump discharge min pressure
Fuel

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Heating surface boiler
Furnace grate area
Air preheater area
Super heater area
Economizer area
Boiler efficiency
Design & construction of shell

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Boiler headers

:

Boiler main bank tubes bs

:

one boiler- water tube two drums natural
circulation with dumping grate furnace
8 metric ton per hour expandable to 12 ton
32 kg/cm2 g
380°c+ l00c
80/900c
48.0 kg/cm2
32 kg/cm2
Multifuel / Bagasse Cum wood having .cal.
Value of 3200 Kcal/kg (Approximate. Avg.)
320 m2 approx.
added above with boiler heating area.

150 m2 approx.
30 m2 approx
40 m2 approx.
82%+2% on Bagasse.
To be designed as per IBR code as per Fusion
Welded Circular Shell with using Boiler Quality
Plate ISI 2000 SA 515 Gr. 60/70 or Equivalent.
circular headers designs as per IBR with
Facility flanged for inspection and cleaning
with using material as per astm a-106.
all boiler tubes confirm to ibr quality as 3059
part list. 33 following mountings provided with
boiler

Boiler mountings / parts
:
Boiler pressure part
a) Steam Drum 1 No.
b) Mud Drum 1 No.
c) Tubes:
i. Bank Tubes, Screen Tubes Front Wall Tubes
ii. Side Wall Tubes (LH/RH)
iii. Relief Tubes (LH/RH)
iv. Vommer Pipe (LH/RH)
d) Headers:
i. Bottom side wall (LI 1/RH)
2 No
ii. Top side wall (LH/RH)
2 No
iii. Front wall header
1 No
iv. Down commer header Connecting
mud drum and side Wall headers
2 No
e) Super heater coils with header
1Set
1.
F.D. Fan/I.D. Fan with drive.
2.
Dumping Grate Furnace with Level.
3.
Feed Water Pumps 2 Nos. with drive
4.
Mechanical Feeder & Spreader
5.
Air Preheater / Dust Collector
6.
Valves & Fittings-lot and Safety Valves- 2 Nos
.
7.
Refractory line bricks except Red brick, sand
8.
Ducting up to 1/D Fan
9.
Water Level Gauages set
10.
Pressure Guages
11.
Blow down Arrangement
12.
Feed Water piping from pump to boiler
13.
M.C.C panel for the above.
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INDUCED DRAFT FANS
No. of ID fans

:

Capacity of fans

:

Head

:

Material of Construction

:

Damper

:

FORCED DRAFT FAN
No. of fans
Capacity

:
:

Head

:

Damper Control

:

FEED WATER PUMPS
Pumps

:

Drive

:

Air preheater / dust collector

:

One I/D fan having capacity in head with
Suitable Motor and steam.
Each fan should have a capacity of 130% of
the theoretical quantity of flue gas at 35%
excess air at full boiler capacity and at 170°
for flue Gas
The fan having able to develop head of mm
when working at full capacity.
The shaft should be made of 35 C8 quality as
Per IS:1570 the impeller of M.S. the blades
shall be made of 5mm thk Plate and should
have hard aced removable pads. The casing
shall be of M.S.
Both the fans shall be provide on the suction
side Dampers & also be provided arrangement
for manual operation.
One
The fan should develop head when working at
Full capacity.
The fan and casing to be made from M.S. Plate
and the blades shall be made from 5mm think
plate. The shaft shall be of En-8. The fan must
be dynamically balanced.
Control damper of intervene type to be
provided on the suction side.
2 Nos. Electrical driven pump suitable capacity
and head.
Each pump shall be driven by a suitable
electric motor TEFC foot mounted on common
base frame. With starter and switch. The HP
and RPM of the motor to be specified by us.
Suitable Air Preheater Cum Dust Collector
will be supplied with proper design.

INSTRUMENT PANEL
:
a.
Panel Board
b.
Following alarms to be provided with boiler instrument panel.
Drum water level high and low alarm (Mobrey level controller)
High steam temperature alarm. Safety provision.
CHIMNEY:
Chimney shall be MS fabricated 30 m height and we will provide all the required fittings for
incoming gas ducts.
TERMINAL POINTS:
a.
Steam piping
b.
Electrical
c.
Ash
d.
Feed Water
e.
Flue gas

:
:
:
:
:

Up to outlet stop valve.
M.C.C. Panel / Motor
Outlet of ash door
Inlet of feed water pump
Outlet of LD. Fan.
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Feed & Boiler water requirement:
Description

Unit

Feed Water

Boiler Water

Total hardness (max)

Ppm

Nil

Nil

8.8 – 9.2

9.5 – 10.5

pH value at 25ºC
O2 (max)

Ppm

0.007

NT

Iron (max)

Ppm

Nil

0.02

Copper (max)

Ppm

Nil

Nil

Silica (max)

Ppm

0.02

1.0

Total CO2 (max)

Ppm

Nil

Nil

Permanganate (max)

Ppm

Nil

Nil

Total dissolved solid (max)

Ppm

0.1

100

Total suspended solids
(max)

Ppm

Nil

5

Oil (max)

Ppm

Nil

Nil

Micro S/cm

0.2

200

Residual hydrazine (max)

Ppm

--

.02

Residual phosphate (max)

Ppm

--

20

Specific electric
conductivity at 20 ºC

E.

Electrical power distribution system

One Turbo Alternator Set of 500 KVA rating at 415 V generation for captive power purpose with ACB panel
and main electrical distribution panel will be installed. The necessary station wise motor control centers (MCC)
along with required power distribution cable will be installed. One Diesel Generating set of 160 KVA rating for
off season maintenance, for startup of plant and to run plant during non-crushing period shall be installed.
Power house single boom crane of 2 tone capacity will be installed for power house plant overhauling.

F.

Miscellaneous equipment and Machinery (DG set and Work shop Equipment’s)
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DETAILED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF CANE JAGGERY
PLANT CAPABLE OF CRUSHING 250 TONES OF CANE PER DAY
EXPANDABLE TO 500 TO PRODUCE DIRECT CONSUPTION
GOLDEN

SYRUP

JAGGERY

MOULDS

AND

JAGGERY

GRANULES.
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SECTION A: MILL HOUSE
Below are the technical details of 250 TCD Milling Plant
A) CANE HANDLING AND FEEDING ARRANGEMENT:
I) WEIGH BRIDGE - ONE NOS. 50 Ton capacity
II) UNLODER AND FEEDER TABLE - ONE NOS. suitable up to 500 TCD
One Bridge with one trolley, having sling bar system – Two motion type, the crane shall be 2 motion
5.0 tonnes S.W.L. electrically operated overhead unloading crane conforming to Class IV IS
specifications and capable of 10 lifts per hour. In each lift, sling shall lift at least 3 tons of cane. The
crane shall be complete with its accessories, attendant platform along the length of the gantry on
both sides. It shall be heavy duty type and suitable for continuous outdoor working. The crane span
shall be 10 metres. All electric motors shall be of crane duty, T.E.F.C. enclosure, suitable for 300
operations per hour. The height of the lift shall be 6 metres. All gear boxes shall be totally enclosed,
dust proof, planetary type gear and shall be designed with a service factor of 1.5 All couplings shall
be flexible gear type, with periodically greasing arrangements. All brakes shall be of electro
hydraulic thrusters operator type. A suitable shed be provided on the trolley. The bridge shall be of
box type construction made of IS:2062.
Cane feeder table of minimum 5 meters width and 10 meters in length two stage to be installed at
right angle to the cane carrier. With hot water washing arrangement. The feeder table shall be of all
steel construction fitted with 5 strands of 150 mm pitch heavy duty steel drag type chains having
breaking strength of minimum 30,000 kgs. The feeder table shall be complete with cast steel
machine cut sprocket wheel, shafts, bearings etc. The feeder table shall be driven by a 7.5 B.H.P.,
T.E.F.C. squirrel cage motor and coupled to a variable speed drive and a reduction gear / planetary
so as to provide speed regulation from 1 to 3 meters/min. The feeder table shall be suitably
supported on steel structure designed to withstand heavy shocks. It shall be installed in a manner
so that it is horizontal. Operator’s cabin on a suitable height shall be provided to have a clear view
of the loading of the cane carrier. A suitable ladder shall be provided to this cabin.
Note: Feeder table recommended only in case of unloader with sling arrangement.

B) CANE CARRIER:
One cane carrier 450 mm wide x 15000 mm (15 meters) horizontal loading length shall be provided.
The length of its inclined portion shall be such that, it gives an inclination of approx.18 deg for the
cutter. The cane carrier and its all structure shall be steel constructions. The slats shall be of 6 mm
thickness.
The carrier framework shall be 5 mm thick, MS plate extending along the complete length of the
carrier, except at the place of and cutter where the thickness shall be 8 mm for about 3000 mm
length.
The frame work shall be adequately stiffened at the top and bottom by angles welded to side plates.
The side plates shall be bolted to and supported by rolled steel 100 x 50 mm channels or sections
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of equivalent strength shall be provided in each base plate of ample area, reinforced by angles &
gusset plates.
The return side of the apron shall slide on the guide angle runners with 5 mm thick wear flat. The
slats shall be equipped with renewable wear pads. The carrier chain shall be driven by means of
MS/CI sprockets having machine cut and hardened teeth and mounted on 65 mm central diameter
head shaft of quality and shall run in split gun metal lined CI Plummer blocks. The head shaft shall
be driven by machine cut spur gear and pinion system of adequate strength.
At the non-driving end of the cane carrier the chain shall be mounted on CS sprockets having
machine cut teeth on central tail steel bearings mounted on heavy duty CI/Steel slide rails with
tension bolts for tightening the chain.
The cane carrier drive shall have a 5 BHP squirrel cage electric motor constant torque characteristic
of nords/hawells/IEC/ABB/BHARAT BIJLI make over operating speed range and directly coupled
to Electrodynamic variable speed planetary drive of Elecon/Radicon/reputed make, having service
factor of 2 suitable to provide apron speed from 3 Mt to 10 Mt. /minute complete with necessary
controlling system.
The cane carrier motor shall be interlocked electrically with cane leveler and Cutter drive so that
cane carrier stops when either of these motor trips.
C) CANE DOUBLE CUTTER:
The double cutter set having 16 knives mounted on a forged steel shaft of C 45 quality or equivalent.
The diameter over the tips of knives shall be around 1200 mm. The knives shall be duly hard faced.
A suitable flywheels of CI duly machined & well balanced shall be provided at the outer end of the
shaft.
Cutter sets shall be driven by continuously rated drip proof/screen protected Slipring motor of 60
BHP/960rpm motor of IEC/Kirloskar/Alsthom/Jyoti make. Suitable oil immersed slip ring starter or
soft starer shall be provided.
The knife sets shall be installed on the inclined portions of the carrier and shall be provided with a
suitable device for adjusting clearance in between the knives tips and slates from 100 to 250 mm.
The knife set shall be totally enclosed by suitably reinforced hood of 8 mm thick mild steel plate
attached to the cane carrier frame work & provided with suitable swing flaps and bolted doors at
the top of the hood. The leveler and cutter rotors shall be statically and dynamically balanced.

D) CANE CRUSHER
One complete cane crushing unit comprising 3 Mill tandem with additional 2 Mill expansion provision
for 500 TCD , three rollers mills where each mill roller shall be of 325 mm. Ø × 450 mm length (13”X
18”). The roller shall be of coarse grain cast iron having hardness of 180 –210 BHN.
The cast iron shell shall be hot shrunk fitted on forged steel shaft. The cast steel crown pinions shall
be provided with well dressed, properly profiled machine molded teeth, keyed to roller shaft with
suitable MS Guards and oil troughs.
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The headstocks shall be mild steel fabricated with SS 304 inner lining of suitable thickness The
juice Tray should be fabricated with SS 304. The top and side caps shall be of cast steel and shall
be securely locked in position for quick assembly. The headstocks shall be designed to
accommodate rollers of nominal diameter up to 350 mm.
All rollers shall be coated with surface roughening electrode material and roller bearings shall be of
cast steel housing with renewable steel liner with gun metal lining. All top roller bearings shall be
inter-changeable by their respective bearings. All journals shall be smoothly ground & polished to
mirror finish.
Each mill shall be provided with hydraulic loading system, consisting power pack type hydraulic
accumulator, one for each of the journal of the top roller and accessories such as pumping set,
receiver tank, gauges. The dia. of the hydraulic ram for top cap shall be designed for an oil pressure
of 280 Kgs/Cm2g.
All mills shall be high set so that no parts of the juice tank pumps are situated below floor level.
E) UNDER FEED ROLLERS –2 NOS:
Toothed type fabricated under feed roller having nominal diameter equal to the mill rollers shall be
provided. The shaft shall be 100 mm central diameter and supported by means of GM bush bearing
of proper size, whereas, the shell of the rollers shall be not less than 16mm thick. The teeth shall
be made of 10thk MS plate duly hardened. The under feed roller shall be driven by top roller through
gears to give surface speed of about 10% higher than the mill roller surface speed. It shall have
arrangement to adjust the setting of axial direction by 15 mm (axis jointing centerline of under feeder
and top roller).
F) INTER CARRIERS – (2 NOS)
Rake type carrier, between the mills whose center distance shall not be less than 5000 mm be
provided. Contact part or trough will be lined with SS304. The width of the carrier trough shall be
suitable to accommodate 450 mm rake width. The rake carriers shall have runners of angle iron /
channel with 5 mm spring steel wear flat and 6 mm mild steel bottom trough plate with stiffeners
and be supported on steel channel column provided with rigid base plate. The columns shall be
adequately braced wherever necessary. Each rake carrier drive shall consist of the TEFC motor of
3 BHP, 1440 RPM with suitable planetary drive. The tightening arrangement shall be provided with
the tail shaft bearings.
The angle of the rake carrier shall not be more than 45 deg. The rake carrier shall be designed for
head end discharge of bagasse to the Donnelly type chute. Donnelly chute shall be in complete SS
304.
Each mill shall be driven by 40 BHP/960 rpm slip ring motor of Kirloskar / Alsthom / Jyoti make
through variable frequency drives. Suitable I and II motion gears shall be provided to have the
desired mill speed and to obtain a crush rate of 250 to 300 TCD. Each mill drive shall be coupled
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through tail bar coupling to enclosed gear multistage low speed planetary gear capable of
transmitting 80 HP continuously under shock load conditions at base speed of the motor. The total
reduction ratio of the gearing unit should be such so as to run the mill roller at a surface speed of
11.0 m / min. when motor is run at its base speed. The planetary drive shall have hardened and
ground internals and shall have minimum service factor 2.0. The open spur gearing shall be
designed to transmit 40 HP continuously at mill roller surface speed of 11.0 m / min. under shock
load conditions.
Suitable bed plates made in sections, mild steel guards for completely enclosing the gears and
pinion (low speed), shall be provided. Shafts of these gears shall be of C45 quality. The mill top
roller shall be connected to transmission gear shaft by means of forged steel tail bar coupling.

G) DONNELLY TYPE CHUTE: 2NOS.
The Donnelly type chute fabricated out of 4mm thick of SS 304 M shall be provided. It shall have
arrangements to adjust the blanket thickness from front as well as back side. The height of each
chute shall not be less than 1.5 meters and its inclination not less than 80deg. with the horizontal.
Side plate of chute shall have full height transparent sheet to see the bagasse level. First mill chute
shall have electronic level sensing device to control cane feeding. Suitable indicators shall also be
provided to indicate bagasse level in other mill chute. Level sensing device should have on off
control of the intermediate rake carrier drives and sequencing interlock. Magnetic iron separator
shall be providing for each chute.

H) JUICE SCREENING and Herbal food grade Solution Cleaning
One no. DSM SCREEN of SS304 woven wire type juice screen with, 1000 mm width having a
screen size of 0.4mm shall have to be provided. The screen shall have to transmit the cush-cush
from the screen to the rake carrier between I & II mill. Or Vibro shifter two numbers periodically
changing and self-cleaning by back flush arrangement.
1. In order to clean accumulated scum of gummy, waxy matter, a spray of dilute Herbal food grade
solution (about 20 %), approx. 300 to 500 liters, is applied on to the screen drum once in a
week. Herbal food grade solution pumped with the help of the same water-Spraying pump. It is
necessary to stop the feed juice going to the screen, at this time. Herbal food grade solution
should be allowed to react on the scum of gummy, waxy matter and later, hot water / screened
juice should be sprayed to wash away the loosened scum as well as traces of Herbal food grade
solution. The Herbal food grade solution is to be re circulated by installing a separate tank by
installing a diverter and valve, so that this Herbal food grade solution does not add alkalinity to
the juice.
2. As an additional precaution, screen drum should be inspected and bagacillo, gummy, waxy
matter accumulated & hardened in the screen slots over the period of time, should be thoroughly
cleaned with brush & Herbal food grade solution during the regular cleaning shut – down.
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I) JUICE TANKS AND PUMPS:
Juice from all the mills i.e. Mill No.1 & 2 shall be collected in 1000 mm diameter x 1000 mm height
tank made of 5mm thick SS plate and shall be pumped through choke less pump (one standby)
with full bore discharge and each capable of pumping 5 m3 per hour of juice having minimum 50%
solids at 50 meters head to pre heater. All juice pumps to have SS 304 bodies and with SS impellers
and SS shafts.
J) AUTO CANE FEED CONTROL SYSTEM:
The automatic cane feeding control system shall be installed on cane carriers. The system shall
ensure the uniform feed rate to the 1st mill with provision to change the feed rate at any time having
a variation not more than ± 5 % set rate. Primary cane carrier shall follow speed of secondary cane
carrier in a fixed ratio. Load of all cane preparation devices shall override the speed signal of each
cane carrier. When load of any cane preparation device exceeds 80% of rated load, the speed of
that cane carrier shall be proportionately reduced. If load exceeds 100% of rated load, that cane
carrier will stop. It will restart automatically when overload condition on that cane preparation device
becomes normal. These overload settings shall be adjustable from the control panel. The system
shall have the following provisions.
Sensors:
For load sensing of cane preparatory devices such as chopper, leveler, fiberizer and 1st mill,
suitable current transformers / two wire electronic analogue pressure transmitters with capacitance
sensing technology with 4-20 MADC output and configurable for calibration to the required pressure
ranges within the designed pressure span of the transmitter. In addition to this level sensing of
prepared cane at Donnelley chute should be provided.
Control Action :
The system should be provided with two controls
Actions i.e. proportional and ON-OFF control actions.
Proportional control as per the 1st mill load ON-OFF control as per the high load settings of the
cane preparatory devices and first mill.
Set Points:
Following settings are to be provided,
i) For loads of various cane preparatory devices and 1st mill motor/ turbine, precision load setters
of 1 K 10 Turns helipots with dial knobs.
ii) For average height and feed rate precision 10 K 10 Turns helipots with dial knobs.
Visual Indication:
Coloured lamp indicators for the high set load values.
Carrier Speed Adjustments:
The speed of the cane carriers can be adjusted from zero to the rated RPM With the setting provided
on the control panel at operators console.
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Proportional control at speed of carriers, (cane carrier and rake carrier)as per 1st mill load,
preparatory devices Load and blanket thickness of cane carrier shall be provided.
Indicators:
Analogue load indicators (i.e. current or pressure
Indicators) and speed indicators.
Power Supply: 230 V AC, 50 Hz

K) BAGASSE ELEVATOR: 1 NO: suitable for 500 TCD
One rake type bagasse elevator of all steel construction of approx. 10 meters max running length
(inclination not to exceed 45 deg. with the horizontal) Or as per boiler feed arrangement to carry
about 3.0 tons of bagasse per hour and driven by TEFC electric motor of 5.0 BHP through planetary
gear box to give a linear speed of 25 meters/minute shall be provided. Exact running length shall
depend upon the lay out. The elevator chain shall be driven over two cast steel sprockets with
machine cut teeth only mounted on suitable diameter mild steel head shaft running in gun metal
bearings and secured in cast steel housings. The tail shaft shall have two cast steel sprockets
having machine cut teeth mounted on 50 mm central diameter Steel shaft running in gun metal
bearings secured in cast steel housing. The head and tail shaft shall be of 40 C8 quality. The trough
side and bottom plate shall be of 6 mm thick mild steel duly reinforced with 100 mm x 100 mm x 6
mm angles. Easy sliding screens shall be provided on the elevator for screening the bagacillo. The
screening area shall be approx. 1.0 m². out of which 50% will be kept blind for future expansion.

L) RETURN BAGASSE CARRIER:
One return type self-discharge bagasse carrier of suitable width and of about 20 m length similar in
construction as elevator shall be provided. Exact running length shall depend upon the lay out. The
conveyor shall be complete with all its structure and be driven by TEFC electric motor of 10 BHP
coupled to planetary gear unit with open gearing or worm speed reducer and chain sprockets to
have linear speed not more than 25 meters/minute. Idler sprockets having machine cut teeth shall
be provided wherever there is change in direction. Approach from the ground shall be provided to
attend to drive of this conveyor. Horizontal loading 10 m portion of this carrier shall be not more
than 300 mm below the ground level. Mild steel guards shall be provided over the horizontal portion
of the return bagasse carrier to ensure safety of workman. Return bagasse carrier shall have selftightening arrangement and be interlocked with bagasse elevator. The return bagasse carrier shall
be in line with the main bagasse elevator.
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SECTION B : BOILING HOUSE

CLARIFICATION SECTION
A. PRE HEATER 1 set. (3 no’s) 1 as standby
Vertical tubular juice heaters shall be of multiple circulation type, designed to have juice velocity of
1.5 m/sec. The body shall be constructed from 5 mm thick SS304, tube plate 16 mm & cover plates
from 16 mm thick SS 304 plates with mild steel stiffeners. Partition plate for header and header
shell will not be less than 6.0 mm thick S.S. 304 plate and flexible cord fixing arrangement be made
of 16mm sq. and duly dovetail grooved. The platform shall be provided below the juice heaters for
opening the covers, draining and repairs etc. Each juice heater shall have mercury filled 150 mm
dial type thermometer in inlet and outlet branch of juice and for the steam chest. One compound
gauge shall also be provided in the steam chest. The tightening bolt shall be ‘T’ type construction
or eye type bolt with individual fixing pins having circular pitch not more than 120 mm . Annealed
stainless steel tubes as per 304 grade of 38.1 mm outside dia. and 1.2 mm thick shall be used.
Ligament of the tubes shall be minimum 12 mm .The length of tubes shall be about 4000 mm. Juice
heater shall be provided with individual condensate receiver for exhaust and vapor condensate
along with pumps each being of 2m³/hr. capacity at 20 m head.

B. Open Type floating auto scum removing clarifier (VC CLARIFIRE) 6 NOS. (Two standby)
Four rectangular batch type stainless steel jacketed clarifier of each having 2.00 cub mtr juice
holding capacity with the steam and vapor connection from first evaporator. Mud gutter attached
one side with each clarifier such a way that one common outlet will come in a muddy juice tank.
The condensate removal system shall be providing to each clarifier. The juice inlet and out let
connection shall be provided such a manner that the mix juice supply will not be stop at any time,
one will have been filling and another one dropped into clear juice tank.

C. Clear juice tank 1nos.
Two nos. stainless steel 304 clear juice tank of 15 HL capacity shall also be provided (one as
standby) with two clear juice pump of 5/10 cub mtr. Capacity (including expansion) and 20 mtr head
to pump the clear juice tank to first body evaporator
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EVAPORATION SECTION
D. EVAPORATORS
Vapor bleeding arrangement
From 1 st effect - clarifier, Rab concentrator
FROM 2ND EFFECT – clarifier
Effect Evaporator set having suitable heating surface area Suitable relief valve spring loaded or
dead weight lever type shall be provided to ensure that pressure in the vapors space of 1ST body of
evaporator does not exceed 0.4-kg/cm2g. The bodies shall have a vapors space height between
the top tube plate and cylindrical portion of the vapor space shall not be less than 2 times the
calendria height, in case of 1st, 2nd, & 3rd bodies and 2.5 times in case of last body. Suitable
arrangement for light and heavy noxious gas removal shall be provided. Boxes shall be provided
for easy removal of condensate from calendria. Manhole shall be provided to bottom saucer and
vapors space. Suitable connection for soda washing and draining for juice shall be provided. Safety
valves shall be provided on calendria of first body.
For bodies minimum thickness of stainless steel plates 304 for calendria and body shall be 8 mm,
bottom saucer 10 mm and tube plates 25 mm, The bottom saucer shall be welded of the calendria.
The domes of the bodies shall have outward flow centrifugal/helmet type save all of suitable design.
A suitable external save all fitting in the vapor pipe after the last body going to the condenser shall
be provided. Each body shall have three sight and one light glasses, lowest sight glass shall be
higher than 1.5 M from the working platform and 250 mm from top tube plate. Annealed stainless
steel tubes confirming to I.S.13316 of 45 mm outside dia and 1.2 mm thick shall be used and of 2
m. length in case of Robert effects. The placement of the tubes shall provide effective steam
distribution arrangement.
The evaporator set shall be complete in every respect with fittings for satisfactory operation, with 6mm thick mild steel inter connecting vapor pipes suitable for ultimate capacity. The sluice/right angle
valves (C.I.) used in exhaust steam and vapors pipelines. Syrup extraction system with suitable
columns connected to two-syrup extraction pumps (one as standby) of 5m3/hr. capacity at 30-m.
head through S.S. screen grit catchers shall be provided. Continuous syrup sampler and sampling
arrangement from each body shall also be provided. Suitable individual condensate extraction
pump with suitable size receiver bottles to be provided to all bodies. The RPM of the motor of the
condensate extraction pumps should not be more than 1500. Condensate outlet pipes from various
units to have sight glasses at eye level in addition to sight glasses in extracting columns. Test cocks
should also be provided at all units individually for testing Condensate water for sugar traces. All
the condensate pumps delivery lines should have suitable size connection with valve to test and to
let out the water in the drain as and when sugar traces are found in the condensate. All inter
connecting vapor, juice, hot and cold water and exhaust piping shall be suitable for ultimate
capacity. Suitable condensate flash recovery system shall be provided.
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E. syrup compensator cum storage tank
One tank shall be of 15 HL capacity SS 304 to store syrup, at the open pan floor these tanks shall
be preferably rectangular/ round. The height of the tanks above the pan floor shall not be more than
1.2 m.

F. PANS 3 nos. (3+1Standby) 4 NOS.
Batch type pan each having the 700 kg strike capacity. Each pan shall have dish end bottom type
pan of stainless steel construction of 10 mm thk. Jacketed type with suitable steam and slurry out
let connection The volumetric capacity of each pan is not less than 2 cub meter. the upper portion
of dish end will exceed 450 mm for foaming allowances by 3mm ss plate with stiffener each having
the syrup inlet and thick slurry discharge out let connection by valve and condensate extraction
system.
G. RECIVER TANK:
A mild steel receiver tank shall be provide for receiving the condensed vapor from last evaporator
having the 300 lit. Capacity with suitable vacuum and cut over connection.

H. CONDENCED VAPOR HOLDING TANK:
A mild steel holding tank of 2000 lit. Capacity suitable cut valve and water out let connection with
suitable arrangement of water discharged without breaking the vacuum. It shall be discharged in
certain time
I. COOLING WATER PUMPS:
Injection pumps: 15M3/Hr – 25M Head – 1 Nos.
The above pumps shall be of centrifugal type, bronze impeller and fittings and directly coupled to
SPDP slip ring induction motor. A ppi make vacuum pump of suitable capacity shall be provide for
creating the vacuum.
J. Vacuum Filter
1- No 1.5 M dia. x 1.5 M long suitable for 250 TCD
Rotary cane mud vacuum filter shall be of 1.5 m dia and 1.5 m long having nominal filtration area
of 12 m2 and installed at a height of 8 meters from factory floor level, shall be complete with 5 mm
thick stainless steel 304 grade drum, 8 mm thick stainless steel heads with mild steel structural
reinforcement, cast iron trunnions, stainless steel 304 grade piping and decking, stainless steel
screens, SS 304 lining mild steel trough/agitator, two numbers valves, one on each side consists of
bronze/stainless steel 304 grade valve body, bronze / Polypropylene/Ferro-besots wear plate,
stainless steel pipe, plate wash assembly, scrapper, variable speed drum drive and constant speed
agitator drive.
The drum drive shall be of 1 kW TEFC motor having means to vary the drum speed from 30 RPH
to 10 RPH. The agitator drive shall be of 1.0 KW TEFC motor. Rotary filter shall be complete with
two number filtrate receivers fitted with gun metal vacuum release assemblies and copper SS floats/
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one number vacuum regulating valve, two number filtrate pumps, one cascade condenser, one
entrainment separator with sealing arrangement to discharge the entrained juice, one vacuum pump
of 6 m3 /minute capacity against 500 mm (20") mercury, complete with motor and drive etc. One
overflow tank of 10 HL capacity with steam coil and trap one centrifugal blower, one bagasse
cyclone suitable for separating bagacillo with mild steel shell adjusting fin, 300 mm dia. inlet
connection and outlet through 2-way valve fitted with manually operated flap door, two mud
recirculation non-clog centrifugal pumps each of 5 m3/hr. capacity at 18 m. discharge head
complete with motor drive, one injection water pump of 5 m3/hr. capacity at 20 m discharge head
complete with motor drive, one cake wash water pump of 3 m3/hr. capacity at 30 m. discharge head
complete with motor drive etc. The bagacillo blower shall be complete with 300-mm dia blowing
pipe from mill house to bagacillo cyclone along with pipefitting etc. One belt conveyor of 300 mm
width and suitable length for discharging mud at least 4 m. outside the filter house complete with
motor drive shall be provided.
The feed mixer, mud overflow tank, air blower and cyclone separator, shall be suitable for ultimate
capacity.
K. MILK OF LIME PREPARATION for 250 TCD Cap.
One milk of lime storage tanks of about 15 HL capacity. One lime slacker shall be of continuous
type, driven by electric motor, through suitable reduction gearing arrangement to give 6 to 8 rpm.
The storage tanks shall be made of 4 mm thick stainless steel plates and shall be complete with
stirrers with independent separate drive for each tank Separate gutters shall be provided over the
milk of lime storage tanks for the milk of lime coming from the slacker.
Milk of Lime pipe lines shall be provided up to clarifier by gravity and to mud overflow tank. MOL
station shall be supported on M.S. steel staging above clarifier.

L. Condensers: At 20 M Level
For concentrator- Suitable for vapor pipe.
Type of the Condenser – Single water entry type
Each condenser shall be made of 3 mm. thick S. S. 409 M plate with M.S. hoop rings & tail pipe
shall be 2.0 mm thick of. Suitable platform with railings, access staircase for inspection, repair etc.
of the condenser shall be provided. Jet & spray nozzles shall be of gun metal / SS.304/PVC.
Condenser shall be so designed that the approach temperature difference between saturation vapor
temp. and tail pipe outlet water temp.) Should not be more than 5 deg. C. Injection water line be
provided with on line strainer.
NOTE (l) Provision of space in the layout for additional pumps for the ultimate capacity to be kept.
Alternatively, Initially two cell cooling tower each cell suitable to cool 5 m3/Hr. water shall be
provided to cool water from 50°C to 32°C at 27°C WBT. With three feed pumps (one as standby)
each of 5 m3/Hr capacity and suitable head to be installed. For ultimate capacity similar cell with
one feed pump to be added.
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(IV) COOLING, CURING AND GRADING PLANT WITH GMP
Unprotected or poorly handled and/or packaged food may be vulnerable to microbiological
contamination and cross-contamination. Use of the GMP procedure for handling jaggery while
cooling curing and grading section. So complete equipment’s of jaggery handling section are
designed as per GMP norms. Inappropriate handling materials may lead to chemical contamination.
Unhygienic environment and assembly of wrapping and packaging machinery can contaminate the
materials and therefore the food. During transport food material from one section to other may be
exposed to microbiological and physical hazards from the environment or through crosscontamination from other food. Poor cleaning or maintenance of traveling trolleys and molds may
also give rise to chemical hazards. Procedures are needed to prevent or minimize the risk of all
such hazards causing illness to consumers. Even wrapping and packaging can control microbial
spoilage for example, packaging jaggery in protective atmospheres using varying levels of oxygen
(O2), carbon dioxide (CO2) and nitrogen (N2).
A good manufacturing practice (GMP) is a production and testing practice that helps to ensure a
quality product. GMP guideline gives us a guidance for the manufacturing of active pharmaceutical
ingredients (APIs) under an appropriate system for managing quality.
GMP logo
It is also intended to help ensure that APIs meet the quality and purity characteristics that they
purport, or are represented, to possess. The term manufacturing is defined to include all operations
of receipt of materials, production, packaging, repackaging, labeling, relabeling, quality control,
release, storage and distribution of APIs and the related controls. The terms current good
manufacturing practices and good manufacturing practices are equivalent. The company should
designate and document the rationale for the point at which production of the API begins. For
synthetic processes, this is known as the point at which API starting materials are entered into the
process. For other processes (e.g., fermentation, extraction, purification), this rationale should be
established on a case-by-case basis. From this point on, appropriate GMP guidance should be
applied to these intermediate and/or API manufacturing steps. This would include the validation of
critical process steps determined to impact the quality of the API.

Construction materials
Construction materials for equipment coming in contact with food (including associated adhesives)
must be food grade (FDA-approved or national equivalent). Selection of construction material
depends upon the dry materials, method of cleaning and cleaning agents to be used.
Metals
Hygienic dry materials handling is best conducted with product contact surfaces of stainless steel.
Suitable grades are SS 304, 304L (EN 1.4301/1.4306) and SS 316, 316L (EN 1.4401/1.4404).
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Non-metals
Plastics (e.g Polycarbonate, PEEK, PVDF, PA and PTFE) and elastomers (e.g. NBR, Viton, Silicon,
FEP silicon) may be used, but contact should be limited where the dry material is abrasive. These
materials must retain their original surface condition when exposed to the processing and cleaning
conditions. Fabrics and non-metallic filter materials used in connection with the cleaning of air
involved in dry materials handling systems must be non-toxic, cleanable, and not impart
contaminating smell to the dry material. Non-metallic surfaces can create electrostatic charges on
the material, which can be problematic.
Hygienic design of valves
Jaggery handling/ process section is equipped with valves. Depending on system size, hundreds,
even thousands of valves can be found in piping matrices in liquid-processing plants. Valves fulfill
numerous functions in process plants: shut-off and opening of product routes, changeover, flow and
pressure control, protection against excessive or insufficient pressure, and protection against the
intermixing of incompatible media at intersection points in pipes. The quality of the valve may have
a considerable influence on the quality of the production process and, hence, the product itself.
Hygienic deficiencies resulting from valve design may result in microbiological hazards in the
production of food products. The risk for the product increases with each valve installed in the
process plant. Therefore, it must be ensured that valves for food-processing use comply strictly with
hygienic requirements.
Surface roughness has a significant influence on clean ability. The greater the surface roughness,
the longer the required cleaning time. In principle, any treatment of product-contact surfaces should
result in a surface roughness value of Ra <= 0,8 μm. A rougher surface may be acceptable, but the
deviating surface roughness must be dearly specified. (In the liquid syrup section a roughness of
Ra = 1,6 μm is usually acceptable.)
Hygienic design criteria
Dry materials handling must take into account the possibility for material lump formation, creation
of dust explosion conditions, high moisture deposit formation in the presence of hot air, and material
remaining in the equipment after plant shutdown (even if a degree of self-emptying is achieved).
Product contact surfaces
Product contact surfaces should be smooth and resistant against dry material contact and also
against liquid chemicals used in wet cleaning. Product contact surfaces therefore should be free of
crevices, pitting, pinholes and any hairline cracking that can cause material penetration and
cleaning difficulties. A roughness standard of Ra<0.8 mm is recommended where there is a risk of
microbial growth associated with high moisture content in the dry material or wet cleaning. In order
to carry out a dry cleaning operation, contact surfaces should be fully accessible for safe
manual cleaning and inspection. For a hygienic wet cleaning operation, contact surfaces should not
be horizontal, but have a slight slope to facilitate drainage of cleaning solutions. The possibility for
product contact on sharp internal corners (r<6 mm) and recesses, etc., where dry material can
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accumulate, should be avoided. Windows and inspection ports mounted in product contact surfaces
should be flush with the surrounding surfaces to minimize dry material build-up. When using nonmetallic materials as contact surfaces, the porosity of the materials should be investigated with
regard to ease of clean ability.
Welding
Welds must be accomplished in a way that avoids susceptibility to accumulation of dry material and
localized corrosion. It is important to ensure that the metallurgical properties of the weld material
are as close as possible to the parent metal. General criteria for welding are described in the
EHEDG Doc 9 (EHEDG, 1993b) ‘‘Welding stainless steel to meet hygienic requirements’’.
Intermittent (spot) welding of dry product contact surfaces is in principle not acceptable. Normally,
the surface roughness of welds does not meet the recommended figure of Ra 0.8 mm. The clean
ability of these parts in relation to the actual dry material being handled should be validated.
Static seals (gaskets) for duct and flange connections
Static seals should be of an elastic material, have a non-porous surface and be cleanable. Static
seals should be clean before assembly and the possibility for penetration of dry material into the
gasket or seal during equipment operation should be avoided. PTFE can be used as a static seal
in combination with an elastomer (food grade, FDA-approved or national equivalent). The PTFE
should be of high-density resilient quality. Metal-to-metal contact duct assemblies and paper-type
gaskets between flanges can be applied where a plant operates at atmospheric pressure and
requires no wet cleaning. Inflatable seals, e.g. for valves (Fig. 1) or around access doors and
operable inspection ports should be used to prevent dry material build-up around the mounting
frames.
Welding stainless steel to meet hygienic requirements
Inadequate welding can compromise product safety in an otherwise hygienically designed foodprocessing plant. This paper summarizes guidelines prepared by the Design Principles subgroup
of the European Hygienic Equipment Design Group (EHEDG) to increase awareness of the
importance of and techniques required to ensure the production of hygienically acceptable welds.
This is the tenth in a series of articles featuring the EHEDG to be published in Trends in Food
Science & Technology. The EHEDG is an independent consortium formed to develop guidelines
and test methods for the safe and hygienic processing of food. The group includes representatives
from research institutes, the food industry, equipment manufacturers and government organizations
in Europe. Incorrect penetration of the weld can be caused by poor welding technique (e.g. poor
control of the welding current) or incorrect parameters. Ideally, the weld metal should exactly fill the
joint and remain flush with the surface. Under penetration leaves a crevice at the joint, which is a
hygienic problem both in vessels and pipework; excessive over penetration can also hold up product
in pipework, although the excess can be removed in vessels by grinding. Surface porosity, or
excessive inclusions that may become detached thereby creating surface porosity, can trap product
and be difficult to clean. Lack of full fusion of the weld metal in the joint to the parent metal results
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in crevice formation at the interface between weld and plate [associated mainly with MIG (metal
inert gas) welding]. Inadequate inert gas shielding (generally nitrogen or argon based) of the reverse
surface, when welds are completed from one side only (e.g. pipework welds), results in a roughened
weld and heat-affected zone; this promotes the adhesion of soiling and is difficult to clean. Many
welding processes are in common use, but only a few can deliver welds of hygienic quality free
from the types of defects outlined above. The most appropriate welding process is the gas tungsten
arc welding (GTAW) process, commonly referred to as TIG (tungsten inert gas) welding. In this
process, an arc is struck between a tungsten electrode shrouded with an inert gas and the work
piece. There is often an external feed of filler wire to the joint. Although thin sections «3 mm) can
be joined without filler wire ('autogenous' welds). The filler wire is usually of the same composition
as the parent plate, and special consideration is required if mixed metals are involved. In some
cases it may be desirable to use a higher-alloy filler wire. The TIG process can be used for pipework
and for thin sheet up to -4 mm thick; a manual metal arc process, followed by post-weld grinding,
would more likely be used for thick sections. For many hygienic applications, thin-walled vessels
and pipes are commonly used.
Jaggery cooling / Granulator- (Qty- 3 Nos) Two Operational, one standby
Technical Details of Jaggery granulator
“MEPL” 1000 Litres GMP Model, Cantilever Model / Full door Open type.
SALIENT FEATURES:
a) Inner shell/contact parts in SS 304.
b) Hollow shaft with Hollow paddle and Scrapper in SS304.
c) HW water/Steam-Jacket/Limpet coil in SS304.
d) Rock wool Insulation with SS304 Jacket.
e) Filter/Dust Collection Housing with 10micron in SS 304 .
f) Butterfly valve (SS316) at discharge port with hand wheel.
g) Stand and Structure in SS304/MS with SS304 Cladding.
h) Drive unit enclosed with SS304Covers
i) Mechanical Seals for Paddle shaft at drum end.
j)

Rotary joint (MEPL/Aira Make) at HW/Steam water inlet/outlet for Paddle shaft)
Crompton Motor & Elicon Gear box.

l)

FLP Operating Panel with Temp. Indicators, Push buttons, Set buttons, EMG Stop,

Panel

ON/OFF.
m) Control Pane (MS) With MCB, Stator Contactor, Indicators etc.
n) Digital Temperature Indicators at Steam inlet.
o) Digital Temperature Indicator and Dial Vacuum Gauge in vapor line.
p) Provision for Nitrogen purging / vacuum release.
q) Online Sapling port provided
r) DRIVE: Gear Box & Motor belt drive and Gear Box to Paddle shaft gear drive.
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Molding Unit
One hanging traveling conveyor will be installed under granulator, silicon molding system will be
designed as per requirement. Silicon molds will travel for 1.5 hr for cooling and retention and will
be de- molded before washing and refilling. This system will be semi-automatic and will be operated
by two operators. De-molded jaggery is sent through conveyor in packing section and is packed as
per packing requirement. For direct granulation we will have to increase time in granulator to dry.
The dried granules will be discharged on conveyor belt and delivered to vibro-shifter of suitable
capacity. Final granules are packed in bulk of 20 / 25 kg food grade bags delivered to storage
department/ warehouse through conveyor.
SpecificationConveyor Width

As per building plan

Conveyor Length

As per building plan

Belt Travel

As per building plan

SECTION C- BOILER
I. BOILER HEADERS /PRDS STATION : 3 Ton with Frame size of 5 Ton for further expansion.
Boiler headers shall be constructed in accordance with IBR specifications with flanged ends to
promote cleaning and inspection. Description Specifications
1. MCR (Max. Continuous rating) Evaporation

:

8 Tones per hour/ expandable to12 ton

2. Quantity

:

1 no

3. Peak generation

:

110% of MCR for half an hour.

4. Pressure at superheated outlet

:

32 kg/cm2 g

5. Temperature of steam at super heater outlet

:

3800 C + 150C at 60% to 110%MCR.

6. Feed water temp. at Inlet of feed water tank

:

850 C

7. Excess air % theoretical air Not exceeding

:

35 %

8. Temp of flue gases at outlet

:

170 deg.C. Max.

9. Efficiency

:

70% min on GCV of bagasse
having 50% moisture with
bagasse as fuel.

10. Fuel Bagasse with

:

50% moisture

11. Installation

:

Indoor & at factory floor level

II. Furnace:
Suitable furnace(s) to burn bagasse with 50 % percent moisture with preheated air shall be provided
for each boiler. Furnace shall be designed to give maximum continuous rating with bagasse firing
even when furnace chamber(s) are being cleaned. One of the following type furnace with all
accessories shall be provided at factory floor level. Spreader stoker with dumping grate/pulsating
grate.
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III. Induced draft fan (one no.):
The fan shall be of designed for a minimum discharge capacity of 600³/min. The shaft of the fan
shall conform to 40 C 8 of IS: 1570-1978. Renewable hard faced wear pads on the blades shall be
incorporated in the impeller. ID Fan shall be driven by TEFC slipring motor directly coupled with
rotor resistance starter. The Fan rated speed shall not be more than 750 RPM. The impeller of the
fan shall be fabricated out of minimum 6 mm thick mild steel. The fan shall be provided with dampers
at the inlet as well as at the outlet.
IV. Forced draft fan (One no.):
Primary air for combustion shall be supplied by the forced draft fan DEDW type, through air heater
and shall be supplied to the furnace underneath the grate. The Fan shall be designed for a minimum
discharge capacity of 400 m³/min. Variable inlet vane control damper in the suction of the FD fan
shall be provided. FD fan shall be driven by TEFC SQ cage motor. The blades of fan rotor shall be
fabricated out of minimum 5 mm thick mild steel plates. The rotors of the ID & FD Fans shall be
dynamically balanced. The rpm of the FD fan shall not be more than 960 rpm. ID fan shall be
interlocked with FD fan so that FD fan runs only when ID fan is running.
V. Instrumentation and Controls:
The instrument control panel shall be totally enclosed in a cubicle for dust free conditions by
providing an exhaust fan on the panel. The control panel shall be properly wired, tubed and
connected to all field transmitters and instruments as per standard instrumentation practice.
The following instrumentation systems shall be provided for measuring the various parameters.
• Feed water flow meter of indicating, integrating and recording type.
• Drum water level indicating and recording type.
• Flue gas temperature at boiler outlet.
• a) F.D fan discharge
• b) I.D fan suction
• c) Furnace.
• d) Flue gas at boiler outlet.
Pressure gauges of size 250 mm diameter with S.S siphon and isolation valve to be provided at
boiler drum, superheated outlet steam and at fire door level for superheated outlet steam. Pressure
gauges of size 250 mm diameter with S.S siphon and isolation valve to be provided at economizer
inlet, economizer outlet, at each feed water pumps common header.
VI. Boiler feed water tank:
One cylindrical closed mild steel tank of 500 HL capacity with inlet connections for condensate,
treated water, chemical dosing arrangements, outlets connections, for transfer pumps, overflow
connection, air vent connection etc. shall be provided feed water tank shall be supported on steel
supporting structure. Bottom of the tank shall not be less than 8 meter height from the transfer pump
suction. Access ladder and platform around the tank shall be provided. Suitable gauge glass shall
be provided in the feed water tank.
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VII. Boiler feed water pumps:
Electrical driven feed pumps: Two pumps (one as standby) each of 8.5 m³ per hour capacity against
head not less than 110meters shall be provided. Will have to be replaced with 12 m³ at the time of
expansion. Each multistage electrical driven pump shall be suitable for pumping hot water at 105

0

C. to boiler, 2% leak-off connection shall be provided for each pump. Electric motor of TEFC sq.
cage type with auto transformer/soft starter shall be provided
VIII. Chimney:
One chimney of 600 mm inside diameter at top and 30 meter of height or as per pollution board
norms shall be provided along with ladder with guard. Besides, refractory lining upto 6 m height,
lightening arrestor and M. S. frame and necessary ducting shall be provided
IX. CHEMICAL DOSING EQUIPMENTS (Suitable for 5 ton boiler):
The boiler shall be supplied with chemical dosing systems one for high pressure dosing and. other
for low pressure. Dosing Each. system shall-consist of chemical proportioning tanks, two nos.
positive displacement type dosing pumps, valves and measuring instruments. Each mixing tank
shall have rubber linings from inside and shall be fitted with motorized stirrer. The capacity of each
tank shall be of min 100 liters. The chemical dosing system equipment shall be located near feed
water station on the ground floor.
Turbine for alternator drive ( phase I )
ONE-multi stage, centrally balanced, Back Pressure Steam having Curtis rotor wheel Turbine duly
painted at our works, capable of developing necessary power, mounted on a common base-plate
with the following limits of supply:
Inlet Steam Flange on Turbine Main Steam Stop Valve:
Exhaust steam Flange on Turbine casing;
Inlet and Outlet flanges for circulating cooling water on oil cooler:
Turbine drains terminating at base-plate level;
Terminals of Alternator; Terminals of AOP motor;
Inclusions:
• Inlet and exhaust steam pipelines, cooling water pipelines, companion flange, steam separator,
relief Valve;
• inter connecting power and control cables;
• first fill of lubricating or flushing oil;
Supply includes following items:
1. Combined base-plate for Turbine and speed reduction gear unit incorporating Oil sump (Oil level
can be checked through built in viewing glass);
2. Speed reduction gear box;
3. Flexible coupling between turbine and gear unit, and between gear box output shaft and
Alternator with coupling guards;
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4. Self-contained package type Imported Hydraulic Governor model RE1100 of REGULATEURS
EUROPA, NETHERLAND or other superior make, duly incorporating motor for remote speed
control and hand operated speed changer for controlling speed from turbine itself. The Governor
will be capable of controlling speed from 05% down to 60% of full rated speed of Turbine;
5. One No. LP gland drains led to a common manifold. Governor end cover bush drain, emergency
valve top and bottom housing drains led to another common manifold;
6. Three Nos. steam traps individually fitted in drain lines of emergency valve body, steam chest
and exhaust casing. These are provided with isolating and bye-pass valves;
7. Inlet steam stop valve (bolts and nuts for connecting to steam flange of inlet line are not
Included);
8.

a) Steam Strainer;

b) Combined throttle and emergency valve;

c) Carbon gland type packing;

d) Emergency over-speed trip arrangement;

9. One No. hand operated overload valve;
10. Electronic tachometer of "BEACON" manufacture, comprising of magnetic Pick up, D/Z
Converter and two nos. dial type speed indicator one for local display and the other for display
on turbine control desk. This Tachometer is suitable for working on 230 Volts AC Supply.
11. Forced lubrication system incorporating the following:
a)

Main Oil Pump driven off the turbine shaft

b)

Electric motor (380V, 50 Hz, 3-phase, AC supply) driven Auxiliary Oil Pump suitable
Capacity duly mounted on a bracket fitted to turbine and gear box Combination base
plate.

c) Hand Oil Pump for manual operation for priming before start up and during emergency
for cooling of bearings.
d) Two No. Shell and Tube Type Oil cooler of adequate capacity to cool pumped oil with
water available at ambient temperature change
e) Two Nos. Oil Strainers provided at the suction in oil sump.
f) Duplex basket type oil filter with differential pressure gauge.
g) Oil pressure relief valve for maintaining desired lubricating oil pressure,
h) Oil pressure relief valve for maintaining designed lubricating oil pressure,
i)

Auto “cut in/cut off" of Auxiliary oil Pump[ in the event of Low/High Lubricating oil
Pressure.
Complete piping for the lubricating oil system for turbine including non-return Valve.

12.

Safety systems incorporated in the turbine:a)

Emergency over-speed trip arrangement of the unbalanced ring type to automatically
shut down the turbine, when its speed rises to ten percent (10%) above the designed
maximum speed. This turbine can be tripped through this mechanism manually also.

b)

Sentinel valve for warning of exhaust pressure build-up.

c)

Manual Trip.
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13.

d)

Solenoid trip operating on remote tripping;

e)

Low lubrication oil pressure trip.

f)

Electrical Over speed Trip

For local mounting in line following items are provided (in loose):
a)

Two Nos. Dial type thermometers in the oil inlet and outlet of the oil cooler.

b)

Dial type thermometers for: - 2 Nos. for Turbine bearings - 4 Nos. For gear box
bearings

c)
14.

No .Lubricating oil pressure gauge in oil line to gear box.

Control desk, suitable for 1 No. turbine, duly wired up and comprising of:a)

One No. speed indicator;

b)

One No. DOL starter for AOP motor.

c)

One No. Indicating lamp for A.O.P. motor 'ON1;

d)

One No. Indicating lamp for AOP motor "OFF';

e)

One No- rotary switch for raising and lowering of turbine speed;

f)

One No. Individual Push button for remote tripping of turbine through energize to
trip type solenoid. (Solenoid voltage 230 V);

g)

One No. Dial Pressure Gauge for inlet steam;

h)

One No. Dial Pressure Gauge for chest steam;

i)

One No. Dial Pressure Gauge for exhaust steam;

j)

One No. Dial Pressure Gauge for lubricating oil;

k)

One No. Digital Temperature Indicator for inlet steam;

I)

One No. Digital Temperature Indicator for exhaust steam;

m)

Audio visual alarm for over-speed trip, low lubrication pressure trip and
remote manual trip; Each gauge will be provided with a turbine of 10 meters length;

15.

Heat insulation with metal cladding;

16.

One set of spanners and tools for maintenance purposes;

17.

One set of foundation bolts with nuts, washers, packing plates and shims;
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Technical particulars of 500 KW brushless self-excited and self-regulated, steam turbine
driven ac generator. (II phase)
1

Rating

A)

500 KW

2

Power Factor

0.8 lagging

3

Speed

3000 rpm

4

Voltage & Voltage variation

415 Volts 415 Volts ±5%

5

(i) No. of phases (ii) Rated Current

Three 521 Amps.

6

Frequency

50 Hz at 3000 r.p.m.

7

No. of Poles

Four

8

Connections

Star

9

Class of Insulation

'Ff Temp, rise limited to Class 'F'

10

Ambient Temperature

45 Deg C

11

Duty

Continuous

12

Applicable standard

IS:4722

13

Overload Capacity

14

Mounting

10% overload for 1 hour in every 12
hours
Horizontal Foot Mounted.

15

Bearing arrangement

Double Bearing

16

Direction of rotation

To suit Turbine's direction of rotation.

17

Phase sequence

R.Y.B. (UVW)

18

Termination

3 main and 3 neutral terminals

19

Type of excitation

Self-Excited

20

Voltage Regulation

Plus minus 1 % of set voltage

21

Voltage setting range

Plus minus 10% of set voltage

22

Coupling

Flexible coupling

23

DE 8s NDE bearing

24

Grease Grade

Anti-friction, grease lubricated,
ball roller bearing
Lithium base Grease

Accessories
•

Foundation bolts, Nuts and washer for base plate •

6Nos.RTDs (2nos for each phase

•

2nos.BTD for bearing temp

•

Base plate of Alternator

•

AVR

•

Space heater
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Specification of 500 KW LT AC generator control panel for steam turbine driven generator.
1

Control cubicle:Generator control panels for steam turbine driven AC Generator set consists of control
cubicle made out of 1.6/2 mm thick cold/hot rolled steel sheets, totally enclosed indoor type,
floor mounting with hinged doors at front and rear, having suitable cou-outs at bottom for incomer entry and at top for load bus extension, fitted with lovers and wire mesh for air
circulation and suitable for 415 Volts, 3 Phase, 50 Hz., AC supply. The control panel
incorporates the following:

2

700 Amps electrically operated horizontal draw-

One No.

Out type Air Circuit Breakers comprising of:
• Under voltage release 240V, 50 Hz, AC

• Shunt trip coil 24/30 V DC

• Test, service, isolation position.

• Automatic Safety shutters.

• Manual operating handles.

• Thermal and Magnetic releases.

• Motor closing mechanism suitable for 230V, 50 Hz, single phase AC supply.
a)

The above ACB complete with guide frame receptacle for auxiliary control circuit are
housed in panel.

b) The load side phase and neutral bus-bars running right through panels at top are
arranged to facilitate joining bus-bars of distribution panels at both sides of panel.
c)

The bus-bar arrangement at bottom of panel is suitably extended by links to facilitate
connection of incoming phase and neutral bus-bars from generator. The bus-bars are
painted with color code.

3.

Electrical grade aluminum bus bars of capacity One Set 700 Amps for each of the three
phases and neutral,

4

Metering:-

a)

AC Ammeter scaled 0-1000 Amps, Size 144mm* AE

Three No’s

144mm, accuracy plus minus 1% as per IS: 1248- IMP 1968.
b)

LT CTs ratio 1000/5A, class 1 for metering.

c)

AC Voltmeter, scaled 0-500V, Size: 144mm sq, AE

Three No’s
One No.

accuracy plus minus 1% as per IS: 1248-1968. IMP
d)

Six way voltmeter selector switch make with 75 mm

One No.

*75mm, name plate marked RY/YB/BR/RN/YN/BN.
e)

Frequency meter REED type scaled 45-50-55 Hz.

One No.

Size 144mm x 144mm, accuracy plus minus 1% as per IS: 1248-1968.
f)

Power factor meter S phase, 4 wire, scaled 0.5 lag
Unity - 0.5 lead, size

g)

One No.

144mm x 144mm, accuracy plus minus 2%.

KW meter 3 phase, 4 wire, unbalanced load suitably scaled, size

One No.

144mm*144mm, Accuracy plus minus 1.5% as per 18:1248-1968.
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h)

KWH meter, suitable for 3 phase, 4 wire, unbalanced load

1.
a)

One No.

Protection Relays :Single pole IDMTL Over-current Relay, having setting

Three Nos.

from 50% to 200% aux. Voltage 24/30V DC.
b)

Single pole IDMTL earth fault relay having setting
from 10 to 40% instantaneous setting adjustable
from 200 to 800%, Aux. Voltage 24/30VDC.

One No.

c)

LT CTs ratio 1000/5A, class 10P10 for over-current

Three No

and earth fault protection.
d)

High speed tripping relay type VAJHM-13

Two No

e)

Over-voltage relay VDG-11 having setting from 110

One No.

to 170% of 110V and time setting adjustable between
0 to 7 seconds, Aux. Supply 24/30VDC.
f)

Under voltage relay VDG- 13 having setting from 50

One No.

to 90% of 110V, Aux. Supply 24/30VDC
6

I)

Annunciation :-

Audio visual alarm annunciation having suitable Number of windows for following faults :
i)

Turbine high speed trip

v)

Turbine low lube Oil pressure trip

ii)

Turbine remote trip

vi)

Earth fault relay trip

iii)

Over current trip

vii)

spare (2 nos.)

iv)

Under voltage trip

viii)

Over voltage trip

II) Indicating lamps for following

7

i)

One no. Each for ON/OFF for ACB

ii)

One no. AC Auxiliary supply ON & One no. DC supply ON

iii)

3 nos. In-coming voltage from Generator RYB

One Set

Operator Controls:a)

Control Switches for DC Supply, Space Heater supply on/off,

b)

Neutral isolating switch of suitable capacity mounted

Two No’s
One No.

in the front side of panel with handle projecting outside the door.
8.

Accessories :i)
Panel Space Heaters, 100W/230V, 50 Hz., AC supply

One Set

ii)

Hooter.

One No.

iii)

Danger plates.

One Set

Iv)

Panel illumination Lamp

One Set

iv)

Note - 1)

Temperature Indicator for windings

One No.

Arrangement is provided to make generator voltage collapse
Simultaneously when the ACB trips due to fault
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1)

Earth Bus-bar of suitable capacity runs right through panels will be located at
the bottom of the panels

Size of bus bars:
1.

Load size
a)

MAIN BUS

i)

R, Y, B = 2 100 mm *6 mm Aluminum ii)

N= 1 X 100 mm * 6 mm Aluminum

b) ACB to main bus (R, Y, B) - 2 *l00 mm * 6 mm Aluminum
2.

Incomer connection
a) ACB to in-comer (R, Y, B) = 2 X 100 mm X 6 mm Aluminum
b) Neutral (N) = 1 X 100 mm X 6 mm Aluminum c) Earth Bus = 40 mm X 5mm
Copper

SECTION D: ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATION
EARTHING
Earthing shall be as per Indian and State Electricity rules and regulations. APPROVED MAKES
FOR CRITICAL EQUIPMENTS.
01. FSU & AIR BREAK CONTACTORS :

SIEMENS /L&T RELAYS

02. A.C.B

:

SIEMENS / L&T

03. MEASURING METER

:

L&T/IMP/AE

04. CENTRIFUGAL TIMERS

:

L&T/ GIC/ SIEMENS

05. PUSH BUTTON STATIONS

:

SIEMENS/VAISHANAV/ L&T

06. SELECTOR SWITCHES

:

L&T / KAYCEE / SALSER

07. INDICATING LAMPS

:

SIEMENS / L&T / TEKNIC

08. CURRENT TRANSFORMER

:

MECO / KAPPA

09. CABLES

:

CCI/GLOSTER/POLYCAB

10. LIGHT FITTINGS

:

CROMPTON/ PHILLIPS/ WIPRO

11. M.C.B

:

MDS/ SIEMENS/ L&T

12.CAPACITORS

:

CROMPTON PRABODHAN

13.SLIPRING STARTERS

:

TECHNOMICS /PEW

14. AUTO TRASFORMER

:

STARLIT

15.CABLE LUGS

:

DOWELLS/JAINSONS

16.CABLE CONNECTORS

:

WAGO

17. CABLE GLANDS

:

POWER ENGINEERING /COMET

18. PUSH BUTTON STATION

:

SIEMENS/ TEKNIC
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SECTION E:
VALUE ADDED PRODUCTS NUTRACUITICLE OR PHARMA GRADE PRODUCTS.

Automatic Syrup filling and packing section (phase II )
Sr. No.
Description

Qty.

Automatic Rotary Bottle Washing Machine, Model: MPRWM-64

1 set

Turn Table - 36” Dia., Model: MPTT- 36”

1 set

3

Automatic Four head volumetric filling machine with 250 to 500
ml MPAFL-100

1 set

3(A)

Tank 150 Liters

1 set

4

Automatic single head Ropp cap sealing machine-MPSRC-60

1 set

4(a)

Change over each size cap

1 set

4(b)

Change over each size Bottle

1 set

1
2

6(a)

Online Bottle Inspection Machine, Four sealed two side system
1 set
[2 X 2]
Automatic Self Adhesive Vertical Labeling Machine Model: 1 set
MPASAL-150
1 set
Hot foil Printer

7

Packing Conveyor Belt, Model: MPPCB-8 FEET

5
6

1 set
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(1)

Automatic Rotary Bottle Washing Machine.

Description
The Rotary Bottle Washing Machine should be compact and highly efficient machine with
elegant look. This multifunctional multi featured machine should meet the GMP
requirements of washing for glass and plastic bottles. The machine should operate on the
rotary principle with "GENEVA" mechanism and requires manual loading and unloading of
bottles.
Operation
The bottles are loaded on the subsequent indexing part of rotating platform and are cleaned
in series of operations. Specially designed bottle holders provided to hold bottles with neck
diameter. The bottles are placed in an inverted position in these cup shaped holders.
Spraying showers does the external cleaning of the bottles. Solenoid valves are provided
to enable the regulation of wash timings, it also spraying water when bottle are stopped
means insure saving of water, and sequence of various washing media to suit specific
requirement.
Salient Features
• Geneva Mechanism.
• Four inner (Included one air wash) & one outer.
• Sequence of washes to customer’s choice.
• Easy operation.
• Stationary nozzles eliminate contamination of water cycles.
• Easy loading and unloading.
• Individual solenoid valve for each washing sequence, that eliminates carbon plate and
other accessories reduce leakage and maintenance to minimum.
• Higher capacity centrifugal pumps to wash bigger bottles (500 & 1000 ml.)
• The stationary nozzles avoid chipping of bottle necks.
• Pumps and tanks are mounted on portable stand for easy maintenance.
• Bottle guide system especially for lightweight bottle.
• Pumps and Tanks are mounted on Portable stand for Easy Maintenance.
• Separate panel control to avoid any short circuit due to spraying of water.
• S.S. glycerin fill pressure meter.
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Technical Specifications
Model
Output / Hour*
No .of Container Holder
Direction of Machine**
Main Motor
Electrical
Pump Two Nos.
Specifications**
Electrical Heater
Tank Capacity
Wash Cycle
Working height
Machine Dimensions (In mm)
Machin
Case Dimension (In mm)
e
Two Case
Tanks
Net Weight
Gross Weight
Change parts required

GMP
2500 to 4000
64
Clock wise
0.5 HP / 415 Volts / 50 Hz
1 HP x 2 = 2 HP / 415 Volts / 50 Hz
3 Kw.
75 Ltrs. S.S. 304 (2 Nos.)
4 Inner + 1 Outer
(Inner wash sequence are inter changeable)
860 to 910 mm
1500 (L) x 1750 (W) x 1300 (H)
1600 (L) x 1600 (W) x 1550 (H)
1550 (L) x 1000 (W) x 1550 (H)
550 Kgs
900 Kgs
(A) Neck Dia: Bottle holding pocket.
(B) Flat Container Special type of cup.

Input Specifications
Ø30 mm to Ø80 mm***, Respectively height 50 mm to 270
Round Shape
mm***,
Ø 22 to Ø 28 Neck***
30 mm to 80 mm (Length), Respectively 10 mm to 50 mm
Flat / Square
(Width)
Respectively height 58 mm x 190 mm
* Depends on bottle size & operator speed.
* With help of change parts.
Consumption of Water
First Wash
230 Ltrs./Hr.
Second
No consumption as such, water loss during re-circulation shall be
Wash
compensated
Third Wash
230 Ltrs./Hr.
No consumption as such, water loss during re-circulation shall be
Fourth Wash
compensated OR Air Wash
Outside
200 Ltrs./Hr.
Wash
Utility Requirement
Electrical supply
3 Phase + Neutral + Earthing
Electrical load
2 KW + 3 KW for heater
Air Pressure: Minimum
6 bar pressure 5 CFM
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(2)

Turn table –Model GMP

Description
Stainless steel scrambler & un-scrambler, which is familiar as turn table. This is built on MS
Square frame, solid guide rail & reduction gear box for jerk less & noiseless performance.
Turntable is useful to ensure total synchronization, uniform flow of container and to take a
turn at 90 degree to suit different machine and purpose in automatic liquid line
Operation
Container inputs in turn table by manually or automatic will rotate on disk of turn table and
exit through outlet, during rotation of container will be guided by a SS strip, which will
guide the container towards outlet path.
Salient Features
• Construction AISI S.S. 304 Quality.
• Three step pulley for different speed.
• Special self-aligning bearings ensure smooth and trouble free operation.
• Suitable for different type of container.
• S.S. Elegantly Matt Finished Body.
• Reduction gears ensure jerk free and noiseless operation.
Matt Finished body.
Utility Requirement
Electrical supply
Single Phase + Neutral + Earthlings
Electrical load
0.5 KW
Technical Specifications
Model
Direction

GMP
Clockwise / Anti clock wise as per
requirement

RPM of Disk

Through ACVFD

Power Characteristics*

0.5 HP/220 V/50 Hz

Height of Disk*

860 mm to 910 mm

Machine Dimensions*

965 x 965 x 1160

Case dimensions

1125 x 1125 x 1300

Net weight

175 Kegs’.

Gross Weight

350 Kegs.

Input Specifications
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Ø 22 mm to Ø 100 mm
Container Size*

Round Shape

Respectively height 58 mm to 240 mm
(Height option for other bottle height
available)

Electrical load

(3)

0.5

KW

Automatic Four head volumetric filling machine with 250 to 500 ml GMP

Description
Automatic Volumetric Liquid Bottle Filling Machine works on volumetric principle with diving
nozzles. The unit is made compact, versatile and enclosed in stainless steel elegantly matt
finish body, consists of S.S.304 Slat Conveyor, Reciprocating Nozzle with self-centering
devices & SS Syringe. No container No filling system arrangement is standard features of
the machine.
The main drive of the machine and conveyor drive consist of A/c Motor with synchronized
variable A/c Frequency Drive.
Operation
Containers moving on SS Slat conveyor, feed below the filling nozzles through a settable
twin pneumatically operated stopper system. The twin pneumatically operated stopper
system and reciprocating nozzles can precisely match for centering of container below
nozzles, to avoid spillage of liquid on container.
To minimize foaming adjustable nozzle will reciprocate according to filling dose, nozzle will
go upwards slowly from bottom level of bottle towards neck during filling.
The dosing block with a hexagonal bolt fitted below syringes. This means fill size can be
easily set.
Salient Features
• ± 1 % Filling accuracy on single dose.
• No Bottle No Filling System.
• Rigid vibration free construction for trouble free performance.
• SS Elegantly matt finished body.
• Elegant and easy control panel for total control on operation.
• Minimum charge overtime, from one size to another container or fill size.
• Self-lubricating UHMW-PE guide profile for S.S. slat chain provide low friction wear
surface, smooth and noiseless conveying.
• Error code display on A/C frequency drive on control panel.
• Drain tray around machine platform.
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• Drip tray under the conveyor.
• Pneumatic bottle stopping arrangement.
• Synchronized two nos. A/c drives for main motor & conveyor belt.
• Safety guard for conveyor gearbox, motor and pneumatic cylinders.
• MCB for over load protection, and prevent against short circuit.
• Inbuilt protection against over current, voltage fluctuation, short circuit in A/c frequency
drive

Technical Specifications
Model
Output/Hour*
Direction of Movement
Number of head/Syringe
Fill Size***
Electric
Specification**

Main Machine

Conveyor
Height of Conveyor**
Machine Dimensions**
Case Dimensions
Net Weight
Gross Weight
Change parts required

GMP
2500 to 4000
Left to Right
4/6 Nos. (details will be provided by supplier)
50 ml to 1000 ml
1 HP / 415Volts / 50 Hz.
(1.5 HP if maximum volume is 1000ml in single
doze)
0.5 HP / 415 Volts / 50 Hz.
860 mm to 910 mm Adjustable.
2135 mm (L) x 880 mm (W) x 1610 mm (H)
2350 mm (L) x 1180 mm (W) x 1650 mm (H)
Approx. 700 Kgs.
Approx. 950 Kgs.
(A) Syringes, (B) Nozzle, (C) Inlet & outlet hose
pipe

Input Specifications
Container Neck Diameter**

Minimum 22 mm***
Ø 28 mm to Ø 100 mm
Round Shape
Respectively height 58 mm to 240 mm
(Height option for other bottle height available)
Container
15mm to 100 mm (Length)
Size**
Respectively 10mm to 50 mm (Width)
Flat / Square
Respectively height 58 mm x 240 mm
(Height option for other bottle height available)
* Depends on Container size, fill size, Neck diameter of container, and nature of liqui
* With help of change parts.
Utility Requirement
Electrical supply
3 Phase + Neutral + Earthing
Electrical load
2 KW
Air Pressure: Minimum 6 bar pressure 0.5 CFM
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(4) Automatic Two Head ROPP Cap Sealing Machine Model: GMP with A/C
Frequency Drive
Description
The Automatic ROPP Cap Sealing Machine is precision built on sturdy welded MS frame
completely enclosing in stainless steel sheet and doors are providing to facilitate the
servicing of machine
Operation
The feed container moving on conveyor belt are fed into star wheel, bringing the container
below the sealing head in the subsequent indexing part, meanwhile the bottle pick up a cap
from the delivery chute of cap feeding bowl, where the body and the neck of the container
are positioned below the rotating head, where the sealing head is performing perfect
operation of threading & sealing.
Salient Features
• No container No cap arrangement.
• SS elegantly matt finished body.
• Single motor synchronizes conveyor, star wheel, & platform turret.
• Adjustable height of conveyor belt, to align with other machine of the line.
• Sealing pressure can be varied to suit different gauges and size of caps.
• Low noise level, low power consumptions.
• Self-lubricating UHMW-PE guide profile for low friction wears surface, smooth and
noiseless conveying.
• SS cladding or hard chrome plating of all exposed parts to ensure long life and resistance
against corrosion.
• Synchronized A/C drives to synchronize, Conveyor, Star wheel and Platform turret &
capping bowl.
• Adjustable bottle height gauge for easy and quick setting.
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Technical Specifications
Model

GMP

Output/Hour*

2500 to 4000 bottles.

Direction of Movement

Left to Right

No. of Sealing Head

2 Nos.

Electrical

Main Motor

2 HP / 415 Volts / 50 Hz.

Specification**

Cap Feeding

300 Watt, Magnetic coil

Bowl
Height of Conveyor**

860 mm to 910 mm

Machine Dimensions**

1525 mm (L) x 950 mm (W) x 1900 (H) Approx.

Case Dimensions

1750 mm (L) x 1150 mm (W) x 2250 (H) Approx.

Net Weight

350 Kgs. Approx.

Gross Weight

550 Kgs. Approx.
(A) Container: Star Wheel, Back Guide, Feed

Change parts required

Worm
(B) Cap Die, Delivery Chute, Bowl

Input Specifications
ROPP Cap

Diameter**

19 mm to 38 mm***

Specification

Height**

15 to 18.3 mm
Ø 22 mm to Ø 100 mm***

Round Shape

Respectively height 58 mm to 240 mm***
(Height option for other bottle height available)
15mm to 100 mm (Length)***

Container Size**

Flat / Square

Respectively 10mm to 50 mm (Width)***
Respectively height 58 mm X 240 mm***
(Height option for other bottle height available)

* Depends on bottle size, cap size and type of cap.
* With help of change parts.
Utility Requirement
Electrical supply

1 Phase + Neutral + Earthing

Electrical load

0.75 KW
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(5) Online Bottle Inspection Machine 2 x 2 : GMP
Description
Inspection table is equipment consisting of a three-track conveyor with a hood with lighting
arrangement and visual inspection background of alternate black & white color. Inspection
table have stainless steel structure with moving S.S. slat chain. Structure made out of S.
S. square pipe & supported on adjustable bolts.
Operation
The central conveyor belt brings the bottle from the capping machine conveyor. These
bottles are automatically bifurcated on the two adjoining conveyor belts & further on the
side tables for operators sitting on either side of the table. The operators in turn pick up the
bottles & visually inspect the bottles in the alternate white & black background to check for
any partials in the liquid filled, sealed & breakage of bottle. After inspection the bottles are
placed in the central track, which is transfer for labeling.
Salient Features
• A/C Frequency Drive.
• Direct gear drive.
• Length can make as per customer requirement.
• PVC black & white board as per GMP norms.
• UHMW self-lubrication guide below chain.
• SS elegantly matt finishing.
• Adjustable height of conveyor belt, to align with other machine of the line
• Self-alignment bearing for easy maintenance.
• Rigid Vibration free Construction for trouble free performance.
Technical Specifications
Model

GMP

Direction of Movement

Left to Right

Output*

Up to 100 Containers / minute

Number of operator

Four (2 x 2, Two side seated)

Power Characteristics**

0.5 HP/220 V/50 Hz

Height of Conveyor**

860 mm to 910 mm

Machine Dimensions**

1880 mm (L) x 700 mm (W) x 1525 mm (H)

Case dimensions

2150 mm (L) x 950 mm (W) x 1750 mm (H)

Net weight

Approx. 200 Kgs.

Gross Weight

Approx. 425 Kgs.
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Technical Specifications
Model

GMP

Direction of Movement

Left to Right

Output*

Up to 150 Containers / minute

Number of operator

Six (3 x 2, Two side seated)

Power Characteristics**

0.5 HP/220 V/50 Hz

Height of Conveyor**

860 mm to 910 mm

Machine Dimensions**

2440 mm (L) x 700 mm (W) x 1525 mm (H)

Case dimensions

2750 mm (L) x 950 mm (W) x 1750 mm (H)

Net weight

275 Kgs.

Gross Weight

525 Kgs. Approx.

Input Specifications
Ø 22 mm to Ø 100 mm
Round Shape

Respectively height 58 mm to 240 mm
(Height option for other bottle height available)
15mm to 100 mm (Length)

Container Size**

Flat / Square

Respectively 10mm to 50 mm (Width)
Respectively height 58 mm X 240 mm
(Height option for other bottle height available)

Utility Requirement
Electrical supply

Single Phase + Neutral + Earthing

Electrical load

0.5 KW

(6) Automatic Self Adhesive Vertical Labeling Machine Model: GMP (For Round
Container) With Servo Motor & PLC Operation.
Description
The Automatic Vertical Sticker Labeling Machine Model GMP. The machine is used for
full/partial wrap around labeling on different size of round containers. It is capable of
labeling up to 150 containers per minutes depending on products and label size. The
automatic model is equipped with roller spacing device resulting in a simple operation with
“No change parts required”
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Operation
The round containers positioned on conveyor are released at equal distance by creating
space between two containers with the help of roller spacing device. At the labeling point,
an electronics product sensor senses container & releases a label from self-adhesive label
roll. If machine is equipped with batch printing device, batch printing device prints the batch
no. & other matter on label while label is stationary between dispensing of two labels. The
sensed round container moves on conveyor and picks the released label. Then the labeled
container moves further through a rubber pressing belt & stationary rubber pad which
ensures neat & perfect fixing of label on the container diameter.
Salient Features
• High Production Speeds.
• Mild steel structure cladded with stainless steel 304 sheet to meet GMP norms.
• PLC Based operation.
• Accurate label placement.
• Product data storage facility.
• No change parts requirements.
• Very less down time for change over.
• Suitable for Glass, Plastic, Pet, Tin, Corrugated containers.
Utility Requirement
Electrical supply

3 Phase + Neutral + Earthling

Electrical load

1 KW

Air Pressure: Minimum

6 bar pressure 2 CFM for printing device

Technical Specifications
Model

GMP

Direction of Movement

Left to Right

Output/Hour*

2500 to 4000 Nos.

Electrical
Specification**

Conveyor Motor

0.50 HP, 415 Volts, 50 Hz

Pressing device Motor

0.25 HP, 220 Volts, 50 Hz

Sticker Roll Servo Motor

400 W

Height of Conveyor**

860 mm to 910 mm

Machine Dimensions**

1835 mm (L) x 600 mm (W) x 1450 mm (H)

Case Dimensions

2050 mm (L) x 800 mm (W) x 1650 mm (H)

Net Weight

Approx. 350 Kg.

Gross Weight

Approx. 600 Kg.
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Input Specifications
Length**

30 mm to 180 mm

Label

Width**

16 mm to 100 mm

Specification

Roll Diameter

Max. 300 mm X ID 75 mm

Space between two label

Min. 3 mm in anti clock wise
Ø 22 mm to Ø 100 mm

Container Size**

Round Shape

Respectively height 40 mm to 240 mm
(Height option for other bottle height
available)

* Depending on the size of container & label size.
(7) Packing Conveyor Belt - 9” W of Endless Sandwich Belt (8’ Feet Length) with
Ac Feq. Drive
Description
The Packing conveyor belt is having stainless steel Table Top with moving Endless
sandwich belt in the center. Tabletop is fixed to the same structure made out of SS square
pipe & supported on adjustable bolts. Tabletop is of 12 inches working space on both side
of the conveyor belt for final visual inspection & packing into the box
Operation
The conveyor belt brings the container or products from the labeling/blister/strip machine,
These bottles/products operators in turn pick up the bottles/products & visually inspect the
bottles/products & doing necessary action like primary packing, secondary packing, picking
& placing at proper place.
Salient Features
• Structure is made of S.S. 304, 30 mm sq. Pipe, 16 SWG with matt finish.
• Belt-alignment system for long life & striate running of belt.
• Direct gear drive.
• Length can make as per customer requirement.
• S.S. elegantly matt finishing.
• Adjustable height of conveyor belt, to align with other machine of the line
• Self-alignment bearing for easy maintenance.
• Rigid Vibration free Construction for trouble free performance.
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Utility Requirement
Electrical supply

Single Phase + Neutral + Earthling
0.5 KW

Electrical load

Technical Specifications
Model

GMP

Direction of Movement

Left to right

7.5 Mtr. / Min up to 12 Feet Long

Speed

12 Mtr. / Min from 13 feet to 24 Feet Long.
0.25 HP/220 V/50 Hz up to 12 feet long

Power Characteristics*

0.5 HP/220 V/50 Hz from 13 feet to 24 feet
long.

Height of Conveyor*

860 mm to 910 mm

Belt width*

9” or 12” as per requirement.

Belt Detail*

PVC, endless 2 ply sandwich, 2 mm thickness.

Machine
Dimensions*

9” width belt
12” width belt
9” width belt

Case
dimensions

12” width belt

As per requirements (L) x 830 mm (W) x 910
mm (H)
As per requirements (L) x 900 mm (W) x 910
mm (H)
As per requirements (L) x 1050 mm (W) x 1150
mm (H)
As per requirements (L) x 1100 mm (W) x 1150
mm (H)

Net weight

Depend on length

Gross Weight

Depend on length

•

More details should be given by supplier.

(8) Syrup Handling and recirculating unit ( phase I )
a) Storage tanks SS 316 grade Qty. 2Nos 6 KL each capsule type with man hole, temp sensor
indicator pressure gaze and suitable recirculating GMP screw / magma pumps.
b) Tri clover type clamp fitting piping SS 316 grade return to pan section and back.
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INTRODUCTION:
Fluidized bed dryer has been used widely for drying various products due to its many
advantages, including high drying rate due to an excellent gas-solid contact, high thermal
efficiency, relatively low cost of operation etc. In fluidized bed drying, hot air is forced
through a distributor into bed at a sufficiently high velocity to overcome the gravitational
forces on the products. When the air velocity is greater than the gravitational force and the
bed resistance, the products will suspend. This condition is called fluidization which is a
physical process that transforms solid particles into a fluidized state through suspension in
a liquid or gas. The particles are fluidized in bed when the drag force created by the gas
flow through the bed is equal to the weight of the particles. When fluidization occurs, the
solid particles have many properties of a liquid. One noticeable property is the fluidized
particles seek to level and assume the shape of the containing vessel. Large, heavy objects
sink when added to the bed, and light particles float. Pressure fluctuations in the fluidized
bed column to characterize the bed behavior were measured at a certain location in the
axial direction in the bed above the distributor.

PRINCIPLE
The Fluid Bed Dryer is new concept of GMP regulation with improved performance (drying
time is much less than the convectional model) minimum involvement of manual labor,
simplified maintenance and utilize modular construction techniques to provide flexible
installation options. Through mixing of Dry powders, Agglomeration and Drying are carried
out in one unit of Fluid Bed Dryer. FBDs are the state of the art drying units comparable to
any internationally made FBDs, with all the features available. FBDs are built with a working
pressure of 3.0 Bar at 800c. Specially designed FBDs have capacity to enhance the drying
capabilities by 18 - 20% thus resulting in lesser drying time, giving a better shelf life to the
product. The air handling unit has been designed keeping in mind, tool less construction
for ease in cleaning / replacing the filter assembly. The finger bag assembly is with quick
release clamps for easy removal and fixing of the finger bag. The machine has been
designed ergonomically resulting in ease of operation.

APPLICATION
Fluid bed processing involves drying, cooling of particulate materials. It is ideal for a wide
range of both heat sensitive and non-heat sensitive products. Uniform processing
conditions are achieved by passing a gas (usually air) through a product layer under
controlled velocity conditions to create a fluidized state.
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SALIENT FEATURES
•

A Versatile Process Equipment Confirming To GMP Norms.

•

Particle fluidization gives easy material transport.

•

High rates of heat exchange at high thermal efficiency while preventing overheating
of individual particles.

•

Minimum Human Interface & Hygienic Operations

•

Simplified Maintenance and Utilize Modular Construction Techniques to Provide
Flexible Installation Options

•

Operation of Drying is much faster than conventional drying.

•

Through mixing of material, Agglomeration and Drying processes are carried out in
one unit Of Fluid Bed Dryer.

•

Attachment of Cylinder for Auto Shaking of Bags.

•

Automatic Clamping For Bottom Mesh

•

For Container Single Piece modular design.

•

High Productivity with superior design.

•

Complying with stringent GMP Norms.

•

Low noise level.

•

Pneumatic Locking &shaking arrangement.

•

PLC System with optional features.

•

WIP System with optional features.

•

On Line sampling port as optional features.

•

Optional feature – differential Pressure indicator, air Velocity sensor.

•

Capacity of Models – capable of handling 60 Kg batch at a time.

SPECIAL FEATURES
•

Tri level filtration using: 20 micron for Pre Air filtration 5 micron for Secondary Air
filtration 0.3 micron for Final Air filtration through HEPA

•

Air Dehumidification should be installed according to climatic conditions or on
special demand.

•

Inlet / Outlet dampers have proportional control valve.

•

Proportional control temp controller

•

Inlet / Exhaust Location: Several alternatives to suit Site requirements. And Wash in
place.
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•

Control: By PLC monitor with printer as optional.

•

Specially designed explosion flaps.

•

Intrinsically safe system of earthling with low voltage.

•

Steam radiator In SS to SS construction.

•

Inflatable Silicon Seals used in the system.

•

2 Pneumatic Cylinders 1 for the Bag Up and Down movement and the other for
Impact Bag Shaking

•

Complete SS 304 Ducting for Air Exhaust

•

Specially designed Broken Bag Detector

•

Double skinned SS 304 AHU with a built in Face and By Pass damper for ± 1 ˚
Temperature control

•

Specially designed anti-static anti-sparking blower.

•

High static high efficiency blower installed.

•

Completely Tool less AHU.

•

CE Certified.

•

Ergonomically mounted observation windows provided for viewing drying operation

•

Flush Sampling port provided for extracting small quantities of coated product during
operations.

ELECTRO PNEUMATIC CONTROL PANEL
•

A free standing stainless steel control panel having the following controls.

•

Inlet air temperature controller.

•

Exhaust air temperature indicator.

•

Product bowl lifting & lowering valve. (For pneumatic lifting arrangement)

•

Process air damper regulation (For pneumatic operation of dampers)

•

Blower motor start and stop

•

Compressed air pressure gauge.

•

Filter bag shaking timer, solenoid valve etc.(In case of pneumatic auto shaking
arrangement) Optional PLC Controls.
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Technical Specification
MODEL
Capacity in Kgs.
Total volume of product container in Ltrs. working Vol.
70%
Blower Motor Rating in HP
Steam Consumption Kgs. / Hr.
Heating Capacity Kcl. / Hr.
Net Weight in Kgs. ( Approx )
UTILITIES REQUIRED
Minimum Steam pressure Kgs. / cm2
Compressed Air pressure Kgs. / cm2
C.F.M.
Dimension (mm) A (L)
Approx
B (H)
Maximum
C (W)
D (FH)
Shell ID

GMP
60 Kg.
132 Ltrs. Gross
20HP
162
82320
2500
4 Kgs./cm2
4 Kgs./cm2
2500
4100
2800
1200
1325
700
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FLIUD BED DRYER MODEL (FBD-60 GMP) (PhaseII)

GMP MODEL Fluid Bed Dryer Steam Heated, Suitable To Dry 60-70 kgs Mass In One
Batch

1.

Complete Utilization Of Air Draft

The term used here is the phenomena of better utilization of fluid draft & flowing air with
help of avoiding nomenclature losses of drying chamber. For example, reducing the degree
of container & increasing the length of container

2.

Increased Size of Ducting.

This technology of piping is used here to lower air draft pressure with increasing of CFM,
for example in smaller size ducting there is high velocity, high pressure & lower CFM, but
instead of that, if we increased the cross section area of piping the velocity of air might
remain same, but air volume increases (that is CFM) and air draft pressure decreases, and
more over this decreased pressure drop help to fasters the drying process.

3.

Increased Head Of Blower For Good Up Lift

As due to hygroscopic nature of jaggery, the jaggery products are very sensitive and costlier
and requires the unique & quick drying with respect to time. That calibration results to
increase the drying capacity with shorter period of time. Also more over the pressure head
of blower is also increased to fulfill the uplift length of air at certain attitude without
decreasing of CFM & suction of air.

4.

Extra drying run length For More Liner time of Flight of Material in Air.

As the product particle with more interference of new flowing air the greater the
evolution of moisture takes place in the particle, this phenomena to maintain product
provided a increased DRL (dry run length; the length covering from bottom of container to
end of finger bag when it is stretch at top).

5.

Smart Auto Bag Shaking Avoid Decreased Efficiency Due To Blockage Of
Material In Bag.
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6.

Extended Rear Shell For Uninterrupted Laminar Air Flow Through Out The
Shell.

This technology is adopted from the turbo jet plane engine, it function like this first air enter
the engine with certain pressure and temperature and velocity, now the pressure is
increased with minor and velocity is decrease in minor at combustion chamber and then it
is used for ignition, the ignition takes place the air get expands with flue gas and produce
the powerful trust at rear chamber an exit, this exiting air used to push unit in air, now as
we saw that exiting air require the free atmosphere or at least good length to exit, keeping
this in mind, we here make flowing air as innocent and used it for non-interrupted air at
drying run length.(drying run length means length form bottom of container to end of finger
bag).and exit freely.
7.

Smart Function Through Auto Sensor

8.

Jacketed Inlet Ducting To Avoid Heat Conducting Throws Atmosphere

9.

Double Operation Manual & Plc

10.

Silencer To Complete Sound Free

11.

Separated Utility For Safety & GMP Norms.

TECH BED PROCESSOR
Over the past years, fluid bed technology has been
progressed from a process to dry a granule quickly to a
new technology that can be used for drying, granulation,
particle coating and pelletizing. The improvement in the
technology is driven by the pharmaceutical industry
asking for faster, consistent and re-producible process
with less handling of the product. FBD is a bed of granules
with a stream of air passing through particles at a right
speed enough to fluidize the product. A uniform air movement is able to ensure a fast,
gentle and uniform spraying and drying guaranteeing a homogenous and reproducible
product quality. The heart of a Fluid Bed Dryer or Fluid Bed Processor is the air flow.
DESIGN is made by welded flaps to create a slot, at a preset slope, able to move the air in
a controlled turbulence motion through the product bed. A net on the top, very easy to be
dismantled, is able to guarantee that no particles will go down in the air distribution
container also it is the right combination of an accurate controlled air direction flow with the
exact air speed to minimize the pressure drop to ensure a perfectly balanced process
preventing granule agglomeration and allowing a uniform and fast growing of the granule
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with low and controlled moisture residual and with low pressure drop, improves the
efficiency of filters and allow very fast process.

SPECIFICATION
The Fluid Dryer is of new concept of GMP Regulation with improved performance (Drying
time is much less than the conventional model), minimum involvement of manual labour,
simplified maintenance and utilize modular construction techniques to provide flexible
installation options.
The process unit is single piece made of SS-316 stainless steel. Thorough mixing of Dry
powders, Agglomeration and Drying all are carried out in one unit of Fluid Bed Dryer.
The Outstanding Main Points of Fluidized Bed Dryer are as follows:

PROCESS UNIT
•

The Process unit is of single piece, made of stainless steel of SS-316 grade.

•

All process contact parts are made of SS-316 grade.

•

The finish employed externally will be all welds ground back and polished into the
surrounding materials.

•

All of the external surfaces of the processor and all non-contact/ sight parts will
prepared with a uniform fine texture matt finish.

•

All of the product contact surface (SS-316) are mirror finished.

•

Particular attention has been paid to reduce any source of material Entrapment by
mirror polishing flush all welds to create crevice free profiles both internally and
externally.

•

The retarding and the expansion chamber containing the filter finger bags are
made of single piece construction from SS-316 quality sheet. The length of the
Expansion chamber is much more compared to retarding chamber, thereby
providing extra-large heat exchange area which exposes each and every particle
or the charged batch in the Fluidized air resulting in instant drying.

•

Side entry inlet air duct at the rear.

•

Two 304 Stainless Steel support columns are provided for stability. The Support
columns designed to withstand a 30 ton vertical force.

•

Specially designed base is provided for air vortex effect and to give added
strength.

•

A central drain port is provided in the base to release wash water.
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BOWL / PRODUCT CONTAINER
•

Product Bowl is a conical shaped manufactured from
SS-316 grade stainless steel having stainless steel
mesh support along with fine finished air mesh.

•

The

product

container

Trolley

is

of

Tubular

construction made from SS-304 pipe mounted on
polypropylene castor wheel (2 Nos. Fixed & 2 Nos.
Swyvel for maneuverability) which imparts rigidity to
carry the product container with the charged load.
•

The batch loading capacity is always higher in case of Fluid Bed Dryer, because of
better fluidization by varying the frequent shaking of the finger bags. Shaking period
vary depending on the nature of product.

RUBBER GASKET
A solid ‘U’ shaped food grade silicon rubber gasket is provided in the groove of the
flanged joint (between the product container and the retarding chamber) to prevent any
leakage of air with fines during operation.

UNIFORM LIFTING OF CONTAINER
Product container is shifted by specially designed arrangement with the help of one special
Tee shaped Rubber with stainless steel inner and outer guard operated pneumatically
which ensures uniform Lifting throughout the periphery of the container which ultimately
gives uniform upward pressure to the solid ‘U’ shaped Rubber Gasket, thereby preventing
any leakage during operation.
The release of the product container at the end of operation is effected smoothly by
incorporating a specially designed vacuum generator in the
system.

SAFETY CLAMP LOCKING
Pneumatically operated safety Clamp locking system is provided
for the product container, with interlocking arrangement which
will hold container flanged joints continuously to prevent any
leakage during operation. This locking arrangement is an extra safety measure against any
explosion.
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AUTO SHAKING DEVICE
Pneumatic cylinder is used for auto shaking device of the finger bags is mounted on top
thus rendering the shaking extremely efficient. It also brings down the finger bags to such
a level that these can be inspected very easily from the bottom of the retarding chamber. If
the shaking is not efficient, the particle will be retained in the finger bags and there will be
no proper fluidization resulting in formation of lumps in the product container.

FILTER BAG LOCKING TUBE
A groove is provided in the retarding and expansion chamber impart rigidity also to fit in an
air tube with hanging ring (filter bag locking tube) of the finger bags with interlocking device
(easily removable for cleaning or replacement). When expanded the air tube sticks to the
cylindrical surface of the filter holding chamber to prevent by passing the fines emission
and ensure arresting of fines in the finger bags. Inspection sight glass is provided within
the side wall of the expansion chamber.

FLUIDISATION CONTROLLER
An Auto Damper controller, operated pneumatically, is provided on the suction air ducting
of the blower to control the pattern of fluidization. This helps
•

To avoid generation of more fines.

•

To have desired pattern of fluidization for the materials of varying bulk density by
varying the quantum of suction air.

AIR HANDLING UNIT
Blower and Air filter with heating arrangements are housed separately in the service zone
to avoid sound pollution as well as to avoid interference of the maintenance people in the
production zone.

Blower
•

Centrifugal type blower fan with dynamically balanced impeller and backward curved
blades.

•

All mild steel construction with stove enamel paint finish.

•

Direct coupled non-flameproof electric drive motor. Anti-vibration mountings and
independent sub-support frame.

•

A sound attenuator will be fitted to keep noise emissions to < 75 dB.
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Air Filter
Free standing unit constructed from stainless steel frame work (SS-304) with doubled
skinned panels. All wall panels are cross based for added strength. Quick release panels
provided for inspection and maintenance access. The air intake section has a full face
external flange for attachment of angle intact, or an extended inlet air duct. Inlet system
comprising of 20 Micron washable filter, 20 Micron washable filter is followed by 5 micron
pre-filter, then pass through, heating coil section, containing a full air duct steam operated
heater battery, constructed with stainless steel tubes and headers and a steel casing (SS304). The moving process air passes through the steam heater to achieve the desired
temperature and then finally preceded by HEPA FILTER of 0.3 micron (option) to match
the inlet to the processing unit. A 304 Stainless steel transition section is fitted to convert
the inlet air duct from a square to a round configuration to match the inlet to the processing
unit. PT 100 temperature sensing probe will be fitted into the Air Transition Duct and will be
connected up to the control panel.

EXPLOSION VENT
As per International practices, the equipment is provided with a rapture Disc as measure of
Explosion Vent, Tested at 2 Bar pressure, Mounted on the side of the Dryer.

EARTHING DEVICE
A specially designed earthing device is provided with interlocking system to eliminate the
electrostatic charges which develop due to at-random movement of fines emission.
A free standing stainless steel control panel having the following controls:•

Inlet air temperature controller.

•

Exhaust air temperature controller.

•

Product bowl rotary valve locking & release.

•

Process air damper regulation.

•

Blower motor, start & stop.

•

Compressed air pressure gauges.

•

Filter bag shaking timer
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PROGRAMME LOGIC CONTROL SYSTEM
Semi-automated and fully automated PLC and PLC/PC control system are available for
selection at an appropriate level of additional cost. (OPTION)

MAJOR COMPONET
01

Blower Motor

Hindustan Make 20hp. 3ph+1n, 3000rpm.

02

Hepa Filter

0.3 microns Eu-13

03

Bottom Chamber

Fabricated, Ss304

04

Product Seave

40 Mesh To 120 Mesh

05

Radiator (Extra

50 Kw Or Super-Heated Steam Of 130

Attachment )

Deg

GENERAL SIZES

Design

: mono block GMP model

Filter bag housing

: s.s.316 top dish 3mm
: S.s.316 shell 2.65mm

Bottom chamber

: s.s.316, 10swg with drain point and an inflatable rubber

sealing gasket.
Product container

: made out of s.s.316, having a Dutch weave mesh in
s.s.316 a 5mm support plate, sight glass, sampling port
(online) and quick removable type clamps for the Dutch
weave and support plate.

Trolley

: made out of s.s.304 pipe 1.5 nb sch 10 with 4nos swivel
4”Pu wheels.
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OPTIONAL FEATURES

Automatic bag shaking

: pneumatically operated bag shaking system with timers

Differential pressure gauge

: 2 nos differential pressure gauges of standard make are

provided

to monitor the pressure drop. One across the filter and

the

second across the filter bags

Temperature controller

: Samson make temperature controller with range of 40
to 1000C

Solid flow sensor

: It is provided to sense any monitor leakage of powder
& in case of any rupture in the filter bag it shuts off the
machines automatically.

Heap filter

: final HEPA filter of 0.3 microns EU 13 with an efficiency
of 99%

Flame proof model

: for converting it into FLP model

Finish

: inside welds ground flush and surfaces shall have
mirror polis External weld ground smooth & surfaces
shall have mat finish

Salient features of Fluid Bed Equipment
◊ Design confirming to GMP norms.
◊ Filter bags fitting by inflatable silicon rubber tube.
◊

Pneumatically operated gasket for sealing the product container from top as well as
bottom.

◊ Filtration system comprising of 20 micron washable filter \ followed by 5 micron pre filter.
◊ Finally air is passed through 0.3 micron HEPA filter.
◊ Stainless steel backward curved centrifugal blower.
◊ Integrated retarding chamber cum filter bag housing.
◊ Dished end and tapered bottom.
◊

All contact parts of Stainless steel 316 and tapered bottom chamber, blower casing,
explosion chamber, supporting structure, trolley of product container, control panel etc. of
stainless steel 304.

◊ Positive earthing arrangement with low voltage relay.
◊ Auto pneumatic shaking with timers and butterfly valve.
◊ Explosion flap duly fitted with aluminum material.
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◊ On-line sampling device.
◊ Silicon rubber gasket between product container and retarding chamber.
◊ Differential pressure gauges to monitor pressure across inlet air filter and filter bags.
◊ Electrical locking between inflatable gasket & the motor with alarm.
◊ Auto temp. Controller for steam radiator.
◊ Infinitely variable control damper at outlet for regulating airflow.
◊ Machine with vertical explosion flap is also provided on request.
◊ Quick action butterfly valves ensures that the system is totally contained or enclosed.
◊ Solid particle detection system or Torn filter bag detection system is also available which
switches OFF the machine blower if it detects any solid particles in the exhaust ducting.
◊

Raking can be provided on request in the product container and will be operated by
pneumatics.

◊ Allen Bradley PLC for automation with key board, display unit and printer.
◊

Through The Wall Type design to reduce noise level and isolate maintenance from
manufacturing.

◊ Air conditioning system having heaters with face and a bypass system to maintain and
regulate temperature precisely.
◊ 'C' type half round rims for process unit and product container, ensures that there is
absolute safety for the machine operator.
◊

12 bar design is also available on request, where there is no relief ducts and the entire
structure is capable to withstand shock up to 12 bar. We use nitrogen flushing as inert
medium and QASV valves for preventing damage to the inlet or exhaust duct in case of
explosion.

◊ Blower of suitable capacity with flame proof motor. Complete blower and impeller in S.S.
304. No carbon steel parts are used in blower.
◊

Police filters of 20 micron can be fitted on the exhaust duct for exhaust air purity or for
safety reasons.

◊ Blower can also be fitted with silencer to reduce noise on the service floor.
◊

A single arm or multi arm top spraying system can be fitted in Fluid bed granulator/dryer to
achieve excellent spray granulation using best available peristaltic pump.

◊ S.S. 316 , cartridge filters with blow back system can also be provided if required.
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AIR JET MILL (PHASE II)
Application:
We require fully automated Pneumatic bag shaking model jet mill micronizer, micro
pulverizer and spiral fluidize air with industrial requirement to fulfill GMP standards. Jet Mills
are widely used in the manufacture of drugs and pharmaceuticals, organic and inorganic
high temperature and critical materials etc.
Working Principle
Jet Milling is a concept of feeding of the powder particles into a flat circular milling chamber
and subjecting the same tangentially with pressurized air or nitrogen through a venturi. The
Powder Particles are accelerated in a spiral movement inside the milling chamber by
number of angular holes in a ring and placed around the periphery of the chamber. The
heat sensitive and low melting point materials are easily micronized. Micronizer takes place
due to the collision between the incoming particles and the particles, which are already
accelerated into the spiral path, The larger Particles of the product get retained at the
periphery of the chamber by centrifugal force and the smaller particles exit with the exhaust
air from the central portion of the chamber.
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The material can be milled to an average particles size of 0.2 to 5 micron or coarse ground
to 400 mesh depending upon characteristics of the product. The milling action of the particle
is because of the high velocity of air / gases instead of pins, jaws or hammers and because
of this heat does not get generated during milling. The adiabatic expansion of compressed
air takes place with the resultant cooling effect. The heat sensitive and low melting point
materials are micronized without use of freeze grinding method.
Particle Separator
The particle size distribution is controlled by adjusting pressure and feed rate. The particles
are trapped by specially designed cyclonic separator and finger-bag made of non-woven
PTFE coated cloth without risk of fiber contamination. The dust separator and collector are
cylindrical and are having sanitary clamp for quick accessible connections. The system is
without reverse jet so as to save air / gas consumption. With the finger-bag shaking
arrangement, the bag is automatically cleaned with a set time interval.
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System should be provided with high-efficiency dust separator combining inertial and static
effects with membrane filter cartridges, reverse-pulse, automatic cleaning and final safety
HEPA filter that exhausts clean air to the atmosphere. Fully automated and manual jet mills
are mounted on an ergonomically designed portable stand with multiple options micronizer,
micro pulverizer and spiral fluidize air.
Advantages
The micronizing of the powder improves absorption capacity of the herbs in the human
body. This also results in new and unusual chemical and physical properties relating to
suspend ability, solid-state reaction rate, texture, color, absorption etc. The surface area
achieves increase in potency of jaggery powder, which reduces the dosage quantity.
Product of 30 mesh size when jet milled to 5 micron, has more than 160,000 particles &
surface area increases more than 115 times. This results into faster reaction time for
chemicals, The Jet Milled pesticides & herbicides cover much more surface area using less
of the active ingredients, thus reducing the cost. The polishing powders used for polishing
the lenses, computer hard disc or in toothpaste are required to be a narrow particle size
distribution for maximum productivity. The abrasives used in these polishing powders are
very precisely milled. Any cosmetic product requiring silky smoothness in application can
be achieved in Jet Mill. The reflectivity of light occurs when the particle size of the pigment
approaches a precise relationship to the wavelength of visible light. Therefore by controlling
the particle size, the product quality & its brilliance can be ascertained. Jet Mill versions
should be, Indian FDA as well as US-FDA accepted designs, in line with GMP practices
and in accordance with all pharmaceutical specifications worldwide.
Additional attachments
•

Electronic motor controller allowing step less regulation of feeding speed across the
specified range and features current limiting to prevent overloading

•

Batch validation equipment including 4-20 mA pressure transducers and process recorder
to document each event

•

Vacuum compensation system that avoids environment contamination in case of
blowbacks

•

Replaceable internal linings include PTFE, polyurethane and hard internal alloys etc

•

Synoptic and LCD – alarm display with fault message

•

High precision, electronic pressure controls that monitors the micronizer proportional
pressure regulator

•

PLC system
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•

Explosion proof 10 bar pressure with rupture disc

•

Ideal for Isolator/containment application

THE FEEDING SYSTEM:
There are two types of feeding system along with the Jet Mill, we prefer Vibratory type
feeder according to the property of the products.
1. Vibratory type feeder: The system is more preferred even by the pharmaceutical industries
as it being mounted on the main platform and without bolting so as to remove it easily for
cleaning. The trough of the unit is fully covered by a transparent cover. The feed rate is
controlled by adjusting the vibrator to get more accurate feed rate.
2. Screw type feeder: A twin shaft feeder, volumetric type, with concave profile, with selfcleaning screws that able to break the agglomerates and ensures an accurate feeding of
poor flowing products. The speed controlled by a step less, mechanical variator.

The capacity of machine:
250 to 500 kg per day in three shifts.

TABLET PRESS MACHINE ( PHASE II)
Square GMP model single rotary tablet press machine with hygienic features
Technical Specification
D4 Type

Machine Type

D4-16D

Number of Stations

8

Type of Tooling Punch

D

Output - Tablets / Hr.

5000

Max. Operating

10 Tons

Max. Tablet Dia

25 mm

Max. Depth of fill

20.5 mm

Upper Punch Penetration

1.5 - 8 mm

Main Electric Motor

3 HP/ 2.2 kW1440 RPM, 415 V.,3 Phase, 50 Hz.

Overall Dimension (cm)

98 x 102 x 182 H

Net Weight (Kgs)

1150
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TECHNICAL FEATURES
Salient Features
•

Square GMP Model

•

Machine is having C.I. Body & C.I. middle plate

•

Easy and More thorough Cleaning

•

Paint free tablet manufacturing zone.

•

Excellent and Operator Friendly Material Feeding System

•

Lower Guards of Polished Stainless Steel

•

Upper Guards of transparent Acrylic material

•

Electronic / Digital, Tablet Cum RPM Counter

•

Turret of Special Grade S G IRON casting

•

Lower Punch wiper Seal to prevent lower Punch jamming

•

Aluminum turret speed 17 to 42 RPM

•

Phosphorous bronze bush provided inside the turret hole

•

Imported needle roller bearing provided at the bottom of turret

•

Cam tracks & pressure rolls made out alloy steel

•

Worm is made of Phosphorous bronze material

•

Separate grinded center pillar of M.S. Material

•

Upper punch penetration system

•

Effective Dust Extraction Nozzles

•

Inter Lock Switches to all Guards

•

Variable Speed Pulley

•

One Shot Lubrication System

•

Double Sided Lifting Cams

•

Anti-Vibration counts

•

Overload Pressure Release System

•

Reverse direction motion protection is provide to avoid major accident

•

Available with AC Variable Drive & Electromagnetic Clutch (Optionally)

•

Available with force feeding attachment (Optionally)

•

Pre. Compression Arrangement (Optionally)

•

Nation Wide after Sales Service Network
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TABLET PACKING SECTION (PHASEII)

Tablet Packing machine (Blister Pack) to handle 5000 to 6000 tablet per hr.

MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES: working trolleys, material handling trays, cross
over bench, Lenin room store, fork lifter, GMP racks Vibro shifter, and clitt mill.

AN INTRODUCTION TO STEAM STERILIZATION
The autoclave, a device that is ubiquitous in almost all scientific settings, is a device that
uses steam heat to kill any microbial life that may be present on a contaminated Load. Any
load (also referred to as Goods) that has undergone a full sterilization cycle are considered
to be sterile and can be used without fear of introducing foreign microorganisms into a
sensitive environment, that environment being a laboratory, hospital operating room, food
production facility, etc. Different types of goods must be sterilized for different times, at
different temperatures. Some autoclaves contain features that others do not, such as
vacuum functions, special cycles, and integral electric boilers. Another element of
sterilization that hasn’t changed over time is the use of steam as a sterilizing agent. In order
to kill a cell through heat, its temperature must be raised to the point where the proteins in
the cell wall break down and coagulate. Steam is a very efficient medium for transferring
heat, therefore it is an excellent way to destroy microbes. Air, on the other hand, is a very
inefficient way to transfer heat/energy when compared to steam because of a concept
called the Heat of Evaporation.
To bring one liter of water to the boiling point (100˚C) requires 80kcal of heat energy.
Converting that liter of water to steam requires 540kcal — this means that steam at 100˚C
contains seven times as much energy as water at 100˚C. It’s that energy that makes steam
so much more efficient at destroying microorganisms. When steam encounters a cooler
object, it condenses into water and transfers all the energy that was required to boil it
directly into it, heating it up far more efficiently than air at similar temperatures. In short,
steam is how we achieve sterility in the sterilization process.
Sterile goods are free of microorganisms and are safe to use in medical, food production,
or other settings where the presence of germs would be a significant safety hazard. Exactly
how many microorganisms are going to be left alive over time at a fixed temperature is
expressed by a logarithmic curve, a function that approaches, but never reaches zero. As
the function approaches zero, typically a level of confidence (called Sterility Assurance
Level or SAL) is chosen for the odds that the last microorganism present will survive. The
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general standard for SAL is 10-6, or a one in a million chance of a single viable
microorganism. How long sterilization will take depends on the set temperature and the
Sterility Assurance Level desired. Higher temperatures will achieve sterility faster.

GENERAL PROCESS
Autoclaves operate on similar principles that they share with a common kitchen pressure
cooker the door is locked to form a sealed chamber, and all air within the chamber is
replaced by steam. The steam is then pressurized to reach the desired sterilization
temperature and time, before exhausting the steam and allowing the goods to be removed.
Here are the various phases of a sterilization cycle.
1. Purge Phase: Steam flows through the sterilizer beginning the process of displacing the
air; temperature and pressure ramp slightly to a continuous flow purge.
2. Exposure (Sterilization) Phase: During this phase, the autoclaves’ control system is
programmed to close the exhaust valve causing the interior temperature and pressure to
ramp up to the desired set point. The program then maintains the desired temperature
(dwells) until the desired time is reached.
3. Exhaust Phase: The pressure is released from the chamber through an exhaust valve
and the interior is restored to ambient pressure, although contents remain relatively hot.

CRITICAL COMPONENTS OF AN AUTOCLAVE (PHASE II)
Autoclaves are constructed of the following key components.

1. Chamber
The chamber is the primary component of a steam autoclave, consisting of an inner
chamber and outer jacket. Autoclaves are constructed with “jacketed” chambers where the
jacket is filled with steam, reducing the time that sterilization cycles take to complete and
reducing condensation within the chamber.
The inspection and name plate are crucial indicators of a properly functioning autoclave.
Autoclave chambers size required is (3,000Ltr). Chambers are typically constructed of 316L
or Nickel-Clad (for inner chambers) and 316L, 304L, or Carbon Steel (for outer jackets).

2. Controls System
All modern autoclaves are equipped with a controller interface, Autoclave control systems
are, however, a bit more sophisticated and complicated. A sterilization cycle follows a
software “recipe” that takes the process through a series of phases that involve the opening
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and closing of valves and components in a specific sequence. Therefore, all autoclaves will
require some form of controls, whether those be as simple as a “push button” system with
a microprocessor or as complex as a Programmable Logic Controller with color touch
screen.

3. Thermostatic Trap
All autoclaves will feature some form of thermostatic trap or steam trap, a device designed
to allow air and water (condensate) to escape from the chamber. Although various types of
traps can be used in a steam delivery system/steam autoclave, they all perform the same
function removing condensate while allowing the passage of dry steam. Most often, steam
traps are temperature sensitive valves that close when heated past a certain set point.
Thermostatic traps are a critical component of any properly designed autoclave.

4. Safety Valve
All autoclaves operate under elevated pressures (14-45 psig), therefore, must be
manufactured with an incredibly robust construction and fitted with a number of safety
features and devices to ensure that they present no danger to users. One of these safety
devices is the safety valve. This is the final fail-safe device for the pressure vessel should
all electronic controls fail. It is imperative that the safety valve is inspected, tested and
verified to be in proper working condition based on the recommendation of the sterilizer
and/or valve manufacturer as well as local inspection and insurance agencies.

5. Waste-Water Cooling Mechanism
Most autoclaves are equipped with a system to cool the effluent before it enters the drain
piping. Many municipalities and buildings do not allow effluent above 140˚F to enter the
floor drain. In order to avoid damage to the facility’s drain piping, the steam must be cooled
before it is finally sent down the drain. The simplest, and oldest, method of cooling the
steam is to mix it with additional cold tap water, but the amount of water required can make
autoclaves the single biggest contributor to a building’s water use. Some autoclaves come
equipped with systems designed to cut down, or even eliminate, this water consumption.
6. Vacuum System (if applicable)
The primary concern for ensuring sterilization is making certain that all the air inside the
chamber is replaced with steam. Certain commonly sterilized goods, particularly porous
materials like animal bedding or cloth, or containers with small openings like large flasks or
goods in plastic bags, tend to retain air pockets when the autoclave only relies on displacing
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the air by pushing steam into the chamber. If an air pocket is present during the cycle, any
microorganisms within that pocket will survive and the goods will not be sterile.
For this reason, many sterilizers will include a vacuum system. Not only does this allow you
to forcibly remove air by pulling a vacuum on the chamber before a cycle (also known as
pre-vacuum), it also helps the user by pulling a vacuum after the cycle (also known as postvacuum) to remove the steam remaining in the chamber and dry off the goods inside the
autoclave.

7. Steam Generator
The most common steam source for an autoclave is from a central “house” boiler. However,
when house steam is not available or is insufficient for the autoclave, one must resort to an
electric steam generator (also known as a boiler). These boilers typically sit integral (i.e.
underneath the chamber) to the autoclave and utilize electric heating elements to heat
water and generate steam. For further information on steam sources check out this
comprehensive guide.
Door: Double door for clean room applications.
Automation: During Sterilization a Microprocessor / PLC controls temperature, Moisture,
Gas Injection, and Gas Exposure and all critical time and pressure based parameters.
Important sterilization parameters like Phase Status, Current Values & set values, should
continuously displayed at all times on Controller Screen. Continuous display of
Temperature, Humidity and Pressure On-line allows to be aware of Cycle status at all times.
Temperature uniformly and accurately maintained throughout the chamber to within ± 4°C
of the Set Sterilization temperature. The advanced SCADA software will provide stores
detailed records of Process-Data for every cycle. Reports should be available in Data,
Summary and Graph formats for every batch of goods sterilized. Can re-print reports as
and when required, using any normal printer. Digital storage of data cuts cost, saves space,
ensures safety of data and negates cost of expensive thermal printing.

ALL INDUSTRIAL ETO STERILIZERS ARE DESIGNED AND BUILT AS PER GMP
REQUREMENTS TAKING INTO CONSIDERATION THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES;
Machine is with conventional hinged doors, or Modern Automatic sliding door options.
Conventional centrally locked Manual doors Or Modern horizontal / Vertical Sliding doors
The MOC (Material of Construction) is decided taking into consideration as GMP standards,
for Industrial pharmacy Devices or for sterilizing Food or Spices. Generally 316L for contact
part and 304 outer section. Locational differences in availability of electricity and operational
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voltages are considered when designing machines. Existing standards for operation / gas
release etc. in the country / region where the machine is to be installed. Machines are
designed for optimums performance while ensuring lowest operational cost. Machine is
built and tested as per Exiting international standards

Special Features
• The inner chamber is fabricated from S.S. 316 or S.S. 316L and is fully welded to ensure
a crevice free and easy to clean environment.
• Temperature Uniformity +/- 5 degree Celsius guaranteed within the chamber for the entire
cycle.
• STERILIZATION efficiency.
• HEPA filter of 99.97% performance for clean air.
• Extended shaft motor for chamber recirculation.
• Positive Pressure throughout the cycle for 100% sterile integrity of the load.
• Automatic PIC controlled cycle with user-friendly operator interface for visual monitor and
control over the entire cycle.
• Specially designed chamber to ensure complete condensate removal.
• Specially designed connector/nozzles sanitary type to avoid any chances of
contamination.
• Special welding technique to avoid welding depressions inside the chamber.
• Excellent chamber finish with crevice free construction to avoid chances of contamination.
• Uniform distribution of steam to achieve uniform temperature + 0.1.50C
• Sterile air filter (0.01micron) for vacuum break is provided on sterile side.
• Automatic control with PLC based Sterilizer control panel.
• Blind Temperature Controller for overshoots temperature condition.
• From the point of view of chamber safety, the heater bank and fan motor are electrically
interlocked.
• Door Interlocking to prevent simultaneous opening of both doors.
• Door Process lock to prevent opening of doors when process is on.
• "Sterile door lock" to prevent sterile door opening unless the sterilization cycle has been
successfully completed.
• Circulation Blower or heater malfunction alarm.
• Automatic Fh Calculator with facility for control in case of heat labile materials.
• On-line printing [alpha-numeric and graphical] for process documentation.
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Safety Features:
• Both doors will not open simultaneously.
• Both doors will not open when process is on.

COMPACT DEHUMIDIFIER
The FFB Compact Dehumidifier removes moisture through a process of continuous
“physical adsorption”. The moisture is adsorbed in the dehumidification sector by the fluted,
desiccant synthesized rotor and is exhausted in the reactivation sector by a stream of hot
air in a counter flow.
Capacity required for 10000 Sq feet to maintain moisture level below 40%
FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS
High efficiency and reliability Easy to operate
* Certified as per standard EN ISO12100-1:2003,
* Suitable for continuous operation EN ISO12100-2:2003, EN60204-1:2006+A1 2009
* Auto / manual selector switch.
* Meeting essential requirements of European directives
* Power on, heater on and fault status indications Low Voltage directive 2006/95/EC
* Independent blower and motor for each airflow machine directive 2006/42/EC (Process &
Reactivation)
* A totally self-contained unit
* Volume control damper for both (Process & Reactivation)
* CNC fabricated unit(s) with powder coated finish air flow
* Rotor media has high performance metal silicates Easy to install synthesized in situ.
* Several mounting and installation options
* Rotor incorporates robust internal structure with stainless
* Small footprints; low volume/weight per CMH. steel perimeter flange for industrial quality,
durability and Easy to maintain easy serviceability.
* Quick and easy to service
* Rotor perimeter flange extends media and seal life
* Rotor is water washable
* Edge hard face coating on rotor ensures long life and Options good sealing for media and
seals.
* Humidity control through humidistat on/off
* Rotor is non-flammable with organics < 2%.
* Stainless steel construction
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* Process and reactivation air flow sectors are insulated
* Microprocessor controller Necessary control and safeties
* Differential air pressure switch for providing react air flow.
* Reactivation cool down safety device.
* Electrical interlocking of fan motors, heaters and rotor drive.
* Unique PTFE bonded bulb seal design; minimized air leakage

AIR HANDLING UNIT: (PHASE II )
1.1 Basic Concept
Air Handling Units are required to supply conditioned air to the specified areas. The airhandling units shall be package type sectionalized construction having filter section,
control/mixing section, cooling coil section, eliminators, fan section, suction plenum section
and drain pan. Capacity (TR) and Airflow of the air-handling unit has been indicated in the
air handling unit schedule. AHU design will be robust; air inlet for both AHU is from side
with facility for easy maintainability.
AHU shall be provided with Multi louvered opposed blade Fan discharge dampers &
Canvass Flexible connections for connecting to discharge Air plenum/ducts, vibration
isolators (spring type/25 mm thick serrated neoprene pads), manual air vent at high point
in the cooling coil and a drain plug in the bottom of the coil. Common Extruded Al channel
base for fan & motor is to be provided. AHU shall be provided with 5 pass PVC eliminator
to be provided after cooling coil to avoid water carry over having suitable depth as per
required.# Eliminator pan shall be constructed of sandwich type construction with both the
skin made of 1mm SS-304 sheet with 25mm P.U. insulation in between with necessary
slope to facilitate fast removal of water. Eliminator section should be such that it can be
easily dismantled with disturbing the AHU main frame assembly and panels.
Eliminator type: PVC
Pitch: - 25mm
Face velocity: - 2- 5 mm/sec
All controls and instrumentation of the AHUs shall be in assembled condition with min. pipe
length of 1 mts (both supply and return) length. The chilled water pipe shall be of heavy
class (class-C)) as per IS 1239. AHU shall be selected for the lowest operating noise level,
suitable sound attenuator to be used for the equipment and operating noise level should
not exceeding 65 Db at 2 M distance. Fan performance rating and power consumption data,
with operating points clearly indicating shall be submitted and verified at the time of testing
commissioning of the installation.
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• Electrical interlock trips of the fan immediately on opening of the AHU door.
• Factory fitted earthing is to be provided in the fan section.
• Thermally insulated totally sealed glass inspection window is to be provided.
• Manometer ports are to be provided.

The design requirement of air-handling unit shall be as follows:
Sl. No. AHU LOCATION

GMP UNIT

1.

Capacity

100 TR, Once through

2.

Air flow rate at 50 MM WG fan static AS per design requirement

3.

Room design condition

For 100 TR (240C, +/- 10C RH 50% +/- 5%)

4.

Ambient Condition

(DBT 380C, WBT 290C)

5.

Chilled

water

inlet

/outlet Inlet 70C/Outlet-120C

temperature
6.

Room Sensible heat factor

0.90

7.

Numbers of units required

01nos.

8.

Type

Once through ( 100TR)

9.

Motor rating as per requirement AS per design requirement
(25% more than rated).

2.1 Casing:
The housing /casing of AHUs shall be of double skin compact construction. The housing
shall be so made that it can be delivered at site in total/semi knock down conditions
depending upon the locations.
The framework shall be of extruded aluminum hollow sections filled with preformed
insulation. The entire frame shall be assembled using mechanical joints to make a sturdy
& strong framework for various joints.
Double skin panels shall be made of minimum 22 SWG(0.853mm) pre coated G.I. sheet
on outside and 0.63mm( 0.64mm /24 SWG) SS-304 sheet on inside with pressure injected
CFC& HFC free PUF with K value of 0.02 watts/m˚ C and density of 48 kg/cu.m of minimum
45mm thick insulation in between. These panels shall be bolted from inside on to the
framework with soft rubber gasket in between to make the joints airtight. All necessary
hardware/fasteners shall be of Stainless Steels (304).
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Frame work for each sections shall be bolted together with soft rubber gasket in between
to make the joints air tight. Suitable doors with SS-304 hinges and latches shall be provided
for access to various panels to facilitate removal of cooling coils and fans for maintenance.
The entire housing shall be mounted on steel channel framework.
Drain pan shall be constructed of 2 mm SS-304 sheet with necessary slope to facilitate
fast removal of condensate. Drain outlet shall be provided on both the sides of the drain
pan. Drain should be raised from drain pan of AHU & left near the floor drain trap with a
“U” shape.
Note: - Drain trap design/drawing to be approved by indenting officer before manufacturing.
Drain-pan shall be at least 150 mm wider than the width of respective cooling coils.
Between drain-pan and Eliminator pan of bottom surface shall be made of 2mm SS304
sheet. The air-handling units shall be supported on suitable number of legs to keep it at
least 150 mm above the floor level.

2.2 Filter Section and Filters:
Each unit shall be provided with a factory assembled filter section containing washable
synthetic type air filters having SS-304 frame. The media shall be supported with HDPE
mesh on one side and aluminum mesh on other side. Filter shall fits to prevent bypass.
Holding frame shall be provided for installing a number of filters cells in the banks. The
filters shall be provided (preferably 610 * 610 * 50 / 610 * 305 *50 mm size) in the filter
section. These filters shall be sliding type and with suitable holding arrangement and shall
be cleanable and reusable type.
These filters shall have 90% efficiency up to 10-Micron particle size. All filters shall be
installed in vertical position and designed for horizontal airflow. Filter media shall be
designed to hold dust, sand and prevent it from being dislodged by vibrations or other
cause. The frames shall be designed to take load equal to three times the pressure drop
in dirty condition of the filters.
Velocity of air across filters shall not exceed 2.0 to 2.2 m/sec. Pressure drop across the
filters in clean and dirty conditions shall not be more than 2.5 mm WG and 7.5 mm WG
respectively. The supplier shall indicate dust loading of filters at a pressure drop of 6.5mm
WG.
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2.3 Cooling Coil Section:
The cooling coil shall be designed for water duty and inlet water temperature at 7.0 0C and
outlet water temperature at 12 0C. Cross flow process of heat Transfer shall be used for
cooling coil design. Number of fins in the cooling coil shall be restricted to 0911 fins/in.
Velocity of water and air through the cooling coil should not be more than 1.5 m/sec and
2.5 m/sec. respectively. Even number of rows like 4,6,8 etc. shall be selected for any
particular cooling coil so as to facilitate supply and return headers on one side of the unit.
Each coil shall be complete with drain and vent connections terminating in cocks/valves.
Chilled water coil shall have 1/2” diameter Copper tubes (as per ASTM B280-18) minimum
24G thick with 28G thick copper fins firmly bonded to tunes assembled in zinc coated steel
frame. The Tube shall be hydraulically/Mechanically expanded for minimum thermal
contact resistance with fins. Each coil shall be factory tested to 21 Kg/cm2 (g) air pressure
under water. Flanges of cooling coils shall be of galvanized Mild Steel plates of thickness
as per ANSI B 16.5 class 150 lb. Supply and return headers shall be given two coats of rust
inhibiting paint on either side. Provision for inside chemical cleaning of coil shall be
provided.
The cooling coil capacity shall be 20% higher than specified cooling capacity.
Coils shall be sealed in polythene bags and packed in crates properly. Coils with
damaged fins shall not be accepted.

2.4 Fan Section:
Each air-handling unit shall consist of DIDW forward curve, Energy efficient AMCA certified
fans reputed make centrifugal fan mounted on a common solid shaft, which shall be driven
by a motor through pulley and belts arrangement. The motor shall be located inside the
air-handling unit preferably mounted on suitable vibration isolating frame. The fan
compartment should further isolated by placing it on a spring suspension, which will
mitigate the transfer of vibration through the floor.
The shaft shall be machined out of EN-8 bar and shall be mounted on self-aligning heavyduty ball/roller bearings of adequate capacity and life. Bearings shall be grease lubricated
and shall be provided with fittings for lubrication from outside. Bearing life shall be minimum
50000 working hours. Bearing shall be SKF.
Fan blades shall be fabricated out of min. 16G G.I. sheets (riveted). The fan housing shall
be made of die formed side sheets with streamlined inlets to ensure smooth airflow into
fans.
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The first critical speed of the rotating assembly shall be at least 40% above the operating
speed. All fans, pulleys, motors etc. shall be well balanced as per VDI: 2060 Grade-6.3/
ISO 1940 & AMCA 204/3 G-2.5 standard. Noise level shall not be more than 65 db at 2 M
distance. The Vibrations level shall be as per ISO 10816.
Centrifugal fans shall be provided with adjustable v- belts and sheaves. All belts shall be
sized for 150% of the rated H.P. of the motor and minimum two belts shall be used. All vbelts shall be equipped with removable belt guards. Belt guards can be standard belt
guards of expanded metal or screen type hot dip galvanized guard. Only certified matched
belt set shall be provided for fans to ensure even loading. The belts & pulleys shall be of
reputed make.
(Belt size & detail of pulley to get approved from indenting officer before manufacturing)
The fan shall be selected for a speed not exceeding 1000 RPM. The fan outlet air velocity
shall not be more than 1800 FPM. The fan housing with motor shall be mounted on a
common steel base mounted on cushy-foot mounts. The fan outlet shall be connected to
the plenum with the help of fire retardant canvass. Rotating assembly including impeller
and pulley shall be statically & dynamically balanced.
(Fan section should have two detachable doors one on each side. Doors should have
proper sealing gaskets & clamps to hold the doors.)

2.5 Dampers:
Dampers shall be opposed blade type. Blades shall be made of double skin airfoil extruded
aluminium sections with integral gasket and assembled within a rigid extruded aluminium
alloy frame. All linkages and supporting spindles shall be made of aluminium or nylon,
turning in teflon bushes. In case of automatic dampers, sealed ball bearings shall be
provided, in place of teflon bushes. Manual dampers shall be provided with a bakelite knob
for locking the damper blades in position. Damper frames shall be sectionalized to minimize
blade warping. Air leakage through dampers when in the closed position shall not exceed
1.5% of the maximum design air volume flow rate at the maximum design air total pressure.

2.6 CONTROL SECTION:
2.6.1 Manual Control Section: (For AHU) Manual control shall include:
Valves:
Gate valve and glove valves shall be provided with flanged ends in chilled water supply and
return line of each AHU. Gate and globe valves with flange connections shall be provided.
Valves shall conform to IS: 778-1963 & BS-5155 for class 150 lbs rating and flanges shall
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be as per ANSI B 16.5 class 150 lbs rating. Valves shall have rising spindles. The valves
shall be of reputed make and shall have prior approval of the engineer.

Strainer:
Strainer shall be of SS 40 mesh screen. Strainers shall be of reputed make.

2.7 Instrumentation:
All instruments and quantity required shall be as per tender technical specifications.
All instruments described herein shall be of approved reputable make. All Gauges shall be
calibrated.

Pressure Gauge:
Pressure gauges shall be provided at the inlet and outlet pipes of each air-handling unit for
chilled water. Range of pressure gauges shall be 0-7 Kg/cm^2g with at least 0.1 kg/cm^2
dial graduations. Dial diameter shall be at least 100 mm. All required valves/cocks to isolate
the gauge and facilitate its removal without disturbing main lines flow. Pressure gauges
shall be isolated during pressure testing. Isolation valve to be globe valve with threaded
end connection of reputed make.

Temperature Gauges:
Thermometers shall be direct reading industrial type having 0 to 500C ranges with minimum
0.5 C graduations. Thermometer shall be provided on inlet and on outlet of chilled water
line of each AHU.

Manometers:
Inclined Manometers shall be provided across filters & cooling coils for measuring
differential pressure. The process connections shall be SS with necessary connectors and
level adjustment facility. The manometers shall be of reputed make.

Flow Control: The flow control Motor operated 3-way control valve (with associated
accessories) shall be of reputed make. Motorized three ways mixing valve located in chilled
water lines connecting to the coil. This valve shall be operated by the temperature
transmitter & shall control the flow of chilled water Test certificate of manufacture with
guaranty to be provided.
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3. Quality Control and Inspection
Material Inspection:
G.I.

Sheets, Panels, Blower assembly, Motor, shafting, insulating material, bearings,

cooling coil, eliminator, instrumentations, valves & fittings and hardware for various parts,
etc., of AHU shall be inspected by the departmental representatives. Linkable test
certificates shall be provided as per respective codes /standards to verify the conformity of
materials used with the specification. In the absence of such documents, the contractor
shall arrange required test at his own cost.

i) Cooling Coil Capacity:
a)

The Supplier shall furnish design details for the approval prior to manufacture.

b)

The contractor at his works shall demonstrate the capacity of the coil .In case load
is not available; the supplier shall give data/charts etc. to fully satisfy the purchaser
for its full load performance on basis of part load.

c)

Air pressure testing of coils shall be carried out at 150 psig. by the supplier.

iii) Fan Capacity:

a)

Fans shall be subjected to performance test as per AMCA 210. The supplier at his
works and at site shall demonstrate the testing after erection.

b)

The supplier at site shall carry out vibration test after erection along with same motor
& pulley arrangement that is to be supplied with the AHU.

c)

The supplier shall carry out noise test at site and during commissioning.

iv) Fabrication & dynamic balancing:
The unit shall be visually inspected during fabrication. The departmental representatives
shall witness static & dynamic balancing of rotating assembly including shaft, impeller and
pulley. Four copies of Test certificates shall be furnished to the Department

4.Cold insulation:
The AHU shall be thermally insulated.

5.Installation
All Air Handling Units shall be supplied in assembled condition and as per site conditions
it can be completely dismantled and re assembled on site.
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6.Testing & commissioning:
The supplier will carry out installation testing & commissioning of AHUs along with allied
controls and instruments. The AHU shall be tested for their design performance and the
following test results shall be furnished. The AHU shall be tested for performance and
endurance test for 72 hours round the clock at manufacturer work shop.
a) Air side
i) Capacity (CMH) ii) Static Pressure (mm of WC) iii) Entering D.B T. & W.B.T. iv) Leaving
D.B.T. & W.B.T. v) RH % of air after cooling coil

b) Water side
i) Inlet Temp. (0C) ii) Outlet Temp.(0C)
iii) Pressure drop(Kg/cm2g)

c) Vibration level at
i) Foundation ii) Motor foundation bolt
iii) Bearings of fan & motor

d) Noise Level
i) Operating noise level should not exceeding 65 dB at 2 M distance.

7. G.I. Ducts for ACVE system:
All G.I. ducts shall be fabricated out of (minimum) 1 mm thick G.I. sheets (20 G =1.006 mm)
conforming to IS: 277. Zinc coating shall be minimum- class-IV. The contractor shall
procure the required quantity and furnish linkable test certificates for sheet to prove the
suitability of materials. In the absence of test certificates the contractor shall arrange
chemical & mechanical tests at his own cost to demonstrate the conformity of sheets.

8. Fabrication Details:
All the ducts shall be fabricated as per IS- 655.
All longitudinal joints shall be Pittsburgh lock seam type joints. All transverse joints shall
be continuous around the four sides, corner closes are required
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SECTION F:
ESTIMATE: BELOW IS THE ESTIMATE FOR 250 TCD EXPANDABLE TO 500 TCD SOLID
JAGGERY PLANT INCLUDING RCC BUILDING AND CIVIL WORK: 2087.65 Lakh only
PRICE: comprising of the following specification basic cost (in lacs) without GST
1. Milling section Cane carrier Double cutter with crusher planetary G.B, VFD, bagasse conveyor,
feeding system, vibro screen juice receiver tank and pump excluding optional things – 250 Lakh
2. Boiling house complete boiling house describe in above excluding optional things with structure
platform railing staircase as per dwg. - 225 Lakh
3. GMP jaggery handling, automatic molding one set silicone molds and granulation section
including bulk bag packing. Cost of solid jaggery packing is not included. - 225 Lakh
3. Boiler 8.0 TPH 32 kg/cm2 Expandable frame 12 TPH boiler with complete its assembly with MS
chimney– 160 Lakh
4. Electrification/ automation All control panel (main) on off push button near to corresponding
equipment , cables, boiler complete automation -75 Lakh
5. Erection and commissioning Complete erection and satisfactory commissioning – 75 Lakh
6. Cost of power generation 500 KW turbine and power house is – 75 Lakh
7. Value added section (Bottling and tableting section) – 263 Lakh (PHASE II)
Total plant and machinery cost – 1185 Lakh Excluding (Phase II)
Provision for Taxes – 213.30 Lakh only
Civil work - 435 Lakh
1) All Civil Work building and machinery foundation including site development
2) Water treatment plant R O/ D M and other water arrangements
3) Electrical Work for building and external lighting arrangement, etc.
4) Fuel for D.G set at site system.
5) Statutory fees regarding permissions and all relative offices.
6) Red Bricks, Cement and Sand For boiler.
Other Requirements:
1. Accommodation and food for Site Supervisors, Engineers.
2. Labour accommodation.
3. Free issue of consumables, Grease, Oil, Cotton waste, etc.
4. You will have to provide Site Office and Stores.
5. Free Electricity and Water within the site premises.
6. Miscellaneous fixed assets. Work shop equipment’s and tools tackles for maintenance.
7. Painting of all building, structure, ducts, hoppers, platform, railing, etc.
8. All statutory fees for boiler registration and TA/DA of Boiler Inspectors. And other Govt. offices.
9. Insurance coverage for our Engineers, Supervisors and labour at site.
10. Necessary approvals from Boiler Directorate and co-ordination with boiler inspector.
11. Consumables, like Oxygen, LPG, Electrodes, Hardware, etc. during erection
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